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FOREWORD 

THIS FORMS VOLUME XV of the fifteen volume work on Yiin-kang and comprises the report of the 

investigations of Caves XXI-XLVL 

The photographs were chiefly made in 1941 by Mr. 0_ Hatachi, the former Institute photographer, 

assisted by the late Mr. L Inui, who unfortunately lost his life in the War time_ As there was 

insufficient time to take accurate measurements, only rough sketches and approximations taken from 

the notes of the late Mr. H_ Harada, who collaborated with us in 1940, are here given_ The rubbings 

were made in 1939_ The excavations were carried out mostly in 1940 by Messrs_ T_ Hibino, lecturer 

of our Institute, and K_ Ono, of the National Museum, Nara_ 

The text is the joint authorship of S_ Mizuno and T_ Nagahiro_ The translation is made by P_ C_ 

Swann of the Museum of Eastern Art, Oxford University_ 

The printing of this volume was made possible by Institute funds with the encouragement of the 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE CAVE-TEMPLES IN CHINA 

1 

THE CAVE-TEMPLES OF INDIA, Afghanistan and Central Asia have already been discussed and their 

influence on the art of the Yun-kang caves assessed(Vol. VI, Introduction). A general survey of the 

cave-temples in China is now necessary. Apart from Yun-kang, the cave-temples of China can be listed 

as follows:-

1. Ch'ien-fo-tung Caves, Tun-huang, Kansu. 

2. Hsi-ch'ien-fo-tung Caves, Tun-huang, Kansu. 

3. Wan-fo-hsia Caves, An-hsi, Kansu. 

4. T'ien-t'i-shan Caves, Wu-wei, Kansu. 

5. Ping -ling -ssil Caves, Yung -ching, Kansu. 

6. Mai-chi-shan Caves, T'ien-shui, Kansu. 

7. Wang-mu-kung Cave, Ching-hsien, Kansu. 

8. Wang-chia-kou Caves, Ching-hsien, Kansu. 

9. Lo-han-tung Cave, Ching-hsien, Kansu. 

10. Ta-fo-ssil Caves, Fen-hsien, Shensi. 

11. Shui-lien-tung Caves, Fen-hsien, Shensi. 

12. Ch'ien-fo-yen Caves, Kuang-yuan, Szechwan. 

13. Nan-k'an-shan Niches, Pa-chung, Szechwan. 

14. Ch'ien-fo-ai Niches, T'ung-chiang, Szechwan. 

15. Lung-men Caves, Lo-yang, Honan. 

16. Kung-hsien Caves, Kung-hsien, Honan. 

17. T'ien-lung-shan Caves, Tai-yuan, Shansi. 

18. Pao-shan Caves, An-yang, Honan. 

19. Hsiang-t'ang-shan Caves, Wu-an and Tz'il-hsien, Hopei. 

20. Lien-hua-tung Cave, Wu-feng-shan, Fei-ch'eng, Shantung. 

21. Ling-yen-ssil Cave, Chang-ch'ing, Shantung. 

22. Huang-shih-ai Cave, Li-ch'eng, Shantung. 

23. Ch'ien-fo-shan Niches, Li-ch'eng, Shantung. 
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24. Yii-han-shan Niches, Li-ch'eng, Shantung. 

25. Fo-yii Niches, Li-ch'eng, Shantung. 

26. Lung-tung Caves, Li-ch'eng, Shantung. 

27. Ta-fo-tung Cave, Li-ch'eng, Shantung. 

28. Ch'ien-fo-ai Niches, Shen-t'ung-ssu, Li-ch'eng, Shantung. 

29. Yiin-men-shan Caves, I-tu, Shantung. 

30. T'o-shan Caves, I-tu, Shantung. 

31. Chih-yii-k'ou Niches, Kuang-ling, Shansi. 

32. Hsia-hua-yiian Cave, Hsiian-hua, Shansi. 

33. Wang-fo-t'ang Caves, I-hsien, Liaoning. 

34. Ch'i-hsia-shan Caves, Chiang-ning, Chiangsu. 

35. Shih-wu-tung Cave, Hang-hsien, Chekiang. 

36. Yen-hsia-tung Cave, Hang-hsien, Chekiang. 

37. Fei-lai-f3ng Niches, Hang-hsien, Chekiang. 
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38. Lung-shan Caves, T'ai-yiian, Shansi. ft!1J E Ji 
Of these, the Lung-shan caves excavated by Sung P'i-yiin *jjI[~ (A.D. 1183-1247) are not Bud

dhist but Taoist.1) With this one exception, all the cave-temples are Buddhist inspired. In general, 

cave-temples are excavated into rock hills in such a way that they form rooms housing Buddhist images 

on their walls. Some sites, however, e. g. those of Yii-han-shan and Shen-t'ung-ssu both in Shantung 

province have Buddhist images which are not carved in the rooms but on the actual cliffs of the rock 

hills. Other sites made use of natural caves, e. g. Huang-shih-ai and Lung-tung both of Li-ch'eng in 

Shantung province. (Fig. 1) 

Almost all the Buddhist caves are found in north China and only very few in south China. The 

excavation of the latter, especially those in Hang-hsien, Chekiang province, such as the Fei-lai-feng, 

Shih-wu-tung and Yen-hsia-tung caves, was carried out only in the period from the Five Dynasties to 

the Sung and YUan" when work on those in the north China, except for some repairs to the caves of 

Tun-huang, had entirely ceased. Cave-temples excavated in the period from the Southern Dynasties 

to theT'ang in south China are very few. Only the large Buddhist cave in the centre of the Ch'ien

fo-yen of Ch'i-hsia-shan in Nanking is worthy of mention. This large main image of Amitiiyus was 

planned by Seng-shao itt ~ in the 7th year of the Yung-ming 7-K Jljj era (A. D. 489) of the Southern 

Ch'i but was not finished. His second son, Chung-chang 1!f1:fl11, assisted by the monk Fa-to f!OC, suc

ceeded in completing the work:" 

Two reasons can be put forward for the paucity of cave-temples in south China. (1) The scar

city of sites in south China with rock cliffs suitable for the construction of cave-temples. (2) The 

people of south China had not mastered the considerable technique required for the excavation of these 

cave-temples. Certainly it is a remarkable phenomenon in the history of Chinese Buddhist culture 

1 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Shina Bukkyo Shiseki (Buddhist Monuments in China), Vol. III, Tokyo 1926, pp. 80-89. 

2 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., Vol. V, Tokyo 1928, pp.126-151. 

3 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., Vol. IV, Tokyo 1927, pp.1-25. 
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INTRODUCTION 

that cave-temples in north China vastly outnumber those of south China in every respect and es

pecially in quantity, scale and grandeur. The following brief explanation must therefore be limited 

only to north China beginning from the westernmost areas whence Buddhist culture always came_ 

2 

[CH'IEN-FO-TUNG CAVES, TUN-HUANG, KANSU] It is generally accepted that the earliest excavation of 

cave-temples in China was done in Tun-huang, Kansu province_ Since ancient times Tun-huang situat

ed on the important road running westwards from Lo-yang and Chang-an to the countries of Central 

Asia, was known by the name Sha-chou 1& ;1+1. This formed the westernmost point of China, the first 

place to be reached by travellers from the west coming across the desert to China proper. It was only 

natural that Buddhism and the new culture it brought with it from the West provided the opportunity 

for the inhabitants of Tun-huang on account of their geographic position to be the first to create cave

temples. 

The cave-temples of Tun-huang are situated 16km. southeast of the present town of Tun-huang. 

The rock cliff in which they are excavated has Mt. Ming-sha ~~i'Y hehind it and faces east. They 

were once called the Mo-kao-k'u ~ ~ g which can be rendered as "Cave of Unsurpassed Height. " 

The rock is of conglomerate nature and not suitable for sculpture. Therefore the statues there were 

made only of stucco and placed either on pedestals in the caves or attached to the walls. Both walls 

and ceilings are wholly covered with painting. The sands of the desert have encroached on the caves 

to such a degree that those situated on the lowest level are often completely buried. A further de· 

structive element has been the river Ta-ch'iian ::k~ which runs in front of the caves. The strong 

prevailing south-west wind which blows in these regions and earthquakes have both added their quota 

of destruction. It is possibly due partly to these factors that the total numbers of the caves recorded by 

various scholars over the last thirty years differ considerably." P. Pelliot, in 1907, listed 182 caves but 

some among them are further subdivided alphabetically.') Ch'en Wan-li3
) IDl(;!1i; l!!. has counted 353 and 

Chang Ta-ch'ien *::k=f4) is said to have counted 309. The comparatively new Art Institute of Tun

huang :f5CJ::li!.'Cj?Oliff~?fr, members of which investigated the site in detail in 1951, listed 469.5
) For 

convenience of explanation, the present authors will adopt the numbering of Pelliot and that of the 

Art Institute of Tun-huang in brackets. 
The first problem presented by the Tun-huang caves is that of their date of creation. According 

to a Tun-huang document, The Geography of Sha-chou jlJ; ;1+1 ill;( edited in A. D. 949, the earliest exca-

1 A, Stein, Serindia, II, London 1921, pp. 791-1088. 

2 P. Pelliot, Les grottes de Touen-houang, Paris et Bruxelles 1914-24. 

3 Ch'en Wan.li, Hsi-hsing-jih-chi (Diary of a Journey to Tun-huang), Peking 1926, p. 136. 

4 Hsiang Ta, Hsi.chl!ng-hsiao-chi (Notes of the Tra;els in the Western District) (Kuo-hsueh.ch'i.kan, VII-I), Peking 

1950, p. 16. 
5 Tun-huang Ch-ien{o-tung Ko-chiap'ien-hao Tui-chao-piao (Comparative Table of Numberings of the Tun-huang 

Caves according to PelIiot, Chang Ta-ch'ien and Art Institute of Tun-huang) (Wen-wu-ts'an-'k'ao-tzii-liao, 1951-5), Peking 

1951. 
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vations were carried out from the ninth year of the Yung-ho 7kfP era (A.D. 353) of the Eastern Chin 

dynasty.') However, in Cave 146 (332), the Wu-chou Li-chiin Hsiu-hung-te-chi Pei dated the first year 

of the Sheng-Ii ~Jli'I' era (A.D. 698),') says that the monk Lo-tsun ~ft started work on the Tun-huang 

cave in the second year of the Chien-yuan @;JC era (A.D. 362) in the reign of Fu Chien r.f~ of the 

Former Ch'in dynasty. These two traditions differ in a matter of thirteen years. Whichever is trne, 

it may safely be concluded that the first cave was excavated in the third quarter of the fourth century.') 

Another inscription, the Mo-kao-k'u-chi dated the sixth year of the Hsien-t'nng 11IZ;m era (A.D. 865) in 

Cave 17(162) further records that the next cave was constructed by the side of the Lo-tsun cave by the 

monk Fa-liang 1* ~ and that therefore the cave-temples were started by these two monks. It is stated 

that Lo-tsun and Fa-liang both came from the east and that therefore they may have been Chinese 

monks. Furthermore, it also states that noblemen of the Northern Wei dynasty, such as Prince Chien

p'ing @;:zp.and Prince Tung-yang Jft[~ established cave-temples.4
) The opening up of caves, which in

creased during the Northern Dynasties and the Sui and T'ang dynasties, resulted in the creation of more 

than one thousand caves by the first year of the Sheng-Ii ~M era (698) in the Empress Wu Tse-t'ien's 

JjiJXiftJfi- reign. It is said that their increase throughout the whole of the T'ang period resulted in 

very few uncarved spaces being left on cliffs by the end of the dynasty:" Nevertheless, work on cave

temples, although in many instances nothing more than repairs, repainting and reconstruction of old 

caves, continued throughout the Five Dynasties and the Sung and Yuan dynasties and indeed lasted 

into modern times. However, it can be said that the actual creation of the Tun-huang caves was 

carried out from the fourth to the thirteenth centuries. 

The total site of the caves, measuring about 1,600m., is divided into two areas, the southern area 

measuring 1,OOOm. and the northern measuring 600m. In the latter area the caves are few and very 

small. In general, the caves of Tun-huang are arranged in two irregular layers one above the other and 

very often even in three layers. Broadly speaking those excavated in the Northern Wei period are 

situated in the upper layer and those belonging to the T'ang and later periods were opened in the 

1 P. Pelliot and T. Haneda, Tonka·isho (Manuscripts de Touen-houang conserves Ii la Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris), 

Kyoto 1926, p. 1. 

2 Ch'en Wan-Ii, Ibid., p. 92. 

3 T. Haneda, Tonko-Senbutsu-do ni tsuite (On the Cave-temples of Ch'ien-£o-tung) (Bukkyo-Bijutsu, 4), Nara 1925. 

Hsiang Ta, Mo-kao Yit-lin Erh-k'u Tsa-k'ao (Some Remarks on the Cave-temples of Mo-kao and Yii-Iin) (Wen-wu-ts'an-k'ao

tzii-liao, 1951-5), Peking 1951. Siu Po, Mo-kao·k'u Ta-shih-nien-piao (Chronological Table of the Grottoes Mo-kao-k'u)(lbid., 

1951-5). Yen Wen.ju, Mo-kao-k'u ti Shih-k'u Kou·tsao chi Ch'i-su·hsiang(The Construction of the Tun-huang Caves and their 

Stucco Figures) (Ibid., 1951-4). Siu Po, Mo-kao.k'u-chi-po (Notes on the Grottoes Mo-kao-k'u) (Ibid., 1955-2) Peking 

1955. Wang Chung-min, Mo-kao-k'u·chi (Notes On the Grottoes Mo-kao.k'u) (Li-shih-yen-chiu, 2), Peking 1954. 

4 Although nothing is known about Prince Chien-p'ing, Prince Tung-yang is undoubtedly Yuan Tai-Iung who was 

appointed Governor of Kua-chou and mentioned in the Wei-shu, chap. x. Hsiang Ta, A-fo-kao, Yu-lin Erh-k'u Tsa-k'ao, pp. 

77, 78. T. Fukuyama, Tonka-Sekkutsu Hen·nen Ski-ron (A Tentative Chronology of the Tun.buang Caves) (Ars Buddhica, 

19), Osaka 1953, pp. 26, 27. 

5 Ch'en Ming-ta, Tun-huang-shih-k'u K'an·ch'a Pao-kao (Report of the Investigation of the Tun-huang Caves) (Wen-wu

tS'an-k'ao-tzii-liao, 1955-2), p. 54. 
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INTRODUCTION 

lower layer where some are still buried under the sand. 

It is very difficult to draw up a chronological order of construction for the caves since the early 

caves have been repaired and repainted over a period of one thousand years and the stucco statues and 

wall paintings both of old and new types have become inextricably mixed up. For instance, recent in· 

vestigations of Chinese scholars have established the fact that Cave 60(100) of the Five Dynasties was 

formed on the destroyed floor of Cave 66A(218) of the late T'ang period, while a niche and stucco 

statues in Northern Wei style were found under wall·paintings of the Sung period in Cave 117bis 

(263).1' It is more than likely that future research will reveal many such discoveries and difficulties. 

Recent Chinese reports state that, among the 469 caves in all, 22 are Wei caves, 96 Sui, 202 T'ang, 

33 Five Dynasties, 101 Sung and Hsi·hsia g§"J[ dynasties, 9 Yiian, 5 Ch'ing and 6 unknown. 

The actual positions of both the Lo·tsun and the Fa.liang caves are entirely unknown. However, 

the caves of the Northern Wei or Northern Dynasties are known to occupy the central southern part in 

an area of about 200m. They are divided into two groups. The southern group of 100m. includes 

those starting from the southern·most Cave 101 A (24.8) as far as Cave 118M(275). The Northern group 

of 70m. includes those starting from Cave 120s (442) proceeding as far as the northernmost Cave 

133 D(429). The area between these two groups houses no caves of Wei type." Among these caves, the 

earliest are such caves as 103(251),105(254),110(257),111(259), 118J(272) and 118M(275). The ex· 

cavations seem to have been extended both to the sides of and above these earliest caves. Inscriptions 

incorporated into the wall paintings show that Cave 90c is dated in the 2nd year of the Yiian·chia x;m; 
era (A.D. 425) of the Liu·Sung dynasty," while Cave 121(290) is dated in an unknown year of the Cheng. 

kuang IE1t era (A.D. 520-524) of the Northern Wei dynasty and Cave 120N(285) contains two, one 

dated in the 4th year of the Ta·t'ung x{f1f. era of the Western Wei dynasty (A.D. 538) and another 

in the 5th year (539)!' 

The characteristics of the Northern Wei caves are as follows. Their types of construction can 

be divided into two. (1) The first is the Chaitya type. Here the plan is oblong and the square pillar 

with its four niches one on each of four faces is situated in the centre but somewhat towards the back. 

The side walls each contain several niches. This type is often seen in the Yiin.kang caves, e.g. Caves 

I, II, VI and XI. It is remarkable that the area between the fore· wall and the square pillar is so wide 

that it seems to form an ante· room, above which is another ceiling separate from that of the main room. 

(2) The second type are those of simple, square plan. The niche is generally carved in the back 

wall and the ceiling decorated with painting of cotfers and corbelling in the centre. These two types 

seem to have been used continually throughout the Sui caves. (Fig. 2a-c) 

The Sui caves are excavated on both the southern and northern sides of the Wei caves. The 

I Ch'en Ming.ta, Ibid., p. 48, PIs. 33, 35, 36. The cave numbers of P. Pelliot are bere given and those of the Art 

Institute of Tun-huang are shown in brackets. 

2 Ch'en Ming.ta, Ibid., p. 53. 

3 Ch'en Wan·li, H,i.hsing.jih.chi, p. 137. This number 90c is of Pellio! and identified by Mr. Hsiang Ta with Cave 

63 of Chang Ta·ch'ien. But, he judged the inscription is recent forgery (Hsi-chl!ng.hsiao.chi, p. 18). 

4 Ch'en Wan.li, Ibid., pp. 140, 141. Hsiang Ta, Ibid., p. 17. 
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group in the third i.e. the uppermost layer, which includes Cave 136(427) close to the Wei Cave 135 

(428) at the southern extremity, and 160G(373) at the northern extremity, occupies an area of 200 

m., starting from the sides of the Wei Caves 120N(285), (286), 120p(288) and 121(290) in the centre, 

has Cave 144B(330) as its northern and Cave 116(64) as its southern extremity." Dated Sui dynasty 

caves include Cave 137 A(302), the 4th year of the K'ai-huang M ~ era (A.D. 584), and Cave 137 D 

(305), the 5th year of the K'ai-huang era (A.D. 585).2l(Fig. 2d-h) 

The Tang caves follow the Sui caves on both the northern and southern sides. In the northern 

area of 300m. the second layer extends as far as Cave (357) to the nortb, and the third layer as far 

as Cave 167 (009). The southern area of 400 m. ends with Cave (132) in the south which is farther 

south than Cave 1 (138). The Tang caves are concentrated in layers particularly in the area between 

Caves 16(130) and 78(96), i. e. the nine-storeyed pagoda." T'ang inscriptions are found in Cave 

64(220) which has the Chai Hsuan-mai jl:R~ inscription dated the 16th year of the Cheng-kuan 

jl[ Ili! era (A.D. 642), Cave 120(452) that of Yin Jen-pen ~1=* dated the 22nd year of the Cheng

kuan era (A.D. 648), Cave 149(335) has a date the 2nd year of the Ch'ui-kung ~1JIi era (A.D. 686) and 

the ChangSsu-i iHL\!!,~ inscription dated in an unknown year of the Sheng-li~!!, era (A.D. 698-699), 

Cave 28 (123), the 3rd year of the Wan-sui ;il;Jll,i; era (A.D. 697), Cave 41(180) has the Chang Ch'eng

ching ,*7kll! inscription dated the 7th year of the T'ien-pao x. era (A.D. 748), Cave 120n(48) the 

Sung Ch'eng-ssu 5R7kiiJiiJ inscription dated the 8th year of the T'ien-pao era (A.D. 749), Cave 156(386) 

the 2nd year of the Shang-yuan LX era (A.D. 761) in the reign of Emperor Su-tsung _*, Cave 16 

(130) has the Shih Hung-tsai ;fi '11.. inscription dated the 7th year of the Hsien-t'ung fi'X illi era (A. D. 

866), Cave 50(107) that of a certain Chang family ,*.E£: dated the 13th year of the Hsien-t'ung era 

(A.D. 872) and finally Cave 51c(193) dated the 3rd year of the T'ien-fu x:fJ[ era (A.D. 903):' 

No central square pillars are found in the T'ang caves but in their place, square platforms were 

constructed. The stucco statues are placed either on the central platform or in the niche in the back 

wall as seen also in the Tang caves of Lung-men. The niches in the back wall are much wider than 

those of the preceding period and often house seven or even nine statues. Cave 16(130), housing 

the giant Buddha 23m. high seated in western fashion, is particularly large and was provided with 

two windows placed one above the other. Cave 78(96) also contains an enormous seated Buddha 33 

m. high. These caves can certainly be called "giant Buddha caves" and resemble the T'an-yao caves 

of Yun-kang. It is remarkable that the Buddha in Nirviil).a, i.e. in a recumbent posture, as the main 

figure is found in several caves which naturally are very wide and shallow. It is of interest to note 

that in the period from about the Five Dynasties onwards, the large back screens made of clay were con

structed at the back of the central platform of the cave. Wooden structures are often found on the 

outside of the caves, either as part of the ante-room or as corridors joining one cave to another. 

These structures have naturally been severely damaged but some parts still retain original elements 

dating back as far as the T'ang period. (Fig. 3) 

The importance of the Tun-huang caves lies particularly in their Buddhist statues in stucco and 

1 Ch'en Ming-ta, Ibid., p. 53. 

3 Ch'en Ming-ta, Ibid., p. 54. 
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in their wall paintings. Latest Chinese research that, among the remaining stucco statues 268 are of 

Wei, 444 of Sui, 661 of T'ang and 225 of Sung type." It is, of course, impossible to make such a 

list definitive, but such data is useful in providing the basis for a general survey of the Tun-huang 

stucco statues. (Fig. 4) 

In the wall paintings, a strong influence of paintings of Central Asian sty Ie is evident in one part, 

especially in the earlier caves created down to the Sui period. The work of Chinese painters from 

the Northern Dynasties down to the Sui, T'ang, Five Dynasties, Sung and Yuan periods, covers almost 

all the walls of the caves. Other influences, such as those derived from the Tibetan and Uigur styles are 

visible in the late T'ang period which indicate the effect of the geographical proximity of this country 

on the art of Tun-huang. To conclude, one can only say that serious, systematic study of the wall

paintings of Tun-huang has only recently begun, and that the paintings of earlier periods are so often 

discovered under the present wall-paintings that the chronology of the caves must necessarily be con

stantly revised in the light of new discoveries. 

3 

[HSI-CH'IEN-FO-TUNG, TUN-HUANG, KANSU] Apart from these, there is another group of cave-temples in 

Tun-huang, the Hsi-ch'ien-fo-tung or Western Caves of the Thousand Buddhas. This group is situated 

at the western end of Mt. Ming-sha where the River Tang-ho ~fpJ abruptly changes its course from 

northwards to eastwards. Since the north side of the river, where the caves were cut, is constantly 

washed away by the water, only fifteen caves" now remain, all on a small scale but undoubtedly of 

Northern Wei or Northern Dynasties origin and repaired in the T'ang, the Five Dynasties and the 

Sung periods. It would appear that many caves were once excavated here and these must have pre

sented a magnificient sight, although not comparable to that of the Mo-kao-k'u caves. From Hsiang 

Ta's ritJ ~ report, the following facts can be ascertained. Cave V contains the inscription recording 

its donation by the monk T'an-tsang.~ with more than seventy Chinese characters of Northern Wei 

style written on the Wall. Cave VI contains another inscription written in ink dated the 1st year of 

the Ju-i R"11 hlf. era (A.D. 692) in the reign of Empress Wu. Some stucco statues are of western type 

while Syama Jataka and Raudrak~a are painted on the walls of Cave IX. (Fig. Sa-c) 

[WAN-FO-HSIA CAVES, AN-BSI, KANSU] The group of caves situated in the mountain valley ofWan-fo-hsia 

~!It~~ 80km. south of An-hsi ~gEj has long been known as Yu-lin-k'u :fljR**~lV) Nearby, at Shui-hsia

k'ou 7.k~~, eleven caves called the Hsia-tung riFr'l were excavated into both sides of the valley.') 

1 Ch'!;n Ming-ta, Ibid., p. 52. 

2 Hsiang Ta, Hsi-cheng-jih-chi, pp. 14, 15. B. Bohlin, Newly Visited Western Caves at Tun-huang (Harvard Journal 

of Asiatic Studies, I), Comhridge, Mass., 1936, 

3 Hsiang Ta, Mo-kao Yil-lin Erh-k'u Tsa-k'ao, pp. 15, 16. 

4 A. Stein, Serindia, III, London 1921, pp. 1108-1114. L. Warner, Buddhist Wall.Paintings: A Study of a Ninth

Century Grotto at Wan Fa Hsia, Cambridge, Mass. 1938. 
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In Wan-fo-hsia itself, about forty caves were excavated on both sides of the river T'a-shih-ho ~1fiPJ; 

the twenty on the east side being situated in two layers_ The lower layer contains Caves I to V, and 

the upper Caves VI to XX. On the west side are the nine caves XXI to XXIX. Generally speaking, 

the caves have long entrance gateways and main rooms while the main statues are of stucco and the 

walls are painted in a similar manner to the Tun-huang caves. Accordingly, Sir Aurel Stein concluded 

that these caves were created in the period from the ninth to the tenth century:' 

Hsiang Ta, however, has rejected Stein's theory and insists on a period from the Northern Dynasties 

onwards similar to that of the Tun-huang caves_" It seems reasonable to assume that these excava

tions would have been stimulated by the activities in the Tun-huang caves and that the workers must 

have been influenced by the Tun-huang artists to do similar representations in these caves. The se

cond worshipper painted to the south of the entrance on the east wall of Cave XXIV has the signa

ture Yii-ch'ih Pao-ling lij!~HI(%. Yii-ch'ih liiJ!J1 is undoubtedly identical to Yii-ch'ih Jj~, a name 

commonly attributed to the Khotanese. Cave XXIII or Cave XXV each has a signature Pai Pan-chi 

i3 *!1' *Ii or Chu Pao ."": 1*, which is undoubtedly of Kucha or of Indian origin respectively. Such evi

dence justifies the conclusion that some Westerners may well have been involved in the excavation 

of the Wan-fo-hsia caves.3'(Fig. 5d) • 

[T'IEN-T'I-SHAN CAVES, WU-WEI, KANSU] The road, running eastwards from An-hsi *5 in the north

west highway, passes Chiu-ch'iian jjJg,*- and Chang-yeh'llHit and reaches Wu-wei JftmlG, the old Liang

chou 1:,"5UI·\. It is well-known from ancient times that in Liang-chou, Chii-ch'ii M€mg-hsiin ill~~~, 

the King of the Northern Liang dynasty (A.D_ 397-433) once excavated cave-temples. This is record

ed in the Chi-shen-chou-san-pao-chien-t'ung-lu ~jj1$ ;+\ =J( f.!lC~iljJi (Taisho-Daizokyo, LII, pp. 417-

418) chap. ii written by Tao-hsiian lli l'I (A. D. 596-667). Frequent mention has been made in these 

volumes to the fact that the Buddhism as well as the Buddhist culture of P'ing-ch'eng 2f-~, the 

capital of the Northern Wei dynasty, was influenced in many respects by those of Liang-chou_ The 

actual site of these so-callde Liang-chou cave-temples ,of Chii-ch'ii Meng-hsiin, however, has never 

been ascertained. Shih Yen ~*, who, in 1952, discovered and investigated the T'ien-t'i-shan:x. 

1lI5 LlJ caves situated abont SOkm. south of Wu-wei JftmlG prefecture, concluded that these were the very 

Liang-chou caves of Chii-ch'li Meng-hsiin. The position corresponds approximately to Tao Hsiian's 

description which places them one hundred Ii south of Liang-chou where, in one of the cliffs among 

the unmeasurable range of mountains, are excavated caves which house venerable statues of Buddhist 

figures carved in stone or in stucco of all kinds.4) The theory formulated by Shih Yen receives some 

support from his observation that no caves have yet been found in Wu-wei other than those at T'ien

t'i-shan. 

I A_ Stein, Ibid_, p_ 1140_ 

2 Hsiang Ta, Ibid_, pp. 80-80. He says that Cave V in Hsia-tung and Caves XIX and XX each has a central pedestal 

as a stnpa, reflecting the Northern Wei type. 3 Hsiang Ta, Ibid., p. 92. 

4 Shih Yen, Liang-chou T'ien-t'i-shan Shih-k'u ti Hsien-tsai Chuang-k'uang ho Pao-tsun Wen-ti (Present Condition of 

the Ti'en-t'i·shan Caves, Liang-chou and its Preservation) (Wen-wu-ts'an-k'ao-tzil-liao, 1955-2), Peking 1955. 
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T'ien-t'i-shan is a part of the mountain range Ch'i-lien m~i!I! 111 ~ and so steep that the approach is 

extremely difficult_ At present only thirteen caves in three layers remain_ It is reported that before 

the destruction caused by the earthquake of 1927 eighteen caves still remained_ The inscription on 

the stele recording the repairs of Kuang-shan-ssu Jj{'i'f =!f of Liang-chou dated the 13th year of the 

Cheng-t'ung lEi%1E era (A_D_ 1448) of the Ming dynasty records that in the 9th year of the Cheng-t'ung 

era (1444) there were twenty-six caves_ Since ancient times the Liang-chou country has often experi

enced earthquakes, a fact which is well attested from historical records_') Thus many caves must have 

been destroyed over the centuries down to the present day_(Fig_ 5e, f) 

The thirteen caves which now remain here also suffered damage in many parts_ Of these, Caves 

I and IV are of the chaitya type which have a square plan with the central square pillar and may date 

back to the Northern Wei period_ Cave VIII, which can be said to belong to the type created in the 

latest Northern Dynasties or the Sui dynasty, has the broad oblong plan with a Buddha niche in the 

back walL Shih Yen places Caves VII in the Sui period or pre and post Sui, Cave IX in the early 

T'ang, Cave II in the middle T'ang and the other caves in either the T'ang or the lateT'ang period_ 

The statues are carved in stone or in stucco and the four walls are covered with paintings_ The 

original statues have been entirely lost and repairs and repainting of the Sung, Hsi-hsia, Yiian and 

Ming periods predominate_ It is claimed that, if detailed investigations can be undertaken in the 

future, works of the T'ang and earlier periods may well be found_ 

[PING-LING-SSU CAVES, YUNG-CHING, KANSU] Yung-ching 7k~ prefecture is situated in the upper reaches 

of the Huang-ho JIl'M and near the border of Chinghai province wrm:1!i'- Ascending the Huang-ho 

river and about 15km_ from the town ofYung-ching, the traveller comes to Mt. Hsiao-chi-shih 'J''fl't 
;;fi 111- The Ping-ling-ssu m1!l=!f caves are cut into a reddish sand-stone cliff of a spur of this mountain_ 

The Ch 'in-chou-chi ~ HlllC'., quoted in the Shui-ching-chu :7kJ.<Jlo i'± chap_ ii, states that there are two 

caves; the T'ang-shu )j!t~ cave, 40 chang Y:. in height, and 2li west of this the Shih-liang ~?i'; cave, 100 

chang in height, 20 chang in width and 30 chang in depth in which old books in five baskets were stored_ 

These may not have been Buddhist caves_ The Fa-yiian-chu-lin *:9il:~**, chap_ xxxix2
), however, 

says, "The T'ang-shu)j!t~ cave of Ho-chou My+1 was started in the early Chin 'j!!f period and is situat

ed 50 li north-west of Ho-chou_ Crossing the Feng-lin-chin ~**$ and climbing Mt_ Chang-i-ling 

:ll'f: ~ ~ one commands a view of Mount Ming-chi-shih 15 'fl't;;fi 111- This is the polar region where 

the river Huang-ho of the Yii-kung ~ ~ rises_ - - - - Going 20 li south of this, a valley was found where 

cave-temples could be excavated on a cliff and set bridges to flow waters_ Here in the area surround

ing the temple, are found flowers, fruits and vegetables in abundance_" This is the earliest de

scription of the Ping-ling"ssu cave-temples_ 

Their site, in a remote corner of Kansu province, resulted in their being unknown and undis

turbed until Chinese scholars investigated them in 1952_" According to a brief report Ping-ling-ssu-

1 Wei Shou, Wei-shu, chap. cxii, "Chapter on Mystical Omens" tells that Liang-chou suffered from earthquakes in 

A_ D_ 503 and 506_ 2 TaishO-Daizokyo, LIlI. 

3 Cheng Chen-tn, Ping-ling-ssu-Shih-k'u (Cave-temples of Ping-ling-ssu), Peking 1953_ 
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Shih-k'u m1![~;fiffi[ published in Peking, 1953, the total number of caves is 36 and of niches on the 

cliff face, 98, further divided up as follows; 

10 caves and 20 niches of the Wei period_ 

21 caves and 85 niches of the T'ang period. 

5 caves and 1 niche of the Ming period. 

The T'ang caves thus ontnumber all the rest. The earliest cave has not been ascertained but, 

from an inscription incised in the cliff, it is known that a certain Ts'ao Tzu-yiian llf T7C excavated 

a cave in the 2nd year of the Yen-ch'ang ~ ~ era (A. D. 513) of the Northern Wei dynasty. This 

cave has beautiful Buddhist statues carved on the west, south and north walls which are comparable 

to those of the Lung-men caves of the Northern Wei dynasty. The absence of a detailed report makes 

it impossible to conclude with any certainty that other caves also contain examples of Buddhist figures 

of the later Northern Wei type but this is very possible. It is noteworthy that a nirviil].a Buddha of 

Northern Wei type is found in Cave 82. The cave has a corbelled ceiling, in the centre of which is 

a large lotus flower. 

Among the T'ang figures, the large Buddha of Cave 117 which is of early T'ang type, is carved 

only in outline and not placed in a room but on the cliff face. (Fig. 5h-j) 

4 

[MAl-CHI-SHAN CAVES, T'IEN-SHUI, KANSU] Travelling eastwards from Liang-chou, crossing over the 

upper stream of the river Huang-ho and passing Lan-chou jj 1H, one enters the district called Lung-hsi 

Ill!I! jffi. The Mai-chi-shan ~'fl1lI caves are situated in this area. Mai-chi-shan which is 142m. in height, 

forms part of the Ch'in-ling *1m mountain range, and is situated 45 km. south-east of T'ien-shui xJk. 
The mountain is named Mai-chi in Chinese, from its conical shape which resembles standing sheaves. 

Ithas steep cliffs on every side into which the cave-temples were cut. The date of the first cave is 

unknown. It is well attested, however, that in the period circa A.D. 420 when the famous monk 

Hsiian-kao :2:~(402-444) visited the mountain, he found more than one hundred Buddhist monks living 

there and that many eminent monks ofCh'in-chou *1H dwelt in the place, there to devote themselves 

to Buddhism. It is also recorded that the famous monk T'an-hung 4!t!:U. met Hsiian-kao there and 

through their common belief in Buddhism entered into intimate friendship." Later, Hsiian-kao was 

invited to P'ing-ch'eng i.e. the capital of the Northern Wei dynasty, by the Emperor T'ai-wu where 

he lived until he died in the 5th year of the T'ai-p'ing-chen-chiin j(~ilt;g- era (A.D. 444). Thus, 

it can be concluded that Mt. Mai-chi was already well known at the beginning of the 5th century asa 

holy place and that the earliest cave-temples built there date at least to this period. An old docu

ment of a traveller to this holy place is dated the 2nd year of the Ch'ien-yu Jiitillt era (949) of the 

Later Han dynasty of the Five Dynasties. It was included in the Yii-t'ang-hsien-hua ~1l!: M ilJIi quoted 

in the T'ai-p'ing-kuang-chi j(~ 1JIi.f:[!. chap. cccxcvii and says; 

I Hui-chiao, Kao-seng-chiian (TaishO-Daiz6ky6, L), chap. xi, pp. 398-8. 
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Up in the blue sky, in the steep rock cliff, the stone is carved to represent Buddha figures. A 

thousand niches, although fashioned by human effort, are misjudged to be divine workmanship. 

This wonderful site, however, due to its remote situation had never been noticed by scholars, until 

a mission from the Art School of Peking spent more than 30 days in 1953, investigating it, counted 194 

caves and published a preliminary report." (Fig. 6) 

194 caves or niches were cut in several layers around the conical rock mountain. The holes, 

some large and some small as now seen, suggest that corridors of wooden construction were once at· 

tached to the outside of the cliff, since otherwise passage from one cave to the other would have been 

very difficult. The caves can be placed into two groups, those in the eastern cliff and those in the 

western. Of these the comparatively large caves are as follows:-

The most notable in the eastern cliff are Cave 1 (Nirviil;ta cave), Cave 3 (Ch'ien.fo.lang f{i$1Jiil 
or Corridor of the Thousand Buddhas), Cave 4 (San·hua·lou or Upper Ch'i·fo·ko 'lit1Ett, J: -I::1iJ!l M) 
and Cave 5 (Niu.erh·t'ang 1f-5[l.Jj(:). Ch'ien.fo.lang (Cave 3), 32.74m. in length, contains 253 stucco 

figures of the Thousand Buddhas arranged in three layers. The outer wall of the Nirvana cave (Cave 

1) has octagonal pillars which are of simpler and sturdier design than those of Caves IX and X in Yiin

kang. Cave 43 has four pillars, three compartments and only one niche, while Cave 30 has four pillars, 

three compartments and one niche in each compartment. The niches in these caves are elliptical in 

plan and three attendants are represented on each side of the main Buddha. 

The Upper Ch'i-fo-ko or Cave 4 is the largest not only of the eastern cliff but also of all the Mai

chi-shan caves. An octagonal pillar is carved at each end on the outer wall. At the back of the nar

row corridor is a set of seven rectangular caves, all identical in size and design. The entrance gateway 

with its decoration of Northern Ch'i type as seen also in the Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves is most interesting. 

The room houses the main Buddha on its back wall and a total of ten standing attendants on the three 

walls i. e. on the back and two side walls. The ceiling is constructed of four slanting faces. The 

beams are painted with bands of characteristic lotus pattern as generally seen in the Northern Ch'i 

type decoration. Undoubtedly these seven caves were planned to represent the Seven Buddhas of the 

Past. A most remarkable document concerning these caves is the Ch'in-clwu T'ien-shui-chiin Mai-chi

shan Fo-k'an ~1+lX7kfPJHt!1IfiJljli inscription written by Yii Hsin )lj:[f§, a writer of the Northern 

Ch'i dynasty, which is quoted in the Yii-tzu-shan·chi ~-=f-!1I~ chap. xii. It records that the Seven 

Buddha niches were built by Li Yiin-hsin *:ft1El the governor of Ch'in-chou on behalf of his father. 

These may well be the seven caves of Upper Ch'i-fo-ko. If this were true, then the Upper Ch'i-fo

ko would have been executed in the period from the Pao-ting i*5E to the T'ien·ho x;J'Q eras (A.D. 

566-568). 

1 Cheng Chen-tu, Mai-chi-shan-shih-k'u, Peking 1954. Feng Kuo-jui, T'ien-shui Mai-chi·shan·shih-k'u Chieh·shao 

(Some Remarks on the Mai·chi-shan Caves, T'ien-shui) (Wen-wu·ts'an-k'ao·tzu.!iao, 1951-10), Peking 1951. Ku Ch'i·i, 

Mai.chi-shan·shih-k'u chi K'u.yen Chi·lUeh (Some Notes 011 the Wooden Structures attached to the Caves Mai-chi-shan) 

(Ibid). Wu Tso.jen, Mai.chi.shan K'an·ch'a-tuan K'ung-tso-pao.kao (Investigation of the Mai-chi-shan Caves)(Wen.wu-ts'an

k'ao.tzii-liao, 1954-2), Peking 1954. Mai'chi·shan-shih-k'u Nei-lung Tsung.mu (General List of the Mai-chi·shan Caves) 

(Ibid., 1954-2~6). Feng Kuo·jui, Mai-chi·shan·shih-k'u Ta-nieTlcpiao (Chronological Table of the Mai·chi·shan Caves) 

(Ibid., 1954-2). 
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On the western cliff, the Wan-fo-tung ;1H; 19I1iFnJ (Cave 133) and the T'ien't'ang-tung (Cave 135) 

X 1il: iFnJ are outstanding_ The Wan-fo-tung is the largest cave in the western cliff and is called the 

Wan-p'u-sa-t'ang ;1H;i*lii1il: in the Yil-t'ang-hsien-hua_ It has a wide ante-room facing south with an 

entrance gateway about L50m_ in width_ Each of the side walls of the ante-room has two niches. 

Behind the back wall are two smaller caves and two niches. The caves all have one or two niches on 

the side walls. Thus, in all the Wan-fo-tung cave has eleven niches. In addition the Thousand Bnd

dhas in stucco are represented on the walls which have given the cave its name, the Wan-fo-tung. The 

most interesting featnre of the caves is perhaps the sixteen steles with Buddhist figures which stand 

along the walls of both caves. There are also two more whole steles and five damaged steles standing 

in the caves. It is uncertain whether they have any kind of inscription but their designs indicate 

that undoubtedly they belong to the Northern Chou dynasty. In the centre of the ante-room stand 

stucco statues of the Djpar,nkara Buddha and miiI).ava in T'ang sty Ie. 

Although repairs carried out from the Sung down to the Ming period are often seen, well-pre

served stucco figures in their original condition are by no means few. Figures akin to the early Yiin· 

kang style are the seated Buddha with both shoulders covered with its robe in Cave 69, the Maitreya 

Bodhisattva of Cave 100, the seated Buddha and the right attendant Bodhisattva on the left wall of Cave 

114, the seated Buddha of the first niche on the right wall of Cave 141 with both shoulders covered by 

its robe and the trinity of the Bodhisattva with ankles crossed in Cave 169. It is not certain whether 

Buddhist figures from the first half of the fifth century still remain. However, the existence of stucco 

figures of early Yun-kang type give the Mai-chi-shan caves, like the Tun-huang and Yun-kang caves, 

considerable importance in the history of the early stages of the development of Chinese cavetemples. 

In addition, many stucco figures of Western Wei type are found, which are similar to Lungmen works. 

Buddhist figures carved in stone are very few, which can be accounted for by the fact that the 

rock is coarse sandstone and unsuitable for sculpture. Buddhist figures were often carved in stone 

transported from another place and set into the caves. This is a very remarkable feature at Mai-chi· . 

shan. Instances of this are the stone seated Buddha and standing Buddha of Northern Chou style in 

Cave 117, and the standing Buddha and attendant of Wei style in Cave 127. Many stone steles with· 

Buddhist figures of Northern Wei style, were set in Cave 133. Such a phenomenon has not hitherto .• 

been found in caves situated east of Shensi province in which area many mountains of good rock ~ 

are found_ No wall paintings on a scale comparable to those of Tun-huang have been discovered in; 

Mai-chi-shan. The paintings of flying celestials and figures riding on horses as well as the lataka\ 

scenes are generally in Northern Wei style, but a few examples of Sui and T'ang styles have also;; 

been discovered. The nimbuses of the stucco Buddhist images are also frequently painted. ..~ 

The chronology of the caves must be left for future detailed studies. The earliest date found inl! 

the inscriptions of the Mai-chi-shan caves is the 3rd year of the Ching-ming JJl: I'!!'I era (A.D. 502) ofJ 

the Northem Wei dynasty which is in Cave 115 and written by Chang Yuan-po ~:!bc18 who built tM,~ 
.::ave. An inscription by a certain monk Fa-sheng i* 4'. of Lo-yang records that, in the period between;~ 

'el 
the Ching-ming and Hsi-p'ing ml.:q>: eras (A.D. 503-516), he established a niche." The Chinese schol~l~ 

I Mai-chi·shan-shih-k'u Nei-lung Tsung-mu, p. 88. 
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ars assumed that Caves 166, 160, 159 and no may also have heen excavated in these periods. Al

though further discoveries of inscriptions must await future investigations, in the present state of our 

knowledge it-is reasonable to assume that many of the Mai-chi-shan caves must have been cut in the 

Northern Wei and Chou periods. Unfortunately for the Mai-chi-shan site, comparatively recent earth

quakes have resulted in damage to the caves. Mention is made of this in the Ch 'in-clwu-chih ~ ;+1 if!; 
and in inscriptions in the caves. All the caves throughout Kansu province have suffered from the ef

fects of earthquakes and therefore repairs must have been unavoidable if the Buddhist devotees were to 

continue to use the caves. Their repairs were carried out from the Sui and T'ang down to the Ming 

period. 

5 

Further east along the river Ching iIf7k in the boundary area between Kansu and Shensi are 

more caves forming groups. They are situated between Fen-hsien ill" ll!* in Shensi province and Ching

hsien iIfll!,1\ in Kansu province. The caves were visited by P. Pelliot in 1917 and investigated by a 

party from the Fogg Museum of Harvard University in 1923 and 1925." Five of these groups are 

worthy of particular note; the Wang-mu-kung :£ filE;, the Wang-chia-kou :£*ilI¥ and the Lo-han

tung ~~¥~ are in Kansu, and the Ta-fo-ssu *1!JIl~ and the Shui-lien-tung 7k.¥~ lie within in 

Shensi. 

[WANG-MU-KUNG CAVE, CHING-HSIEN, KANSU] This cave is situated in a rock hill of the western suburbs 

of Ching-hsien. It is also a chaitya cave with a central square-pillar. The fore-wall (east wall), the 

entrance gateway and the north wall are severely damaged and have been repaired with brick-work. 

The lower storey of the square pillar contains four niches, one on each of its four faces. On each 

of four upper corners of the lower storey is carved an elephant with a small storeyed pagoda stand

ing on its back. The construction resembles that of the square pillar of Cave VI in Yiin-kang. The 

upper storey of the pillar, however, is not square but octagonal. The Buddha statue in each of 

the four faces shows the Yiin-kang Cave VI type, although the dress and the folds have mostly been 

repaired in modern times. It can be assumed that the back wall houses three niches, and each side 

wall, two niches. A notable feature of the cave are the representations of the story of the Buddha's 

life. The scenes in which the Prince is shown lifting an elephant or raising a sword are found in the 

wall below the elephant in the corner of the pillar, while the Nirval}-a Buddha is represented on the 

south-east corner of the square pillar. To summarize, in view of the construction and the carving of 

the figures, the cave is similar to Cave VI in Yiin-kang but smaller in scale, and may date to the end 

of the Tai-ho era. (Fig. 5g) . 

[WANG-CHIA-K'OU CAVES, CHING-HSIEN, KANSU] In 1925, Ch'en Wan-Ii found the Nan-shih-k'u-ssu 1¥.i 
;fig~ stele in the Wen-miao 3C~ in Ching-hsien city, which he proved once stood in the Wan-chia-

1 Ch'en Wan-Ii, Hsi-hsing-jih-chi, pp. 37-40. H. Jayne, The Buddhist Caves of the Ching Ho Valley (Eastern Art, 

1-4), Philadelphia 1929, pp. 243-261. 
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kou cave_ On visiting Wan-chia-kou, where there are two caves, an eastern and a western cave, he 

established that the top part of the stele which he had found in the city still remained in the eastern 

cave. 

These two caves are excavated in a reddish sandstone hill. The western cave is only about one 

sixth of the size of the eastern cave. In the former, the east and the west walls both contain eight 

Buddhist figures standing in the lower storey, and four in the upper storey, while the north wall has 

three large standing Buddhist figures. On each side of the entrance gateway on the outer wall is 

represented a life-size guardian. These figures are undoubtedly in Northern Wei style. 

The east cave also has a guardian on each side of the entrance gateway. The window is situated 

immediately above the entrance. The cave is 9.51m. in depth, 12.20m. in width and 12.20m. in 

height. The ceiling is slightly domed. The heap of stone debris in the centre may suggest the re

mains of an original square pillar. In both caves the back and the side walls have platforms 0.61 

m. in height and 0.90-1.20m. in depth on which life-sized Buddha statues stand. The three stand

ing Buddhas on the back wall and the two standing Buddhas in each of the side walls, making a 

total of seven in all, are attended by Bodhisattvas on each side. These, of course, are intended to rep

resent the Seven Buddhas of the Past. The fore-wall has a figure with ankles crossed on the east 

side of the entrance gateway and a figure seated in western fashion on the opposite side, both attend

ed by an attendant Bodhisattva on each side. This arrangement of figures suggests that a Siikya. 

muni statue or a Maitreya Bodhisattva statue would on~e have been found in the centre of the room. 

These figures still retain their original Northern Wei type features and led Ch'en Wan-Ii to compare 

them with those of the upper storeys of Cave VI at Yiin-kang. 

The stories of the Buddha's life are represented both in the area between the nimbuses of the 

standing Buddhas and in the lower part of the ceiling. Some show scenes of the Prince's life in the 

Palace and some his Departure. The characteristics of the carvings are similar to, those of the Wang

mu-kung cave. The Nan-shih-k'u-ssii stele which, as already mentioned, once stood in the cave, has 

an inscription by Rsi K'ang-sheng ~)jj€~ (A.D. 468-521), a general of the Northern Wei dynasty 

who established the cave in the 3rd year of the Yung-p'ing 7kf era (A.D. 510)_ 

[Lo'HAN-TUNG, CHiNG-HSIEN, KANSU] This is a group of caves situated north-east of Chiqg-hsien. Al

though full details of the representations are not known, the main cave is a chaitya cave, containing 

the central stilpa and some niches as well as standing Buddha figures presumably of Northern Wei 

type. 

[TA-Fo-ssu CAVES, FllN-HSIEN, SHENSI] This cave is situated about Skm. west of Fen-hsien and near 

the road connecting Lan-chou M 1+1 and Rsi-an ]J§':t;:. The cave, situated approximately 30.00m. 

above the road, houses a large Buddha statue about 12.00m. in height with two attendants. Almost 

all of the trinity has been repaired in modern times but R. Jayne concluded that both the nimbus or 

the large Buddha and the reliefs on the back and fore walls are in late sixth century style and that 

the resemblance between this trinity and that of Cave III in Yiin-kang indicates a Sui dynasty date 

of execution. This conclusion is not correct. According to Ch'en Wan-Ii, the Ta-fo-ssii, once called 

Ch'ing-shou-ssu llfJli,* or Ying-fu-ssii J!!!\1Ji1Ii'*, was established by Yii-ch'ih Ching-te Mi!!U&i'&\ in the 
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T'ang period. He described some caves still remaining in the west side of the Ta.fo·tien;k19!l ~ 

which retain their original T'ang style works." 

[SHUI-LlEN·TUNG CAVES, Fl':N·SIEN, SHENSI] This group is situated about 2km. west of Fen·hsien. Here 

a row of caves is excavated in a reddish sandstone hill side. Although almost all has been repaired in 

more recent times, the caves are said to have originated in the Northern Wei period. 

[CAVE-TEMPLES IN SZECHWAN PROVINCE] The cave-temples of Szechwan seem to have been started in the 

Sung period of the Southern Dynasties. The Kao-seng-chiian (l!Ij 1ft 1* (Taisho-Daizokyo, L, pp. 371-372) 

chap. vii records that in the Ta-ming ;kR}] era (A.D. 457-464) of the Sung period, when the monk 

Tao-wang ffitE (died A.D. 465) stayed in Szechwan, the governor Liu ~U said that he saw a miraculous 

light frequently shining at night on the rock cliff and begged the monk to excavate the cave at that very 

spot. It is remarkable that, although the situation of the cave has remained undiscovered, the ex

cavation was contemporaneous with that of the early Yiin-kang caves." 

The north hill of Mien-yang IfI¥ II},} prefecture contains Buddhist niches in the cliff. Some have 

inscriptions of the Chung-ta-t'ung qt;kmi era (A.D. 529-534) of the liang;i!(E of the Southern Dynasties. 

The large Buddha carved on the cliff on behalf of Yii-wen T'ai ¥-3C*, Emperor Wen of the North

ern Chou dynasty, is situated in Chien-yang fj!'jllll'i prefecture. T'ang caves, dated either in the Cheng

kuan R iii! (627-249) or in the Ch'ien-feng Jit!.J- (666-667) eras are situated in Mien-yang and caves 

dated in tbe Cheng-kuan era are found in the Shih-fo-ssu ;;fi19!l~ of Chien-yang. 

The niches of Kuang-yiianli{x prefecture, situated close to the River Chia-ling ~ Wt, may have 

been started in the 3rd year of the K'ai-yiian I-ll'J X (715) era of the T'ang dynasty by Wei K'ang :¥:;JJc, 

the governor ofI-chou ::ffil: 1+1. 
There are many caves in Pa-chung E qt prefecture. The provincial annals record that they are 

situated in four areas, Tung-k'an-shan Jiltti; ill, Hsi-k'an-shan wti; ill, Nan-k'an-shan l¥fti; ill and Pei

k'an-shan ~t ti; ill. 3) The hill of Tung-k'an-shan contains the Eastern Cave, popularly called Ling

chih-tung !l!i.\zi/n] which is more than 6.00m. in height and some 30.00 m. in width. It houses a large 

Sakyamuni Buddha attended by several figures said to be of T'ang type. On top of the hill of Hsi

k'an-shan, lkm. west of the city, is the Hsi-k'an-ssu temple, which was called the Lung-jih-ssulJti 8 ~ 

during the T'ang period. It contains many niches on the cliff of unknown date. The hill of Pei

k'an-shan about 3 km. north of the town is situated on the north hank of the River Pa-chiang E i.L 
and houses some niches. The Hsiao-pei-k'an IJ'~tti; Skm. north of the city is said to contain a large 

Buddha figure in stucco. All are described in the provincial annals but no detailed reports regarding 

their style and date have yet been done, except for a brief description of the Nan-k'an-shan niche." 

1 P. Pelliot, Touen-houang, vr, Paris. 1924, PIs. CCCLXXII-CCCLXXVI. H. Jayne, Ibid., Ch'en Wan-Ii, Ibid., p. 32. 

2 S. Omura, Shina-BijiLsu-Shi, Cho-sa-hen (History of Chinese Art, Sculpture), Tokyo 1915, pp. 528-30. 

3 V. Segalen, G. de Voisins and J. Lartigue, jl1ission archeologique en Chine, atlas II, Paris 1924, PI. XCII. 

4 Ch'en Ming-Ta, SsU-ch'uan Pa-chung T'ung-chiang Liang-l>Sien Shih-k'u Chieh-shaa (Some Notes on the Pa-chung and 

the T'ung-chiang Caves, Szechwan) (Wen-wu-ts'an-k'ao-tzii-liao, 1955-2), Peking 1955, p. 102. S. Omura, Ibid., pp. 532-536. 

V. Segalen, G. de Voisins and J. Lartigue, Ibid., Pls_ XCVIII-CrV. 

5 Yang Hsiian-chih, La-yang Chin-Ian Chi (The Buddhist Temples in Lo-yang), chap. iv. 
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Regarding the Nan-k'an;shan hill which liesl km_ sonth of the town, the provincial annals record 

that Yen Wn ,Mj\;, a governor of Pa-chon in the T'ang dynasty, reported the temple to the Emperor 

who himself named it the Nan-k'an-ssu_ However, an inscription in a niche fonnd there tells that 

Yen Wn petitioned the Emperor in the 3rd year of the Ch'ien-yiian JIi-l:JC era (A.D_ 760) as a result 

of which more than five hundred Buddhist caves which had been damaged over many years were 

repaired, some newly established and the temple named by the Emperor Kuang-fu-ssu :}'tJlPl"*. 

Other caves are situated in T'ung-chiang miU prefecture. Caves in the cliff of Nan-chiang m 
U prefecture contain niches dated in the K'ai-yiian and T'ien-pao eras of the T'ang dynasty. In Tsu

chung ~ I=j:t prefecture are niches dated in the K'ai-ch'eng 1m JrlG (A.D. 836-480) and Hsien-t'ung ~W 

(860-873) eras, i. e. at the end of the T'ang period. 

6 

[LUNG-MEN CAVES, Lo-YANG, HONAN] The above short survey of the cave-temples in Kansu, Shensi 

and Szechwan provinces, brings ns to Honan where the Lung-men caves in Loyang are outstanding 

among all the Honan cave-temples. Lo-yang, the capital of the Northern Wei dynasty, was once the 

capital of the Western Chin gEiif dynasty. The chapter "Buddhism and Taoism" in the Wei-shu 

records that there were already forty-two Fa-t'u or Stupas in Lo-yang in the Chin period, an indica

tion in itself that Buddhist culture was flourishing in that period. The Lo-yang area, however, snffer

ed during the rebellion in the 5th year of the Ynng-chia 7k;& era (A.D. 311) of Lin Ts'ung, flaw" 
the King of the Hsiung-nu who occnpied La-yang itself. Furthermore, almost all the temples were 

entirely destroyed when the Western Chin dynasty fell (A.D. 316), so that the Shih-t'a-ssu ;;fi:l'f,,*, 

i.e. the Kuang-pao-ssu :J'tjl{,,* of the Northern Wei period is said to have been the only one to survive. 

Emperor Hsiao-wen :'1j:?i( W of the Northern Wei dynasty moved the capital from P'ing-ch'eng to Lo

yang in A. D_ 494. The prosperity which Lo-yang once again experienced as the capital naturally 

made it the centre of Buddhist culture in North China. This is recorded in detail in the Lo-yang 

Chia-lan-Chi m-[>Jl'dIJUi!iilC, or the Buddhist Temples in La-yang_ 

The Lung-men caves were started immediately after the removal of the capital to Lo-yang. The 

first excavations in Lung-men were undertaken by Northern Wei nobles who attempted to carve niches 

in the uppermost areas of both side walls of the Ku-yang-tung tJ~l[liJ. The earliest of these is dated 

the 19th year of the T'ai-ho *'f~ era (A.D. 495). In the 1st year of the Ching-ming:J.:rm era (500), 

Emperor Hsiian-wu ~ j\;, a more ardent believer in Buddhism than his father Emperor Hsiao-wen, 

decreed that two caves following the plan of the Yiin-kang cave-temples should be cnt in Mt. I-ch'i\eh f:jl

M or Mt. Lung-men on behalf of the late Emperor Hsiao-wen and the Empress Dowager Wen-chao 

?i(lffi. The large cave which was intended to be 310 ch'ih R in height had been excavated to a height 

of 230 ch'ih by the 2nd year of the Cheng-shih lE~a era (A.D. 505) after five years of work. It was 

then that Wang Chih 3::jt, who was in charge of the work, petitioned the Emperor to change the 

plan, reducing the scale and to construct a new cave 100 ch'ih R in height and 140 chih in width at 
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another site. Subsequently in the Y ung.p'ing 7k 2f' era (50B-51l), Liu T'eng flU. petitioned the 

Emperor to add a cave on behalf of his present Majesty.1) Thus three caves in all would have been 

opened. It would appear that the large unfinished cave abandoned when the outer wall was half cut 

may have been situated in the place where the Feng,hsien.ssu ~:?I::~ cave was later established in 

the T'ang period. The three caves of the final plan may safely be assumed to be the three, i. e. the 

north, south and middle caves of Pin.yang.tung j( \llEtJPl, Although the middle cave (Cave Ill) of these 

is so unique and splendid with a consistent Nprthern Wei style as seen nowhere else in Lung-men, the 

other two caves have similar constructions to the former, but both contain figures of Sui or early 

T'ang sty Ie. In other words, they were surely left unfinished in the Northern Wei period and carving 

was recommenced in the Sui and early Tang periods. 

From the beginning of the sixth century, carving of caves and niches of Northern Wei type 

spread all over the western hill of Lung-men. Naturally, following the fortunes of Buddhism in Lo

yang, so the excavation of the caves in Lnng-men sometimes increased and sometimes diminished. 

Finally, in the downfall of the Northern Wei dynasty they met with a serious check. Excavations in 

Lung-men during both the Northern Ch'i and Northern Chou period were few bnt they again flourished 

during the Sui and T'ang dynasty. The caves of the T'ang period in Lung-men naturally reflect the 

prosperity and grandeur of Lo-yang as its eastern capital. At their summit stand the great works of 

Vairocana and attendants belonging to the Feng-hsien-ssu *:?I::;'f which were created on the command 

of Emperor Kao-tsung in three years from the 3rd year of the Hsien-heng ~-'? era (A.D.672) to the 

2nd year of the Shang-yuan J:7C era (675)_ Empress Wu·~ donated 20,000 Kuan jt of copper 

currency towards the undertaking. By Empress W u's reign so few spaces were left in the western 

hill of Lung-men that several caves. were excavated in the eastern hill. However, in Emperor Hsuan

tsung's :2: '* reign (713-755), especially in the second half of the T'ien-pao era (742-755) the excavations 

in Lung-men declined. It is remarkable that, not only in Lung-men but also throughout the whole 

of China, from the middle of the eighth century the creation of cave-temples declined. The Tun

huang caves are the only exception to this general rule. In brief, the Lung-men caves typify the 

history of Chinese cave-temples from the Northern Wei down to the T'ang period. The Tun-huang 

caves are the only others comparable but there are considerable differences between the Tun-huang and 

Lung-men caves. The former are situated in the westernmost part of China and therefore only show 

a local cnlture. Due to the bad quality of the rock, they contain no stone sculpture. The Lung-men 

caves on the other hand are situated in the centre of China's traditional culture. The area is favoured 

with good rock well-suited to sculpture and consequently they have magnificient carvings of a delicacy 

not found in any of the other caves of China. Any study of the history of Chinese sculpture must 

take Lung-men as its greatest moment. 

The characteristics of the Lnng-men caves are as follows. The construction of the Northern 

Wei caves in Lung-men falls into two types. The first is of horse-shoe plan with domed ceiling. The 

best example of this is Cave Pin-ya.ng which, in the tradition of the T'ao-yao caves in Yiin-kang, 

1 S. Mizuno and T. Nag.hiro, A Study of Cave-temples of the Lung_men, Honan, Tokyo 1940, p. 126. 
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houses three Buddha statues on three walls_ Both the Ku-yang and Lien-hua caves of Lung-men, 

although belonging to this type, house the main Buddha on the back wall and have niches arranged 

in layers on the side walls, a style already adopted in both Tun-huang and Yiin-kang_ (Fig. 7 a-e) 

The second type, to which belongs many small caves, e.g. Cave XIV, and the Wei-tzu caves, has 

a square plan and an almost flat ceiling. The main Buddha with its four attendants stand on a 

platform at the back wall and a niche is carved into each of the side walls. Caves such as the Chao' 

ko-shih ~q:j: F,rji, T'ang-tzu );!if '¥- and Yao-fang ~jj which were begun in the Northern Wei and con· 

tinued throughout the Northern Ch'i, Sui and T'ang periods, also belong to the second type. It is 

interesting that this type is the same as that of the small caves in the latest period of Yiin-kang. AI· 

though the square caves of the Northern Dynasties such as those of Yiin-kang, Kung-hsien, Hsiang. 

t'ang-shan, Ching-hsien and Tun-huang contain, in general, square pillars in the centre of the room, 

there are no such pillars found in Lung-men. The tunnels in the backwalls running behind the main 

Buddhas, by means of which the pradaksZTJa ceremony was practised, were also not excavated in the 

Lung-men caves. 

The ceilings of both types of caves frequently contain beautiful large lotus flowers in relief; the 

most splendid being those in the Pin-yang and Lien-hua caves. Both the Wei-tzu and Yao-fang caves 

also have them but they are less skilfully carved. Neither the coffers nor the corbelling were repre

sented on the ceilings of the Lung-men caves. (Fig. 7) 

The niche, following the Yiin-kang type, became deeper. In the Ku-yang cave, the earliest on 

the Lung-men caves, is seen a variety of niche form&; the round arch adorned with beautiful garlands,) 

the pointed-arch and the trabeated arch, the latter two often having most delicate representations of,\ 
flying celestials in low relief. These most highly developed decorations on the arch-fronts in particu. % 

lar as well as the whole compositions of the niches of Lung-men which are unique to this one site ~ 

are partly due to the rock of Lung-men which is peculiarly suitable for delicate carving and partly to~ 

the tradition of stone sculpture which from the Han dynasty onwards had been deeply rooted in this~ 

part of the country. The floral-scroll ornaments, flame patterns, flying celestials, Buddha images,~ 

worshippers and scenes from the Buddha's life are represented in a complicated but most vivid manner;1~ 

The most magnificent of all must certainly have been the scenes in relief on the fore-wall of the Pin-~ 

yang cave representing the procession of the Emperor and the Empress. These, unfortunately, are'~ 
now entirely damaged but were undoubtedly Northern Wei sculptural works of the very highest;l 

~~. 1 
The form of Bnddha trinity, which is found in the later Yiin-kang period, is seen in the niches of~ 

the Ku-yang cave. The composition with five m.ain images comprising a trinity with two Buddhist;~ 

disciples or two Arhats is firmly established in the Pin-yang, Lien-hua and other caves of the later~1 

Northern Wei period. Although the Buddha images of the Pin-yang cave were given well-ronndedll 

bodies and faces as seen in those of the T'ai-ho style, the Buddhist images of the Cheng-kuang IE:*)\I 
and the Hsiao-ch'ang 5¥:~ eras (A.D. 520-527), as seen in the Wei-tsu cave, become slender, mystillli 

and meditative both in their faces and bodies. These features are also seen in the treatment of drapery~1 

The drapery covering the pedestal in particular, in its rhythmic and delicate movement embodies~i1 
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decorative and formal, as opposed to a realistic beauty. But this formal beauty is always supported 

by a deep inner feeling which is characteristic of the masterpieces of Lung-men. 

Two Buddhas seated side-by-side, although frequently represented in Yiin-kang, are less frequent

ly seen in Lung-men. Bodhisattvas seated with ankles crossed i. e. the Maitreya Bodhisattvas, often 

represented in the uppermost part of the Ku-yang cave from the earlier period down to the Ching

ming era, also decrease in number in the later Northern Wei caves in Lung-men. 

The T'ang caves of Lung-men were chiefly intended simply to house Buddhist figures and no at

tention was paid to the architectural designs as in the Northern Wei caves. These caves, with either 

their elliptical plan and domed ceiling or square plan and flat ceiling, do not have niches on the 

side walls as in the Northern Wei caves. The main Buddha figure, carved on the back wall, is the 

central being which, attended by two Bodhisattvas, two disciples, the gods and two guardians, unifies 

the cave. The largest figures in Lung-men are the nine figures in the Feng-hsien-ssu, with the Vairocana 

Buddha in the centre and they are the most splendid works of T'ang sculpture which remain. The 

three caves of Lei-ku-t'ai:ll'WZ r'l and the K'an-ching-ssu ~*~~ cave of the east hill were presumably 

excavated in Empress Wu's reign (A.D. 684-705). The main Buddhas of these caves are not carved on 

the back walls, but are independent figures seated on pedestal placed on central platforms in the 

caves. By this time, the meaning of the side walls had entirely changed. For example, those in the 

K'an-ching-ssu cave and the middle cave of Lei-ku-t'ai contain carvings in relief of standing figures 

of the founders of Buddhism. (Fig. 8) 

The sculptural works of the T'ang caves of Lung-men almost all belong to the early T'ang style 

and, at the latest, to Empress Wu's reign. Very few were carved in the later period of the T'ang or 

after the T'ang. The general features of the T'ang style as seen in Lung-men are as follows. The head 

is large, the face round and the well-rounded body closely covered by a thin robe which undoubtedly 

shows the influence of the Indian style. The octagonal lotus pedestal became very popular in the 

T'ang period, while the five-layered pedestal of Northern Wei type declined. The drapery covering 

the pedestal, which was a particular feature of Northern Wei sculpture after about A.D. 500, so much 

diminished by the T'ang period that the drapery only covered the upper edge of the pedestal." 

Finally, there are the more than two thousand inscriptions discovered in Lung-men by Chinese 

scholars from the later Ch'ing dynasty onwards. Their contribution to archaeological studies, to the 

studies of the history of Buddhism and also to those of the history of Chinese calligraphy is almost 

inexhaustible. The earliest inscription hitherto found, records that the wife Yii-ch'ih lM~ of Ch'iu

mu Ling-liang li:~~~, Prince Ch'ang-Io:R~ donated the Maitreya figure in the 19th year of the 

T'ai-ho era (A.D. 495). In addition to this, the Ku-yang cave contains a number of inscriptions by 

nobles of the Northern Wei. These noblemen active either in state affairs or in other walks of life 

during the reigns of both Emperor Hsiao-wen 1jtj:: and Emperor Hsiian-wu 1L~, i.e. during the 

1 From recent investigations carried out by Chinese scholars, in addition to the 241 empty caves, in all of which 

no figures remain, there are 491 caves, and 164 caves not yet reached. cr. Wen-wu Tsan-k'ao TziiAiao, 1954-4, Peking 

1954, p. 121. 
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greatest period of the Northern Wei dynasty, were prominent either in the court or in the Northern 

tribe. These inscriptions, therefore, are important documents regarding the history of the Northern 

Wei. The ardent support of the upper classes for the construction of the cave-temples must have 

stimulated tremendous enthusiasm for the excavation of caves of various types and sizes throughout 

the whole population. On the other hand, seventy-two inscriptions record that Buddhists, some

times monks and sometimes nuns, donated caves or niches, while eleven inscriptions show how some

times thirty or forty, sometimes hundreds of Buddhists formed groups to donate a cave or niche. 

The dated inscriptions provide valuable evidence by means of which the changes in Buddhist 

worship can be traced. The worship of Sakyamuni Buddha or Maitreya flourished during the Nor

thern Wei, while in the T'ang period it was the worship of the Amitabha Buddha as well as of 

Kuan-yin (Avalokitesvara) or ·of Ti-tsang;lfl!.j1t (K~itigarbha) which was most popular. 

7 

[KUNG-HSIEN CAVES, KUNG-HSIEN, HONAN] East of Lo-yang in Honan province are the cave-temples of 

Kung-hsien. These are situated about 2km. north-west of the town of Kung-hsien ~ll!*, and are carved 

in a rock hill close to the River Lo 14§-7k. rhere are five caves facing south. Caves I, II, and III are 

in the eastern section, while Caves IV and V are in the western area. Cave V, the largest cave, is 

6.66m. square, while Cave I, the smallest cave, is 3.33 m. square. Cave VI houses a Buddha trinity 

of Northern Wei type on the east wall but was unfinished with two irregularly carved small rooms in 

which some small niches of T'ang type are carved."(Fig. 9a-d) 

Caves II, III and V respectively contain a square pillar in the centre with a niche on each of 

its four faces as often seen in Yiin-kang, T'ien-Iung-shan and Hsiang-t'ang-shan. The ceiling is 

coffered, the coffers themselves being beautifully decorated with carvings of lotus flowers, floral-scroll 

patterns, small reborns and flying celestials. The surrounding walls house niches; Caves II and III 

both have one niche on each wall while Cave V contains four on each wall. Although almost all the 

upper bodies of the Buddhist images were damaged, the Northern Wei style is easily recognizable in 

the drapery covering the pedestal. The arch-front of the niches, as seen in Cave V, contains carvings 

of half-palmettes with five leaves, above which small reborns and flying celestials are beautifully repre

sented. Further upwards, the Thousand Buddhas are represented on the walls of every cave. 

In brief, the very delicate sculpture of Kung-hsien in style succeeds that of Lung-men. However, 

the decoration in the incised carving as generally seen in the Ku-yang cave of Lung-men, had already 

disappeared by the time the Kung-hsien caves wl;lre excavated. Especially remarkable are the repre

sentations of processions of donors carved in layers on both sides of the south walls as seen in Caves 

II, III and V. Although these are far less splendid than that seen in the Pin'yang cave in Lung

men, they undoubtedly reveal the characteristics of the Northern Wei style. The lion on the side 

of the pedestal is full of strength. The dragon-like beasts, which are not seen in the Lung-men caves, 

1 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Shina Bukkyo Shiseki, II, pp. 116-124, PIs. 104-115. 
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are here vividly represented in relief on the bottom storeys of the surrounding walls and resemble those 

in the caves of Northern Hsiang-t'ang-shan_ 

In brief; the Kung-hsien caves, although not on a large scale, are noteworthy in so far as they 

contain fine sculptures of the style current at the end of the Northern Wei period. 

8 

[T'IEN-LUNG-SHAN CAVES, T'AI-YOAN, SHANSI] The caves are situated in the side of a sandstone mountain 

situated 17km. south-west of T'ai-yiian ::t: mt prefecture in Shansi province. T'ai-yiian, once called 

Chin-yang i!filg-, was the secondary capital of the Northern Ch'i dynasty and was important in the 

period as a political and cultural centre. The Tai-yilan-hsien-chih ::t:mt JI!Ii\;E; records that the temple 

Sheng-shou-ssu !J1:a;~ on Mt. T'ien-Iung was established in the first year of the Huang-chien ~~ 

era (A.D. 560) of the Northern Ch'i dynasty and that twenty-four caves and four Buddhist figures were 

excavated. This makes it clear that the T'ien-Iung-shan caves were started in the Northern Ch'i period 

or a little earlier. Caves I to VIII, as now seen, are situated in the left peak 11: ,*, while Caves IX to 

XXIV are situated in the right peak $,*.1) Two steles once stood on the outside walls of Caves I 

and VIII, but, unfortunately, these are all damaged except for the few characters indicating the Sui 

dynasty period. Thus it is very difficult to determine the period when the caves were started. From 

the styles of the caves it would appear that Caves II and III belong to the type which succeeded those 

of the Lung-men caves of the Northern Wei period. These caves are generally of square plan, contain

ing a niche in each of the side and back walls as seen in the Wei-tzu cave and the Yao-fang cave of 

Lung-men. The ceiling differs from those of the Lung-men caves having both a central square section 

decorated with a lotus and four inclining sections housing celestials carved in shallow relief with angular 

wavy drapery. These celestials are far more refined in conception than those of the Wei-tzu cave in 

Lung-men. Similar thin relief of Arhats or monks are situated at the sides of the fore-wall of Cave II, 

of a worshipper with a ju-i tm]f: sceptre on the right wall of Cave II, of an Arhat at the sides of the 

back wall of Cave III and of worshippers and Vimalakrr!i and Mafijusrl figures on the side walls of 

Cave}II. The style of these representations was undoubtedly developed from the Northern Wei style 

as seen in Lung-men. The Buddha trinity itself is represented in Northern Wei type but in a more 

advanced type. It may be attributed to the Eastern Wei period. (Fig. 9 e,f) 

Cave XVI, in respect both to its construction and the Buddhist figures it houses, is somewhat 

later than Caves II and III. Two octagonal pillars with supports and a beam stand in front of the 

cave, as seen also in Caves VIII and X of T'ien-Iung-shan, Caves V and VII of Southern Hsiang-t'ang

shan and also in the Caves of Mai-chi-shan. This cave as well as Cave X are of the Northern Ch'i 

sty Ie. (Fig. 9 g, h) 

1 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Shina Bukkyo Shiseki, III, Tokyo 1926, pp. 53-79, PIB. 25-61. T. Hibino and S. Mizuno, 

Sansei Kosekishi (Historical Monuments in Shansi), Kyoto 1956. 
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Cave VIII is the only cave in T'ien-Iung-shan with the square pillar in the centre_ This cave 

. has also the pillars in front, and in addition a stele dated the 4th year of the K'ai-huang era (A. D. 587). 

This gives the cave considerable importance in the history of the construction of caves and their 

dating. Cave I is of the same date judging from the stele carved on the outside wall. The type of 

cave with a central stiipa became popular in Yiin-kang, and was followed in both the Kung-hsien and 

Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves as well as in Cave VIn of T'ien-Iung-shan. In brief, it continued down to 

the end of the sixth century and completely disappeared in the early T'ang period. The Buddha and 

Bodhisattva figures and the guardian gods on both sides of the entrance gateway of Cave VIn are in 

the sty Ie of the Sui period. (Fig. 9 i, j) 

The T'ang caves, i.e. Caves IV, V, VI, VII, XI, XII, XIII, XV, XVIII and XIX are all very small 

and even the largest, i.e. Cave XIV, is only 2.94m. in width and 2.49 in depth. The smallest is less 

than l.OOm. square. The caves are square in plan. Three walls contain one niche on each wall and 

all the niches are very shallow and wide. The sculptures of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, all of early 

T'ang sty Ie and all very finely and skilfully executed, can be attributed to the early part of the 8th 

century." Among them, the fignres in Caves IV and V seem to belong to the earliest stage while 

those of Caves VI and XIV belong to the mature stage and finally those of Caves XVII, XVIII and 

XXI to the formalized stage. The Bodhisattva in Cave XIV seated with one leg pendant is so real

istically and almost sensually represented with its easy pose and body covered by a thin almost trans

parent robe that it seems faithfully to imitate the Central Indian figures of Gupta style. The fine 

calmness of the eyes and beauty of the lips suit the round face. On the neck are three horizontal 

lines. The attendant Bodhisattva in Cave XIV is also shown in a free, relaxed pose and here, too, 

the technique of the sculptor reveals a complete mastery of his material. By Cave XVII the figures 

have become ill-proportioned and the impression of the material has a heavy clumsiness which seems 

to overpower the figures. (Fig.9k-p) 

In brief, it can be claimed that the stone carvings of T'ien-Iung-shan are unique among the 

countless T'ang sculptures of China. They show the strong influence of the Indian style in their art. 

The question of their creators in this remote area away from the routes to the west still remains 

unsolved. 

9 

[PAO-SHAN CAVES, AN-YANG, HONAN] This brings us to the area north of the River Huang JitjliJ, where 

the Mountain range of T'ai-hang :;t(fj', running north-south, limits the large Hopei plain on its west 

side. In this Mountain area, Mt. Pao-shan .. LiJ in An-yang 'ti: I\lll- prefecture contains two caves. The 

site is very close to the old capital of Yeh!!'ill, of the Eastern Wei and Northern Ch'i dynasties, the 

I S. Mizuno, Tiidai no Butsuzii-chiikoku(The Buddhist Images of the T'ang Period) (Ars Buddhica, 9). Osaka 1950, 

pp. 20-25. O. Siren, Chinese Sculpture, I, London 1925, pp. ciii-cvi. 
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present Yeh-chen ~~ in Lin-chang Ilif. ~ prefecture .. Thus Buddhist temples were constructed here 

in the Eastern Wei, Northern Ch'i and Sui dynasties. Learned monks, among them Ling-yu itt iUt of the 

Sui period and Hui-hsiu ~{* of the T'ang period once lived in this temple. The cave-temple which 

is situated half-way down the southern hill and faces north is called either the Ta-liu-sheng cave *
fIll:!lf& or the Chu-sha cave li~Uj;7lllJ while the other, situated half-way down the northern hill and 

facing south, is called either the Ta-chu'sheng cave *-1±~if or the Hsiang-t'ang cave iI'~7lllJ. Both 

of these caves are less than 3.00m. square. The Ta-liu-sheng cave houses a Buddha trinity carved 

from separate block of stone, and no figures are carved on the surrounding walls. A small stele 

donated by the monk Tao-p'ing lli~ and dated the 4th year of the Wu-ting:lFt'iE era (A.D. 546) of 

the Eastern Wei dynasty found in the Buddhist shrine outside the cave, indicates that the cave was 

made at that time. 

An inscription carved on the outside wall of the Ta-chu-sheng cave tells that this cave was ex

cavated in the 9th year of the K'ai-huang M ~ era (A.D. 589) of the Sui dynasty with the labour of 

1,624 workmen. It further states that the cave houses a niche with a Vairocana statue, one with 

Amitabha Buddha, one with Maitreya, 35 niches for 35 Buddhas, seven niches for seven Buddhas 

and 24 Buddhist founders who transmitted the Buddhist faith. The cave has a Vairocana trinty in a 

niche in the north wall and an Amitabha trinity in a niche in the east wall, all in Sui dynasty style. From 

the biography of Ling-yu itt iUt in the Hsu-kao-seng-chuan *i?ili f1't ~ (TaishO-Daizokyo, L. p. 497) 

chap. ix which tells that a cave named the Narayana cave jjjI ~!B[if was excavated in Mt. Paoshan, 

it can safely be concluded that the founder was this Ling-yu. 

[HSIANG-T'ANG-SHAN CAVES, TZU-HSIEN AND WU-AN, HOPEI] The mountain range of T'ai-hang ich,rnn

ning north to south and forming the western limit of the Hopei plain, has a branch called Ku-shan 

~!l1 which is formed of limestone. The caves are situated at the foot or the side ofMt. Ku-shan which 

is better known as Mt. Hsiang-t'ang-shan. The Southern Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves belong to the Tz'il

hsien W4Jl* administrative area and the Northern Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves belong to that ofWu-an:lFt'ti.' 

both now of Hopei prefecture. The two are about 17km. apart. The sites are not far from the impor

tant road connectingShansi and Hopei provinces which runs through the mountains T'ai-hang. Tz'il

hsien is near the old capital Yeh 'n of the Eastern Wei and Northern Ch'i dynasties and some sources 

record that Buddhist sites of the Northern Ch'i were scattered throughout this district." Accordingly, it 

is reasonable to expect that both the North and South Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves would show the Northern 

Ch'i style. A comparison of the two sites shows that the Southern caves fall far behind the Northern 

caves both in scale and splendour. (Fig. 10) 

The Southern caves are carved in two layers and all face southwest. The lower layer contains 

Caves I and II, and the upper Caves III to VII in a line. Cave I, the largest of the Southern caves, 

is 6.35m. square and 4.70m. in height, while the smallest, Cave V, is 2.10m. in width, 2.30m. in depth 

and 2.50m. in height. The Northern Hsiang-t'ang-shan group has three caves, i.e. a South, a Central 

and a. North cave. Among them, the North cave, which is the largest, is 12.00m. square, while the 

South cave, the smallest, is 4.00m. in width and 3.30m. in depth. 

1 S. Mizuno and T. Nagahiro, The Buddhist Cave-temples of Hsiang-t'ang.ssu, Kyoto 1937. 
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All the Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves can be divided into two types; those with a square pillar in the 

centre and those without. Caves I and II of the South Hsiang-t'ang-shan group and the North and 

the Central caves of the North Hsiang-t'ang-shan group belong to the former. The square pillar is 

connected to the back wall at the top while the lower part is excavated in such a way that it forms a 

tunnel. Thus it was not possible to have a niche on the back face of the pillar. Cave I and the 

North Cave have three niches, one on each of three faces,. while Cave II and the Central Cave both 

have only one niche on the front face of the pillar. These types of square pillars are unique to 

Hsiang-t'ang-shan. The tunnel formed by the pillar and the back wall naturally facilitated the per

formance by worshippers of the pradakslJ;la ceremony (Fig. 10). 

Caves III, V and VII of the southern Hsiang-t'ang-shan group are examples of the second type 

which has no square pillar. In this type each wall has a wide niche with a narrow platform. The niches 

are so wide that they occupy the whole width of the walls. This cave type resembles those seen at both 

Yiin-kang and Lung-men dating to the later period of the Northern Wei dynasty and also Caves I-III, 

X and XVI of T'ien-Iung-shan of the Eastern Wei, Northern Ch'i and Sui styles. It is also remarkable 

that Caves IV and VI of Hsiang-t'ang-shan house no niches in the walls but only contain Buddhist 

figures on the narrow platforms along the walls. 

Although the coffered ceiling had already disappeared by the time of the Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves, 

the ceilings 01 Caves V and VlI both have a large lotus flower in the centre surrounded by flying celes

tials and floral patterns-a design undoubtedly derived from the Northern Wei caves of Lung-men. 

Both the flat ceiling of Cave IV and the ceiling of Cave VI formed of four slanting faces with a square 

plain face in the centre are completely undecorated. In brief, the caves of Hsiang-t'ang-shan gradually 

develop into a plain box-shaped rooms with blank walls and ceilings like the T'ang caves of Lung-men. 

The decoration of the entrance gateways take the forms of a pointed-arch as seen in Caves V, VII 

and the Central Cave and of side pillars represented with the floral-scroll band as seen in Caves I, n, 
V, VII and the Central Cave. Octagonal pillars stand in front of Caves V and VII, those of Cave VII 

in addition being surmounted by supports and beams as if to suggest a wooden building. These 

decorations which, as described above, were also adopted at both T'ien-Iung-shan and Mai-chi-shan 

and are peculiar to the Northern Wei and Northern Ch'i caves. 

The Buddhist figures, particularly the splendid examples in the North, Central and South Caves, 

are also in the Northern Ch'i style. The sharpness and mysticism of the Northern Wei style of Lung

men had already disappeared, its place gradually being taken by a mildness and plumpness. However, 

since they were still not realistically represented, their styles may be defined as the proto-type of 

the Sui style. Among them, the gods carved on the outer faces of the platforms of Caves V, VII and 

the Central Cave as well as the flying celestials on the ceilings of both Caves V and VII are particu

larly well carved. Compared with the delicate, mystical Northern Wei works of Lung-men and the 

realistic, sensual representations in T'ien-Iung-shan in T'ang style, these have a somewhat naive ap

pearance. The floral-scroll patterns differ from those with which we are familiar in the Northern Wei 

period. The leaves of the floral-scroll have become thick and heavy and the full, beautiful palmettes 

are characteristic to the Northern Ch'i style. 
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The Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves are important above all for the fact that almost all their sculptures 

were completed in a unified Northern Ch'i style_ Therefore, the study of the Northern Ch'i style 

must take the Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves as its standard_ 

The Northern Ch'i dynasty stele of T'ang Yii r.!f ~ found on the outside of the South Cave tells 

that the siitras of Vimalaklrti and others were inscribed on the rock wall near the South Cave in the 

period from the 4th year of the T'ien-t'ung::R*1E era (A_D_ 568) to the 3rd year of the Wu-p'ing ffi\:2p 
era (572) of the Northern Ch'i period_ The donor T'ang Yii was Prince Chin-ch'ang-chiin i'f ~ til
This indicates that the South Cave, at least, was completed before the siitras were inscribed_ The absence 

of any outstanding differences between the representations in the South, Central and North Caves 

indicate that these three caves were excavated in the same period i_ e_ in the period before the 4th 

year of the T'ien-t'ung era (568) _ Apart from this, the earliest inscription in the South Hsiang-t'ang_ 

shan caves is that found in a small niche and dated the 4th year of the K'ai-huang M ~ era (584) of 

the Sui dynasty_ It can, therefore, be concluded that the excavations of the South Hsiang-t'ang-shan 

caves were finished by the early Sui period at the latest. Stylistically, the South Hsiang-t'ang-shan 

caves seem to be later than the Northern caves, but it is very difficult to differentiate clearly between 

the Nothern Ch'i and the Sui styles in which the former caves are represented_ In brief, the Hsiang

t'ang-shan caves were probably executed one after the other during the second half of the sixth 

century_ 

10 

East across the large Hopei plain and the River Huang is'the western border of the Shantung 

wJi!( mountain range_ In the prefectures near Chi-nan ii"l]¥:f, i_e. in Li-ch'eng Iilfi!1JlC, Chang-ch'ing * 
frf and Fei-ch'eng HE!1JlC are many caves excavated into the rock hills. Further east are the caves of 

Mt. T'o-shan ~W and Mt. Yiin-men-shan ~r' W, both of which are situated in I-tu;ffil:fIl prefecture. 

These are the easternmost of the north China caves. 

All the Shantung caves are very small and many of them are better called niches. The earliest 

dates are found in the Huang-shih-ai Ji Em niches in Li-ch'eng which contain inscriptions dated the 4th 

year of the Cheng-kuang lEJ't era (A.D. 523), and the 2nd and 3rd years of the Hsiao-ch'ang ~~ era 

(526,527). They are carved in the late Northern Wei style. The Lung-tung ll'Iiil"J cave in Li-ch'eng 

has a niche dated the 4th year of the T'ien-p'ing::R~ era (537) of the Eastern Wei period, while the 

Wu-feng-shan .li.W caves in Fei-ch'eng contain inscriptions dated in the Ch'ien-ming ftll)j (560) 

and Ho-ch'ing ViJfrf (562) eras of the Northern Ch'i dynasty. These facts lead to the conclusion that 

the caves in Shantung, although of simple niche form, were continuously being excavated during the 

Northern Dynasties. In the Sui period work on the excavations again became active_ The Yii-han

shan:EiiJ W caves in Li-ch'eng contain about twenty inscriptions dated in the K'ai-huang era (584-588) 

of the Sui dynasty, while many Sui caves are found in T'o-shan and Yiin-men-shan in I-tu as well as 

in Lung-tung of Li-ch'eng. The niches and figures in the Sui style are the most noteworthy of those 
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found in the Shantung caves. Apart from these, some T'ang niches also are found; e. g. the niches dated 

the 18th year of the Cbeng-kuan ti IJ,I era (A. D. 644), the 2nd and 3rd years of the Hsien-ch'ing ~!f 

era (657 and 658) in the Ch'ien-fo-ai =f~m of the Shen-t'ung-ssil m~lmi ~ in Li-ch'eng and others.in 

'I'o-shan and Yun-men-shan in I-tu. However, the 'I'ang caves of Shantung differ considerably from 

those of Lung-men in that here a conservative tendency in the representations of niches and figures 

is very strong. This may be accounted for by the fact that in China innovations in cave-temples or 

in Buddhist figures were generally the result either of influences from the West or of currents in Bud

dhist art developed in the capitals. Thus it is understandable that caves in a province situated in the 

remote east would preserve a conservatism in respect to the styles of both niches and figures. These 

caves can be described in summary form as follows:-

[LIEN-HUA,CAVE, FEI-CH'ENG, SHANTUNG) This cave is 3.50m. in width, 2.75m_ in depth and 2.92m. in 

heighL" The ceiling is coffered. The coffers, the central of which is the largest, are all decorated 

with carvings of lotuses_ The Sakyamuni Buddha is seated on a pedestal in front of the back wall 

and flanked by an attendant Bodhisattva and a bhik~n on each side_ The inscription on the outer 

wall is dated the 1st year of the Ho-ch'ing era (A:D. 562) of the Northern Ch'i dynasty and the style of 

the carvings within the cave seems to support al), attribution to the Northern Ch'i period. 

[LING-YEN-SSU CAVE, CHANG-CH'ING, SHANTUNG) Here is only one cave named Cheng-ming ~!jJj." It 
contains a seated Buddha with raised right hand, attended on each side by a Bodhisattva and a bhik~u 

and a lion at each corner. The main Buddha, although much repaired, may have been carved in the 

early T'ang period. 

[HUANG-SHlH-AI NICHES, LI-CH'ENG, SHANTUNG] Buddhist figures irregularly arranged are carved in a 

rock cliff of about 55.00m. in length and about 2_00m. in height. Other figures are carved in a natural 

cave at the left end. These figures and nimbuses with flying celestials and floral-scroll patterns are 

in the, Northern Wei style as seen in Lung-men.'" 

[CH'IEN-FO-SHAN NICHES, LI-CH'ENG, SHANTUNG] On the Mount Li-shan is situated 'a temple named Hsing

kuo-ssil, near which is a cliff carved with Buddhist 'figures. They are clearly in Sui style and contain 

seven inscriptions dating from the 7th to the 13th years of the K'ai-huangera (A_ D_ 587-593)." 

[YO-HAN-SHAN NICHES, LI-CH'ENG, SHANTUNG) No caves or niches are carved but Buddhist figures are 

roughly arranged in five layers on the face of the cliff_ About twenty inscriptions dated in the 4th 

year of the K'ai-huangera (A. D. 584) and in snbsequent years (584'-600) indicate that these figures 

may have been carved during that period. There are no large figures, the largest being about LOOm. 

in height and all stiffly represented_ 5) 

1 T_ Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Buddhist Monuments in China, I, Tokyo 1929, pp.174-176, Pis, 114-117. 

2 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., I, pp.153-156, Pis. 91-94. 

,3 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., I,pp.164-167, Pis. 100-104. Ch'ing San-lin, Chi-nan-chin-chiao, Pei-wei-Sui

T'ang Tsao-hsiang (Buddhist Figures of the Northern Wei to Sui-T'ang Periods) (Wen-wu-ts'an-ka'o-tzii-liao, 1955-9), 

Peking 1955, pp.22-25. 

4 T. Sekino andD. Tokiwa, Ibid., pp.185, 186, Pis. 133-135. Ch'ing San-lin, Ibid., pp. 26-28. 

5 T_ SeRino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., pp. 181-184, Pis. 124-130. Ch'ing San-lin, Ibid., p. 26. 
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[Fo.Yi.l NICHEs, LI-CH'ENG, SHANTUNG] The five figures of Buddha carved on the cliff of the Pan-ju 

JIlt'1,' Temple in Fo-yii ~~ are identified in the inscription of the 7th year of K'ai-huang era (A. D. 

587) as four figures of Sakyamuni and one of Maitreya, the last seatedi n the western fashion. There 

are two more Buddhas also seated in western fashion which are clearly of Sui style.' ) 

[LUNG-TUNG CAVES, LI-CH'ilNG, SHANTUNG] These are two natural caves; one large and the other small. 

The largest cave has two entrance-gateways, one on the east and another on the west, and has a Buddhist 

figure dated the 4th year of the T'ien-p'ing x.>p. era (A. D. 537) on the outer wall on the west side 

and a standing Buddha in Sui style within the cave''. (Fig. 11 g) 

[TA-FO-TUNG CAVE, LI-CH'ENG, SHANTUNG] This is an unfinished cave with a large seated Buddha of 

Northern Wei style. The folds of the drapery hanging from the pedestal are weakly incised and seem 

to belong to a later period. There is no nimbus and the ceiling was left in a roughly chipped con

dition. The left wall contains a Bodhisattva and a bhik~u both of which are repainted, but the right 

wall has the original two Buddhas seated side-by-side and three small Buddhas.') 

[CHI'EN-FO-AI NICHES, SHIlN-T'UNG-SSU, LI-CH'ilNG, SHANTUNG] This site also contains no actual caves but 

many niches situated in five areas are carved in the cliff in a line running from south-east to north-west.') 

The earliest Buddhas seated side-by-side are not in the usual form as described in the" Chien-pao-t'a-p'in 

5!.:l:1!=£" of the Fa-hua-ching7i3;*r¥-. or Saddharmapurv!anka Satra (TaishO-Daizokyo, IX, p. 33) 

chap. xi. It has an inscription by a monk Ming-te aA 11K dated the 18th year of the Cheng-kuan Ji 1:1 era 

(644). Following this in time is the right niche of the first area which houses a seated Amitabha Buddha 

and has an inscription by Chao Wang-fu ~:E)JiPl dated the 3rd year of the Hsien-ch'ing ~Jt era (658). 

A niche in the third area houses a Sakyamuni Buddha seated in western fashion and has an inscription 

by Liu Hsiian-i Itl:£:~ dated the 2nd year of the Hsien-ch'ing era (657). There is another inscription 

by the monk Ming-te Jm11K dated the 3rd year of the Hsien-ch'ing era (658) in the fifth area". This 

Ming-te was the teacher of the famous monk I-ching ~W. In brief, the Shen-t'ung-ssu niches, although 

not important from a sculptural point of view, occupy a significant position in the history of Buddhism 

in the early T'ang period. Their styles of carvings are still very conservative and restricted but histori

cally they may fill some blanks in our genealogy of the T'ang sculptures of Lung-men. 

[YUN-MEN-SHAN NICHES, I-TU, SHANTUNG] Here are no caves and only two niches 1 and 2 excavated in the 

cliff. Niche 1 situated on the west is about 3.00 m. in width and 2. 70m in height and contains a Buddha 

trinity. Small Buddhas dated the 17th, 18th and 19th years of the K'ai-huang era (597, 598, 599) re

spectively fill the inner wall. The main Buddha may therefore belong to the period preceding i. e. 

circa 597 in the Sui dynasty. Niche 2 is slightly larger being about 3.60m. in width and about 4.50m. 

in height. It, too, like Niche 1 houses a Buddha.') The attendant Bodhisattva is a splendid repre-

1 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., pp.184, 185, Pis. 131, 132. Ch'ing San-lin, Ibid., p.29. 

2 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., I, pp.137-142, Pls.74-81. Ch'ing San-lin, Ibid., pp.26,26. 

3 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., I, pp.171-173, Pls.llO-ll3. 

4 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., I, pp.137-142, Pis. 74-81. 

5 S. Mizuno, Todai no Bukkyo-ChOkoku, pp.15-17. 

6 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., IV, Tokyo 1927, pp.122-125, Pis. 73-85. 
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sentation in Sui style. Although the body is stiff, the decorations of crown and rings are most deli

cate. 

[T'O-SHAN CAVES, l-TU, SHANTUNG] Caves I-V are arranged in a row. Exposed Buddhist figures wi 

thout caves or niches are found on the cliff between Caves IV and V." Caves II, IV and V are all square 

in plan and small, while Cave I is rectangular and slightly larger. The largest, Cave III, is 8.00m. 

in width and 7.00m. in depth. It is remarkable that, apart from Cave I which is. a T'ang dynasty 

cave, all the rest show the Sui style. Among these, Caves II and III are noteworthy. The latter 

contains a large, plump seated Buddha in the back wall with an attendant Bodhisattva on each side. 

All the figures, although somewhat stiffly carved, are powerfully represented. The lips and the chin 

with its two horizontal lines produce the sensual feeling generally seen in Sui figures. No nimbus or 

halo is represented and the Thousand Buddhas are carved in rows on the back wall. Cave II is of 

similar form to Cave III. (Fig. 11 a-e) 

11 

[CHIH.YU-K'OU NICHES, KUANG-LING, SHANSI] At Chih-yu-k'ou on the road from Kuang-ling 9fll to Ling

ch'iu 1ltE:, several niches are found in the sandstone cliff which forms the river bank.2l This river 

is a tributary of the River Sang-kan ~lji.l; and named the Hu-liu-ho'illEmjliJ. There are somewhat 

more than 30 niches, but they.are all small in size and below l.SOm. in height. These are certainly 

in the Northern Wei sty Ie. 

[HSIA-HUA-YUAN CAVE, HS()AN-HUA, HOPEI] Mt. Chi-ming-shan ~n.~ tlJ, at the foot of which is the Hsia

hua-yuan cave, is situated 20km. south-east of Hsuan-hua '.7 it; prefecture and has been so famous 

from ancient times that its situation as well as legends about the mountain are recorded in Li Tao

yuan's Shui-ching-chu. It is very near the Yun-kang caves and its style belongs to the same period. 

The cave, excavated in the sandstone rock, faces west and is elliptical in plan, 4.1Sm. in width, 2.90m. 

in height.sl(Fig. llg} 

The entrance gateway is rectangular and 1.82 m. in height. The top of the window on the outer 

wall has a pointed-arch and figures of deities are represented in both reveals. The slightly curved 

ceiling contains a large lotus flower in the centre surrounded by six flying celestials. The trabeated 

niche on the back wall contains a main seated Buddha of Cave VI style of Yun-kang with somewhat 

plump body and wavy hair. The celestial musicians in the row of niches above the trabeation are 

similar to those in Cave VI of Yun-kang. On the uppermost part of the side walls are carved Thousand 

Buddha niches arranged in three layers and below these is a lotus-petal band. The bottom of the wall 

is rough chiselled and seems to have been left unfinished. A niche with two Buddhas seated side-by

side attended by worshippers on both sides is carved into the fore-wall above the entrance gateway. 

I T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Ibid., IV, pp.181-184, PIs. 86-103. 

2 The site was explored by Mr. M. Kitano. 

3 R. Torii, Hsia-hua-yuan chih Pei-Wei-shih-k'u (Yen-ching-hsiieh-pao, 27), Peking 1940. The site was explored by 

us also. 
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Traces of red and green pigments can still be seen on the worshippers. The flame pattern beneath 

the pedestal is powerfully carved in parallel lines. 

[WAN-FO-T'ANG CAVES, I-HSIEN, LIAONING] North across the Shan-hai-kuan III m: ~m is I-hsien ~~ of 

LiaoningJ]t$ province. The caves named Wan-fo-t'ang ~9l;1ijf}1it are excavated in the rock cliff by 

the side of the River Ta-ling :k{tjIiJ more than 12km. north-west of the city of I-hsien. These caves 

are the most northerly and easterly of all the caves in north China." (Fig. 11 h) 

They are divided into east and west areas. In the east, seven caves facing south were excavated 

in the cliff which juts out to the river. They are numbered from east Caves I, II and etc. The 

west area has nine caves. Caves I to VI occupy the lower layer and Caves VII to IX the upper layer. 

The caves in the east area are all very small and even the larger Cave III is only 4.31 m. and 4.18 m. 

east to west, and 5.70m. north to south. Although severely damaged, it can be seen that the caves 

are almost square in plan and were once in Northern Wei style. The seated Buddha on the back 

wall of Cave V is unrepaired and is the only example in the east area which retains the original 

Northern Wei style. The face is slender and the lips have the archaic smile, the shoulders are slop

ing and hands rest on the lap. The Thousand Buddhas cover the surrounding walls. The insciption 

on the south wall of Cave IV tells that it was established by Han Cheng ljiij!:J:i, Lu An-ch'en g * ~ and 

others in the 3rd year of the Ching-ming j!t aJj era (502) of the Northern Wei dynasty. This inscrip

tion together with one dated in the T'ai-ho era, as will be described later, gives the I-hsien caves 

particular importance. Unfortunately, nothing remains of the original figures in Cave IV bnt the 

lotus flower represented in high relief on the slightly-domed ceiling is similar to those of the Northern 

Wei caves of Lung-men. This shows how the style of the beginning of the sixth century reached 

such a remote area as I-hsien. 

The caves of the west area are also severely damaged. Caves II to VI suffered damage to their 

fronts due to their position close to the river. A corridor was made in modern times through the 

caves, and as a result the east and west walls are severely damaged. Because Cave I is situated slightly 

farther from the river than the others, it has been better preserved. It is the largest of all the caves. 

The front has a corridor with three compartments and a guardian god at each end which have been 

repaired with clay. The cave is about 7.00m. square and about 5.00m. high. The central square 

pillar has the usual four niches placed one on each face. A canopy decoration is carved on the upper 

part of the pillar close to the ceiling. The house supported by the dragon and the mountain carved 

on each of the four corners of the pillar resemble those seen in the corners of the ante-rooms of Caves IX 

and X ofYiin-kang. The east, west and north walls each contain three niches. Remarkable are the 

corners of the walls which are cut and filled in with figures of guardians, all of which have been repaired 

with clay. The ceiling houses flying celestials which still retain some of their original features. In 

brief; it can be seen that Cave I was constructed on a similar scale and pattern to the caves of both 

1 T. Sekino, Manshil Gileen Banbutsuda (The Wan-fo-t'ang Caves of l-hsien in Manchuria) (Kokka, 510). Tokyo 1933. 

K. Hamada, Ryasei Giken Sekkutsuji Kika (A Visit to the Cave-temple of l-hsien in Liao-hoi) (Houn, 8), Kyoto 1933. Yen 

Wen-ju, Liao-hsi I-hsien Wanjo-tung Shih-k'u T'iao-ch'a chi ch'i-Yen-chiu (Studies of the Wan-fo-tung Caves of l-hsien in 

Liao-hsi) (Wen-wu-ts'an-k'ao-tzu-liao, II-9), Peking 1951. 
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Yiin-kang and Kung-hsien. It was probably, therefore, originally very beautiful. 

Caves II, III and IV are all very small. The damage to the east and west walls and the subse

quent clay repairs to the north and south walls have resulted in figures in their original condition 

becoming very rare. Original workmanship can now be seen only on the upper layers of the walls 

and on the ceilings where the central lotus flower in high relief with the surrounding flying celestials 

are carved in the Northern Wei style. 

Cave V which may have once been slightly larger (7.00m_ east-west) suffers from damage to the 

the front half and contains only three seated Bodhisattvas all of which have been repaired in modern 

times. Accordingly, nothing remains in its original state. This cave contains the remarkable stele in 

the east part of the fore-wall which has a long inscription dated the 23rd year of the T'ai-ho era (A.D. 

499) of the Northern Wei dynasty. This records that, in that year, Yiian Ching x;ll!:, the governor 

of Ying-chou 1'f 1+\, donated a cave for the benefit of Emperor Hsiao-wen 11:3(. The fact that this cave 

was established so far north in such an early period indicates the rapid spread and popularity of Bud

dhism during the Northern Wei period and the widespread activity in the construction of cave-temples. 

In the upper layer of the west area is Cave VIn about 3.00m_ square, the other two being both 

less than 2.00m. square. All the figures formerly in the caves have disappeared. 

12 

The general features of the Chinese cave-temples can be summed up as follows:-

1. Distribution. 

Almost all are situated in North China; Kansu, Shensi, Szechwan, Honan, Shansi, Hopei, Shan

tung and Liaoning. In the extreme west are the Thousand Buddha caves of Tun-huang, Kansu and 

in the extreme east, the caves of T'o-shan and Yiin-men-shan, Shantung, while in the extreme north 

are the Wan-fo-t'ang caves, Liaoning. 

2. Local Differences. 

The rock in which the caves are excavated differs from one site to another. The caves from 

Tun-huang to Mai-chi-shan are of conglomerate or rough sandstone rock which is not adequate for 

the carving of figures_ Accordingly, in the Tun-huang caves, stucco figures and stucco reliefs are 

attached to the walls which were levelled by plastering the rock wall. Figures are painted on the 

plaster. The caves along the River Ching and those of Kung-hsien are of sandstone. The Lung-men 

caves and the caves of Hopei and Shantung are of limestone. This stone is quite adequate for sculp

ture and the carvings of caves and figures in limestone, in which the traditional art of the Han stone 

pictures and the tomb art of the period from the Han down to the Six Dynasties had been widely 

practised, are naturally very fine. The caves of T'ien-Iung-shan, Yiin-kang and of more northern 

regions, however, are of sandstone. 

3. Development. 

The earliest cave in China, from the historical documents cited above, must have been excavated 
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in Tun-huang in the third qnarter of the fourth century. This cave, however, has not been identified. 

The caves which Chii-ch'u Meng-hsiin, the King of the Northern Liang dynasty, fonnded in the period 

from the end of the fourth century to the beginning of the fifth century have also not been found. Some 

of the Tnn-hnang caves show the fifth century style. The Mai-chi-shan caves of T'iell'Shui seem to 

have started in the fifth century. Caves I to XX ofYiin-kang follow in the period from 460 down to the 

transfer of the Northern Wei capital to Lo-yang in 494. At the end of the T'ai-ho era, after the transfer 

of the capital, the splendid series of excavations at Lung-men began, starting with the Ku-yang cave. 

From this period onwards, the donation of caves by monks and laymen flourished all over China with 

Tnn-huang in the west, Mai-chi-shan and Wang-mu-kung in Ching-hsien, and the northernmost caves of 

Wan-fo-t'ang in I-hsien. In the beginning of the sixth century were carved some of the western· 

end caves of Yun-kang, the Pin-yang caves of Lnng-men, the Wang-chia-k'ou cave of Ching-hsien, 

Caves 110, 115, 159, 160, 166 of NIai·chi-shan and Cave 121 and others at Tun-huang. At the end of 

the Northern Wei period were excavated the Ping-ling-ssil caves, the Lien-hua cave, the Wei-tzil cave 

and Cave XIV in Lung-men, the Kung-hsien caves, the Huang-shih-ai Niches of Li-cheng, Shantung and 

etc. Although the creation of cave-temples still flourished throughout China, the caves became smaller. 

The donation of caves and niches still continued in the Eastern and Western Wei periods, but 

no large scale caves seem to have been built anywhere in China. At Tun-huang, as described above, . 

Yuan T'ai-yung JCj(~, Prince Tung-yang Jill: ~J,}.=E, founded caves in the period from the end of the 

Northern Wei to the 10th year ofthe Ta-t'nng *f€ff. era (544). It may be assumed that some of the 

T'ien-Iung-shan caves as well as those of Hsiang-t'ang-shan were begun in this period. 

Excavations again became active in the Northern Ch'i period or in the second half of the sixth 

century. Caves X and XVI of T'ien-Iung-shan, the North and South Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves, the 

upper Ch'i-fo-ko -tiiJIH!I'J caves and others of Mai-chi-shan and the Lien-hua cave of Wu-feng-shan, Fei

ch'eng and others were created in this period. 

The following were started in the Sui period;- Caves 137 A (302) and 137D (305) of Tun

huang, Cave Vln of T'ien-t'i-shan in Kansu, Cave VIII of T'ien-Iung-shan in Shansi, the Liu-sheng 

cave of Pao-shan in Honan, the Niches of Yu-han-shan in Shantung, the T'o-shan caves and the Yun

men-shan caves in Shantung. Early T'ang caves are the North and South Caves of Pin-yang, Cave 

I, the Cave ofChing-shan-ssil1!it~~ in Lung-men, after which come the great Feng-hsien-ssil, the Hui· 

chien cave ~jj;'it/PJ, the Wang-fo cave and the Twin caves. Empress Wu's era (A.D. 684-705) saw the 

creation of the K'an-ching-ssil ~~ ~ cave and the three caves of Lei-ku-t'ai 1tlllt tl in the east hill 

of Lung-men. Caves IV, V, VI, XIV, XVII, XIX and XX of T'ien-Iung-shan in Shansi wonld appear to 

belong to the heginning of the eighth century, while the Ch'ien-fo-ai niches of Shen-t'ung-ssil, Li-ch'eng 

and the T'o-shan and Yiin-men-shan caves of I-tu were founded in the early T'ang period. Caves 28 

(123),64 (220), 120 (452) and 149 (335) of Tun-huang are noteworthy as early T'ang caves. The excava

tion of cave-temples in China decreased in the second half of the eighth century, with the exception 

of the Tnn-huang site where many caves were excavated in the whole of the T'ang period. In the late 

T'ang period, the donation of caves and repair work still continued at Tnn-huang and at Wan-fo-hsia 

in Kansu, but very few caves were created in other parts of China except for a few at Mai-chi-shan, 
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T'ien-shui, at T'ien-t'i-shan, Wu-wei and here and there in Szechwan_ 

During the Five Dynasties, the Tun-huang caves were repaired and repainted in many places, 

but a few caves seem to have been newly opened_ Repairwork and repainting seem also to have been 

carried out in other cave-temples of China from this period onwards. 

4. Constructions of Caves. 

The caves in China can be divided into two types; the stlipa or chaitya cave and the image cave." 

The former has the stlipa or square pillar in the centre as seen in Tun-huang, Yiin-kang and other 

places and these caves belong mainly to the period from the Northern Wei down to the Sui. Examples 

of the Sui period are Caves 123 (292),126 (294), 136 (427) and 137 A (302) in Tun-huang and Cave VIII 

of T'ien-lung-shan. This cave type seems to have disappeared in the T'ang period. The second type 

i. e. the image caves can be subdivided into two types. The first of these which has an elliptical plan 

and half-domed ceiling can be seen in the caves of the early period of Yiin-kang. The second cave type, 

square in plan and with flat ceiling is frequently found in the Northern Wei caves. The side walls 

in such caves as Caves VI, VII, VIII, IX, X of Yiin-kang and the Ku-yang cave of Lung-men have niches 

regularly arranged in layers, while other caves such as the Wei-tzu cave, Cave XIV and the Yao-fang 

cave of Lung-men have three niches in three walls. The decorations of these niches are generally ex

tremely fine, particularly as seen in the Ku-yang cave of Lung-men. In the Northern Ch'i period, 

although the plan with three niches in three walls persists, platforms are for the first time shown in 

the walls, the niches become shallower and wider as seen in the Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves. Finally the 

niche form is abandoned and the Buddhist images stand on platforms away from the walls; in brief, 

the surrounding walls become flat. 

The ceilings of the Northern Wei period are either coffered or corbelled and carry splendid decora

tions of reliefs of lotus flowers and flying celestials. Some of the Northern Ch'i caves have similar lotus 

designs in the centre but others have flat, undecorated ceilings as seen in Cave VI of Hsiang-t'ang

shan. The latter type became the common style of the T'ang caves, which in general are plain cubes. 

The images are always carved from their own individual blocks of stone and stand independently of 

the surrounding walls as seen in the caves of the eastern hill in Lung-men. 

Caves in Kansu, due to the unsuitable rock, as described above, either have magnificent stucco 

figures or are decorated with wall paintings. Caves 117, 127 and 133 of Mai-chi-shan in T'ien-shui, 

also due to the bad rock, have Buddhist images carved from good blocks of stone which were then 

inlaid in the walls. It is a very strange but interesting fact that here Buddhist steles which are 

independent of the caves, form parts of the cave walls. 

Wooden architectural designs, such as roofs, brackets and octagonal pillars, can often be seen 

represented in the stone carvings of the caves. The earliest are those of Caves IX, X and XII at Yiin

kang, and they are still very frequently seen in caves of Northern Ch'i type, e. g. in Mai-chi-shan, 

Hsiang-t'ang-shan and T'ien-lung-shan. No such elements are found in T'ang caves. In brief, the caves 

of the Northern Wei period were intended to present a most magnificent and beautiful sight with their 

1 S. Mizuno, Kita-shina Sekkutsu K6zo Ron (On the Construction of the Cave-temples in North China)(Shirin, XXXIII 

1), Kyoto 1938, pp. 78-96. 
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decorations of niches and wooden style buildings. In them the artists endeavoured to give a unique 

unity to the Buddhist image, the niche and the whole cave. The tendency of the T'ang caves is very 

different. The Buddhist image was divorced from its close relationship with the cave. 

5. Sculpture. 

The sculptures of the caves can be divided according to their material into two basic types; stucco 

and stone. Many stucco figures are found in the caves of Kansu, while in those of Szechwan, Honan, 

Shansi, Hopei, Shantung and Liaoning all the figures are carved in stone. Only repairs or restora· 

tions were done in stucco or clay. The strong tendency to use stucco in the caves of Kansu was, of 

course, due to the bad rock found there as indeed in the caves of Central Asia. The latter must 

have directly influenced the trend towards stucco figures. This observation is clearly proved by the 

earlier caves of Tun-huang as well as those of Mai-chi-shan where stucco figures reveal the original 

style of western Buddhist art. However, in the period when the Northern Wei Lung-men style be

came popular, i. e. in the middle of the six century, stucco figures were also made in that style. Re

markable examples of these are found in the Mai-chi-shan caves. They show the same heightened 

refinement of form and the deep inner feeling which characterize the stone carvings of Lung-men. 

The history of stone sculpture in caves may have begun in the Yiin-kang caves where, as has 

often been described in these volumes, the western style first predominated, albeit coloured by special 

features introduced by the Northern tribe. This early Yiin-kang style seems to have been supplanted 

by the Cave VI sty Ie in about the T'ai-ho era (ca. A.D. 486) and, after the transfer of the capital to Lo

yang in the 18th year of Tai-ho (494), the latter developed into the Lung-men style which resumed, 

now in Buddhist art, the traditions of Han dynasty stone carving. The fine quality limestone in 

which the Lung-men style was created and developed contributed greatly to its characteristic fine and 

delicate workmanship which, in its turn, enabled the sculptures to imbue the images with a deep 

inner feeling. In both the T'ien-Iung-shan and Hsiang-t'ang-shan caves there developed the Northern 

Ch'i style which gradually developed into the Sui style. Some of the Lung-men carvings, especially 

the niche decorations, reveal a shallow relief which give the impression of being incised pictures, but 

from the Northern Ch'i onwards the plumpness seen in the early Yiin-kang carvings was revived. 

The stone sculptures of the T'ang period caves, as seen in those of Lung-men and T'ien-Iung-shan, 

developed strongly the early T'ang style with its sensual figures undoubtedly influenced by the Gupta 

sty Ie of India. 

In brief, although the new current of stone carving was widespread in all periods, the actual 

works were always influenced by local trends and traditions. After the full flowering of the mid 

T'ang period passed, stone carvings in caves greatly decreased and the works themselves degenerated 

into the little more than mannerism. 

6. Wall-paintings. 

The wall-paintings of the caves can be divided into two types, the Central Asian style and the 

Chinese style. The former are chiefly seen in the caves of the Northern Dynasties style at Tun

huang. The figures are represented with strong strokes and with shading, as generally seen in the 

wall-paintings of Central Asia. Lovely patterns, whose origins can be traced back to Iran, are used 
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as background decorations and on the nimbuses and arch-fronts_ The Chinese style wall-paintings can 

be divided into various types such as the Northern Dynasties, the Sui, the Tang arid styles subsequent 

to the Five Dynasties_ The Northern Dynasties style is seen in the caves of Tun-huang and Mai-chi

shan_ The painted decorations in Northern Dynasties sty Ie on niches or ceilings such as still remain 

in the small caves of Ylin-kang may also have done at many other sites_ The paintings in Sui and 

T'ang styles are concentrated at Tun-huang and other caves in Kansu, while those in the Five Dy

nasties and Sung styles are particularly represented in Tun-huang_ 

The study of the development of cave-temples in China provides the background to and the most 

important imformation concerning the history of Buddhism, Chinese culture and Chinese art. This 

is particularly true becanse the Buddhist temple of China with their countless figures and other precious 

art have almost all been destroyed leaving only the cave-temples for a study both of temples and 

Buddhist art objects in generaL The excavation of cave-temples was naturally a very different work 

from the building of temples_ The work was much harder since it was done into the solid rock. 

Only an overwhelming religeous impulse could accomplish such labours. It is very interesting to observe 

that the excavation of cave-temples gradually decreased after the flowering of the early Tang period 

and, except for Tun-huang, it almost completely ceased from the Five Dynasties period. Many wooden 

Buddhist temples, however, continued to be founded or reconstructed throughout China down to mod

ern times. From these observations, the importance of the Ylin-kang caves in the history not only 

of cave-temples alone but also of the whole of Chinese art, can readily be appreciated. 
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THE GROUP AT THE WESTERN END consists of Caves XXI to XLVII with other smaller caves and niches 

surrounding them; the whole group distributed over an area of about 150m. The rock cliff measures 

only fifteen to sixteen metres high and therefore, of course, the caves are located on a higher level 

than the T'an.yao Caves, XVI to XX. They have no front courts and the ground slopes away directly 

from their entrances. The height may have been influenced by the small size of the caves but also 

by the bad layer of sandstone at ground level which appears at breast height on the great Buddhas in 

Caves XX and XIX. No evidence of any former wooden building is to be found. Accessibility to 

the higher caves may have been provided by wooden steps or ramps but these could certainly not have 

been on a large scale. 

The hill top is bare and here stands a Ming period fortress built of clay, the right wing wall of 

which runs to the hill, ending just above Cave XXX. In front of Cave XXX is the bank formed by 

a ruined wall which runs towards the south and connects with the west gate of the village. To the 

west of this crumbled bank is situated a shrine dedicated to Kuan-ti. (PI. I) 

CHAPTER I 

CAVES XXI-XXX 

[CAVE XXI] This cave is the largest among the western end group, measuring over 6.00m. in height. 

It is oblong in plan, measuring 8.00m. east-west but only 3.00m. north-south (Fig. 13a). The walls 

lean forwards and the ceiling is flat. 

The north wall has a large arched niche with two Buddhas seated side-by-side. The pointed arch 

is most ornate with jewellery on the upper edge. On the east wall is a trabeated niche housing a Bodhi

sattva with ankles crossed above and a pointed-arch niche housing two Buddhas seated side-by -side 

below (Fig. 18); these form a set. Of particular interest is the procession of worshippers under a roof 

represented on the bottom wall. Different from the east wall, the west is composed of some seventeen 

or eighteen small niches, arranged in six zones. The flat ceiling (PI. 3), much of which has now col

lapsed, seems once to have had designs of dragons in the coffers. (PIs. 2-6) 

[CAVE XXlA] This cave, though measuring 2.00.m. east-west resembles the cave described above in 

its shape and north wall. The volute capitals and the lotus ornaments attached to the middle of the 

side-posts are rare. In style also, it is close to Cave XXI. The other walls and the ceiling have al

ready collapsed. (pIs. 7-9) 
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[CAVE XXIB] This cave is placed on a higher level than Caves XXI and XXIA. The three walls 

each have one niche and the shape of the cave is similar to that of Cave XXIA. The north wall has 

a niche with a seated Buddha and the west wall a canopied niche with a figure seated in western fashion, 

but both were left unfinished. The east wall has already disappeared. The flat ceiling has a lotus 

flower in the central frame and flying celestials divided by radiating beams, although these also were 

not finished. (PIs. 6-9) 

[CAVE XXI c] This cave is similar to the above cave in level, scale and shape. However, in addition 

to the central niche with a seated Buddha the whole walls are covered with the Thousand Buddha 

niches. The flat ceiling is divided by slender beams into nine coffers, which have designs of dragons, 

flying celestials or lotus flowers. (PIs. 6-9) 

[CAVE XXII] On the north wall are two Buddhas seated side.by.side without a niche. The two nim· 

buses rise up the wall and curve along the ceiling (Fig. 13b). On the west wall are also two standing 

Buddhas with haloes (Fig. 19), which also ascend to the ceiling. The east wall has already collapsed 

but seems to have been similar. The ceiling is domed, although only very slightly. The figures are 

not only very unusual but also most splendid. On the slightly curving ceiling are two large lotus 

flowers, ;lround which flying celestials are shown. These are slender and lithe in their movements. 

(PIs. 7, 9, lOA) 

[CAVE XXIII] This cave is rectangular in plan with a flat ceiling and one niche in each of the 

walls. The side walls each have a niche with two Buddhas side.by.side (Fig. 13c). The north wall 

seems to have had a trabeated niche housing a seated Buddha flanked by Bodhisattvas with ankles 

crossed. All the walls have suffered from weathering, the east wall is almost entirely damaged and 

the south wall has disappeared. It measures about 2.00m. deep and about 3.00m. high. The flat 

ceiling is divided by beams into nine coffers, the central of which has a lotus flower and the others, 

flying celestials. (PIs. 7, lOB, II, 12) 

[CAVE XXIIIA] This cave stands close to the west side of Cave XXIII. At present, there only remains 

the west and north walls, both of which have two storeys with two niches in each. Only the two 

niches on the upper storey of the north wall are of trabeated type each housing a Bodhisattva with 

ankles crossed. The other niches in the cave are all pointed.arch niches with seated Buddhas. (PIs. 

7, 13A) 

[CAVE XXIIIB] This cave is similar in size to Cave XXIIIA and has one niche in each wall. The 

north wall has a pointed.arch niche with two Buddhas seated side·by·side, while the west wall has a 

composite niche made up of a trabeated niche housing a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed and a pointed. 

arch niche with a seated Buddha. They are very delicate in workmanship and resemble those on the 

entrance walls in Caves XIX and XX. Although the east wall has a similar delicate composite niche, 

the images it contains seem to be combined in a different way. Any detailed comparison would be diffi· 

cult as half of the east wall has collapsed. The ceiling, though much weathered, is divided into six 

coffers, each with a lotus flower, a flying celestial or intertwining encircling dragons. (PIs. 7, 9, 13B) 

[NICHE XXIIIa] Situated close to Cave XXIIIB, this niche houses a large seated Buddha. Two at· 

tendants stand near the entrance. (PIs. 7, 9) 
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[CAVE XXIV] This cave, rectangular in plan and with a flat ceiling, measures about 2.80m. in height 

(Fig. 13d). The ceiling is divided into nine coffers, each of which has a lotus flower, a flying celestial 

or intertwining dragons (Rub. VB). Although the walls are considerably damaged, it can clearly be 

seen that the entrance gateway is square. (PI. 7) 

[CAVE XXIV A] The interior cannot clearly be distinguished but the entrance can be seen to be well 

arched. (PI. 7) 

[CAVE XXIVB] Although this is deep, it somewhat resembles a niche rather than a cave since the 

north wall contains no niche. The main seated Buddha is unfinished, but the attendant Bodhisattva 

and monk were completed in splendid delicate workmanship (Fig. 22). Between these attendants and 

the main figure stands an unfinished worshipper. (PI. 7) 

[CAVES XXIVC-D] These have similar rectangular plans and flat ceilings. There is also no great dif· 

ference in size. However, the details inside cannot be clearly distinguished. (PI. 7) 

[CAVE XXV] This is rectangular with a flat ceiling and measures about 2.40m. in height (Fig. 13e). 

The ceiling (Rub. VIA) is divided into nine coffers, each with a lotus flower or a flying celestial. The 

canopy decoration on the side walls can still be seen clearly (Rub. VIB, c). The entrance gateway 

measures about 1.90m. high and is slightly arched. (PI. 7) 

[CAVE XXVI] This cave is of medium size, measuring 4.70m. in height. It is rectangnlar in plan 

with a flat ceiling (Fig. 13 f). Except for the east half of the sonth wall and the upper south niche of 

the east wall which have disappeared, it has been completely pr<;served. Here is seen the same rigid 

composition as that of Cave XXIII A with the three walls each divided into two storeys and each storey 

containing two niches. A further similarity of the two caves are the processions of worshippers on the 

bottom of the wall. The trabeated niches in the middle of these rows of worshippers on each wall 

are remarkable. The two upper niches on the north walland the four lower niches on both side 

walls are trabeated, while the four npper niches on both side walls and the two lower on the north 

wall are pointed.arched. The canopied niches and the outer trabeated niches on the side walls, one 

of which has been stolen, honse Bodhisattavas with ankles crossed, the trabeated niches on the north 

wall have Buddhas seated in western fashion, the two inner trabeated niches and the four pointed·arch 

niches all have Buddhas seated with legs crossed. 

Only the west half of the south wall remains but this had at least three zones; the lowest with 

a pointed.arch niche and the middle a trabeated niche, each housing a seated Bnddha. It is clear 

that the wall had originally a window and an arched entrance gateway. On the outside wall faint traces 

of Vajrapani figures (PI. 25) remain. 

The ceiling is similar to that of Cave XXIB, with a lotus flower in the central coffer and eight 

flying mnsicians in the eight surrounding coffers. (PIs. 15-23) 

[CAVE XXVIB] This small cave is situated to the upper left of Cave XXVI. The plan is square, the 

ceiling fiat and the walls each have a niche, thongh the west and south walls have already collapsed. 

The north wall contains a pointed.arch niche with a seated Buddha, and the east wall a trabeated niche 

with a Bodhisattva seated in the cross·ankled position. The ceiling is decorated with a lotus flower 

surrounded by flying celestials in each corner but no beams are indicated. (PI. 24) 
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[CAVE XXVII] This cave measures 2.30m. high, is square in plan, has a flat ceiling and one niche 

in each wall (Fig. 14a). The inward incline of the walls especially at the tops of the walls seems 

somewhat more pronounced than in other caves. The three niches are all pointed-arched; the side 

niches each house a seated Buddha, and the north niche two Buddhas seated side-by-side. However, 

the seated Buddha on the east wall has been broken to make a hole which leads into Cave XXVI. 

The inscription tablet on the arch-front is unusual. It is not dated but quite long. However, except 

for a few words it is difficult to decipher. Judging from a photograph taken previously (Fig. 24) the 

heads were very slender and sharply carved. 

The flat ceiling has regular coffers (Rub. YUH) which contain dragons, lotus flowers and celestials 

but these are much discoloured by the smoke of fires of recent dwellers in the caves. (Pis. 25, 26A) 

[CAVE XXVII A] This is a small cave to the left of Cave XXVII. Although now only the north wall 

and a part of the east wall remain, it is similar to Cave XXVII in shape, niches and images, but on a 

smaller scale. (PI. 25) 

[CAVE XXVIIB] This is a deep cave with a seated Buddha not provided with a niche. Although the 

figure is discoloured by smoke, the dignified head and the hands reveal skilful workmanship. The 

face is full and the shoulders broad. The heads of the right and left attendants are lost. The side 

walls were left unfinished, but were provided with some niches added later, among which two fortunately 

are dated. One on the east wall is dated A.D. 509, and another on the west wall (Fig. 23) bears the 

date A.D. 514. The difference of five years may account for the fact that the latter is smaller and of 

rougher workmanships. Certainly they prove that this cave was made earlier than A.D. 509. (Pis. 

25-28) 

[CAVE XXVIII] The cave is rectangular in plan with a flat ceiling and measures about 4.65m. in 

height (Fig. 14b). As in Cave XXVI, the walls are divided into two storeys (Fig. 26), but being rect

angular the north wall has room for three niches in each storey. The niches and images are similar to 

those of Cave XXVI. Of the extra niches in the middle of the north wall, the upper is trabeated and 

the lower pointed.arched both housing Buddhas seated in western fashion. On tbe fallen south wall 

a Buddha stood on each side as in Cave V A (Vol. II, PI. 67). At present only that on the east, i.e. 

Sakyamuni with the children, representing former incarnations of King Asoka, remain. The flat ceiling 

is similar to that of Cave XXVI in all details. The images, worshippers and niches also resemble in 

evey respect those of Cave XXVI. This cave was clearly made according to the same desigu as Cave 

XXVI, and consequently at almost the same time. 

The entrance gateway seems to have been rectangular and provided with a large niche on the 

east reveal. The window which also was probably rectangular has two standing Buddhas on the east 

reveal. (pIs. 29-35) 

[CAVE XXVIII A] This small cave is situated to the right of Cave XXVIII. The remaining north wall 

has a trabeated niche with a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed while the east wall appears to have had 

a composite niche formed of a trabeated and a pointed·arch niche. (PI. 43 A) 

[CAVE XXIX] The cave measures 4.00m. by 3.60m. and is 5.00m in height to the flat ceiling (Fig. 

14c). The three walls with their niches and images in two storeys resemble those of Caves XXVI 
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and XXVIII. Only the upper storey on the west wall is unusual, with its single canopied niche with 

a seated Buddha flanked by two standing Buddhas. The animal masks attached to the looped curtain 

are worthy of special note. The remaining west half of the south wall has a niche representing Mara's 

Attack above, with a scene of Sakyamuni Buddha with his son Rahula under it and below this again a 

pointed·arch niche with a seated Buddha. The ceiling is not coffered but has five lotus flowers and 

many flying celestials regularly placed. They are freely executed and differ from those in Caves XXVI 

and XXVIII. The images, worshippers and niches also are more delicate and less si mple in their 

details. This cave was probably the last of these three caves to be made. (PIs. 36-43) 

[NICHE XXIXa] The outside wall from Cave XXI to Cave XXIX is almost flat, but protrudes sharply 

a short distance at the west end of Cave XXIX, where Niche XXIXa faces east. This is badly dam· 

aged with only the faint traces of a weathered seated Buddha. (Pl. 44B) 

[CAVE XXX] This cave is quite large for this area. It had an ante-room (Fig. 14d), now collapsed, 

which was entirely buried at the end of the Ming dynasty by the wall of the village. After the col

lapse of the wall, a dwelling house of yao style as seen in Pl. 46A was built. However, this too, as seen 

in Pl. 44A, has now also collapsed. 

The ante-room seems to have been square, measuring about 5.00m. from east to west and to have 

had a flat ceiling. However, at present the west wall is still buried in the clay. The north wall, the 

bottom of which is still buried, has a rectangular entrance 1.70m. in height and an arched window 

1.55m. in height. The niches, which are distributed all over the wall, are small and inegularly placed. 

They were probably all added later. It is very rare to find a north wall covered only with niches 

added later as seen here_ 

The entrance gateway to the main room is relatively well preserved; on the ceiling intertwined 

dragons are carved and on each reveal is a Vajrapani, both of which are entirely weathered. The 

crowned heads are still in good condition and the tightly compressed lips give the faces angry ex

pressIOns. 

On the ceiling of the window, are four celestials arranged in two rows flying towards the main 

room. Their limbs are carved in the usual strongly bent positions. On the reveals are figures of 

Samantabhadra riding on an elephant (Rub. VIllA) and the Prince on horse-back (Rub. VIllB). It has 

not yet been ascertained why these two ar~ paired, but it is a common feature, as seen in Cave V A (Vol. 

II, PIs. 65,66) and in the Tun-huang caves. Some servants are shown in front of them as if leading the 

way and others carrying umbrellas or fans follow, as seen also in the Lung-men and Kung-hsien caves. 

The design of the main room, except for a niche on the north wall, cannot be distinguished. 

(PIs. 43-46) 

CHAPTER II 

CAVES XXXI-XXXVII 

[CAVE XXXI] This cave is of medium size, measuring about 5.00m. in height (Fig. 14e). The in-
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terior contains no trace of carving and probably it was not finished_ However, it has a square window 

1.30m. high and an arched entrance 1.80m. high. The remaining east reveal of the entrance con

tains niches added later. (PI. 47) 

[CAVES XXXI A-E) Below Cave XXXI, five caves open on slightly differing levels. These are all small 

caves, square in plan with flat ceilings now badly eroded. Caves XXXIB, C and D (Fig. 27) each have a 

canopied niche with two Buddhas seated side-by-side in their north walls. Cave XXXIA probably also had 

a similar niche. The interior of Cave XXXIE cannot be ascertained but on the outside it has a large 

arched entrance adorned with figures of Vimalakirti and Manjusri (Rub. VIIIc). If these five caves all 

originally had such decorations outside, it is easy to imagine the imposing sight that they must have 

presented. (PIs. 47, 48A) 

[CAVES XXXIF,G] Cave XXXIF is at the very eastern end and situated above Cave XXXIA. It is now so 

badly damaged that only the north wall remains and this contains a pointed-arch niche with a seated 

Buddha (Fig. 27). The drapery hanging over the pedestal is of an advanced type. Cave XXXIG, 

situated above Cave XXXIB, is much smaller and only its north wall remains (Fig. 27), on which is a 

Buddha trinity -without a niche. It is unusual that such a cave with a flat ceiling has images without 

niches. The heads of the figures as well as the ceiling are all unfinished. (PIs. 47, 49B) 

[CAVE XXXIH] This is a small, square cave with a flat ceiling and walls all in two-storeys. On all 

walls, the upper and lower niches correspond, forming a set. The north wall (Fig. 27) has a trabeat

ed niche with a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed and a pointed-arch niche with two Buddhas seated side

by-side; the west wall has a canopied niche with a Buddha seated in western fashion and a pointed

arch niche with a seated Buddha. The niches are very regularly placed and the figures full. Although 

small, the cave seems to have been of most excellent workmanship. (PIs. 47, 49A, 50A,B.) 

[CAVE XXXII] On the outside wall is an entrance with an arch-front decorated with floral-scrolls in 

half-palmettes in higher relief than those of Caves XXXV (PI. 68), XXXVIJ,(Fig. 36) and XXXIX 

(PI. 82). At each side is a figure ofVajrapiini. In the cave, a trabeated niche is set in the west wall 

and a pointed-arch niche (Fig. 28) in the north wall. The figure has an advanced type of drapery over 

the pedestal, but altogether the cave was not finished. The rectangular ceiling (Rub. VIIID) has a lotus 

flower with two flying celestials on each side but was also left unfinished. (PIs. 47, 48A, 49A, 50A,B) 

[CAVE XXXIJ] Though most parts of the south and east walls are now lost it was square in plan with 

a flat ceiling. The north wall has a canopied niche with a seated Buddha (Rub. VIllA), the west wall 

has a trabeated niche with a Buddha seated in western fashion, and the ceiling has a large lotus flower 

in the centre. The general execution is delicate and elaborate. The attendant figures of Bodhisattva 

and monk are particularly fine works. Along the the bottom of the wall is a row of worshippers carved 

in low relief. (PIs. 47, 46B) 

[CAVE XXXIK] The situation of this small, simple cave, set between the entrance and the wiudow . 

of Cave XXXI (Fig. 27), may have been similar to that of the small caves on the outer wall of Cave XIII, 

(Vol. X, PI. 97). At present only faint traces of the north wall remain. The wall has a canopied niche 

(Rub. VIIIF) with a seated Buddha and attendant Bodhisattvas and monks. On each side above is 

a Bodhisattva seated with one leg pendant. (PIs. 47, 48B) 
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[CAVE XXXIL] Cave XXXIL, though now mostly disappeared, has a pointed-arch niche on what was 

either the north wall or west wall. At the bottom of the wall is a row of worshippers, resembling 

in style those of Cave XXXIH. (PIs. 47, 49 A) 

[CAVE XXXIM] The outside contains an arched entrance (Fig. 27). The interior is not finished but 

clearly illustrates the manner of excavation. Once entrance was obtained, slanting and right·angled 

vertical grooves were cut to facilitate the removal of triangular blocks. Another example of this is 

also seen in Cave XXXIIG (Fig. 28). (PIs. 47, SOB) 

[CAVE XXXII] This is a cave of medium size, measuring about 5.00m. in height (Fig. 15a). The 

inside now contains a great deal of earth and the walls (Rub. IXA,B) and ceiling (Rub. IXc) are com

pletely damaged. The entrance gateway and the window are both square (Fig. 27). On the reveals 

of the entrance are niches added later. (PIs. 47, SOC) 

[CAVES XXXIIA-D] Caves XXXII A to D are placed in a row below the floor of Cave XXXII and are of 

approximately the same size. Since the decoration on the outside wall (PI. 51, Fig. 26) appears to have 

been like that of Cave XXXIE, the original grandeur must have been most imposing. Cave XXXIIA has 

a pointed-arch niche on the north wall with two Buddhas seated side-by-side. The north walls of Caves 

XXXIIB and C each have a canopied niche with a seated Buddha. Cave XXXIID is badly weathered; 

only a canopied niche housing two Buddhas seated side-by-side on the north wall and a canopied niche 

with a seated Buddha and Bodhisattvas with ankles crossed on the west wall are now faintly visible. 

In Cave XXXlIB, not only the north wall but also. the side walls have canopied niches. (Rub. IXB, 

D-F). All the niches are canopied. The ceiling is regularly divided into nine sections (Rub. IXG), 

with five lotus flowers and four flying celestials. Cave XXXIIC also has canopied niches on the side 

walls (Rub. IXH), but a pointed-arch niche is included in one place to provide variety. (PIs. 47, 52B) 

[CAVE XXXIIE] The small cave on the west of the entrance gateway of Cave XXXII is remarkable 

for its delicate canopy decoration and for the pointed arch-front on the outside wall. The west half 

can clearly be seen to represent Mafijusri visiting Vimalakirti, but it cannot be seen whether the east 

half contain another part of this scene or something else. The cave is square in plan with a flat 

ceiling (Rub. IX I-L). The north wall has one canopied niche and the side walls, two canopied 

niches. The north wall has two Buddhas seated side-by-side (Fig. 29) and the west wall a seated 

Buddha and a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed (Fig. 30). The east wall is not clear. On the west 

wall the upper niches on both sides have Mafijusri visiting Vimalakirti and the lower niche houses 

a prince seated with one leg pendant (Fig. 31), which corresponds to the composition opposite on the 

east wall showing Lady Maya under a tree giving birth to the Prince. The east wall has Samanta

bhadra riding on an elephant to the north of the upper niche while the other wall, probably showing 

the Departure of the Prince on the south is missing. The flat ceiling is occupied by a large lotus flower 

with two flying celestials on each side, all framed by the beams. (PIs. 47, 51) 

[CAVE XXXIIF] This cave also has an arch-front above the entrance (PI. 51) and Vajrapanis on both 

sides. Above the left Vajrapani is Samantabhadra descending on an elephant. The two beam holes 

above the entrance may have been cut in mediaeval times. On the north wall is carved a canopied 

niche (Fig. 27) housing two Buddhas seated side-by-side. (PIs. 47, 51) 
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[CAVES XXXIIG-J] Only the west wall of Cave XXXIIG remains and probably the cave was unfinished_ 

Cave XXXIIJ above is also unfinished showing the triangular cuts hewn into both sides_ The small Cave 

XXXIIH houses a canopied niche with the two Buddhas seated side-by-side on the north wall (Fig. 27). 

It resembles Cave XXXIIF. Cave XXXIII is slightly larger, but has almost completely disappeared, 

except for the north wall with its pointed-arch niche housing a seated Buddha. The image is much 

weathered and now shows many holes drilled to hold wooden repair pegs. However, it has a full body 

in which respect it differs from those of the caves to the east. (PIs. 47,53) 

[CAVE XXXIII] This cave is of square plan with a flat ceiling and measures about 5.S0m. in height. 

The front part has already collapsed and, owing to the bad layer of rock running through the middle the 

heads of the figures are all in poor condition (Fig. I5b). The north wall has two Buddhas seated side-by. 

side in a badly weathered pointed.arch niche. The two attendants on the right are well preserved. The 

attendant monk of these is remarkable for its strong characterization. The east wall which probably 

once contained a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed under a trabeated niche, has now completely dis· 

appeared except for a seated Buddha on the right. This Buddha is in Cave VI style. The west wall 

has a pointed-arch niche housing a Buddha with ankles crossed, the counterpart of the figure on the 

east wall. The drapery hangs over the full body in closely-set parallel folds. On the arch-front is a 

Buddha seated in western fashion surrounded by the kneeling worshippers with hands clasped. At 

the bottom of three walls (Rub. XA) worshippers are carved. These delicate figures are in Lung-men 

style. (PIs. 54-59) 

[CAVE XXXIV] This cave is also square in plan with a flat ceiling but somewhat smaller than the 

previous cave since it measures about 4.00m. in height (Fig.I5c). Each wall has one large niche 

and the bottom areas of the walls contain a continuous band of worshipping figures carved in slightly 

higher relief than those of the previous cave. The central niches placed among the worshippers on 

each side are remarkable. In addition each wall has two rows of Thousand Buddha niches and a row 

of triangular pendants. Every niche is smaller than those in the previous cave. The north wall has 

two Buddhas seated side·by·side under a pointed-arch niche. The figures, although resembling those in 

Cave XXXIII, are of a slightly debased style which indicates a somewhat later date of construction. 

The west wall has a Buddha seated with legs crossed in a pointed-arch niche (Fig. 31). The right 

attendant Buddha, accompanied by a boy laying down his hair, represents, of course, the Dipal!lkara 

Buddha, while the left figure patting the head of a boy, represents Sakyamuni Buddha. Although the 

east wall cannot be clearly distinguished, the right attendant Buddha is easily identifiable as Sakyamuni 

Buddha surrounded by boys representing a former incarnation of King Asoka and his followers. The 

flying celestials above on each wall are most splendidly represented. (PIs. 59-64) 

[CAVE XXXIV A] Cave XXXIV A is situated to the right of and above Cave XXXIV. The front part 

of this small cave is damaged but it is square in plan with a flat ceiling. As usual in this area the 

north wall has one niche and the side walls two niches above and below. The north wall has a pointed, 

arch .niche with a seated Buddha, while the west wall has two canopied niches; the upper houses a 

Buddha seated in western fashion and the lower a seated Buddha. On each side of the latter beneath 

the canopy is Mafijusrl or Vimalakirti and worshippers stand below. The standing monks carved on 
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the side. posts and the aupapadukas on the lotus flowers carved on the capitals are unusuaL Below 

the pedestal is another common pedestal which is unusual in that it continues along the bottoms of all 

the walls and is decorated with figures of dwarfs, elephants and an incense· burner. The flat ceiling 

(Rub. XB) carries the usual decorations of lotus flowers and flying celestials, although almost all of 

these are damaged. (PIs. 65-67) 

[CAVE XXXV] This cave has an arch·front with an extravagant floral·scroll (Rub. Xc) above the 

entrance gateway. On each side is a calmly standing figure of a Vajrapani though these are badly 

weathered. To the east of them is a stele with a dragon crown but no inscription is now found on it. 

The arched entrance is 1.80m. high and the rectangular window L30m. high. On the reveals of the 

latter are a divinity riding on a bull (PI. 73) and a divinity riding on a bird (Fig. 34). On the flat 

ceiling is a lotus flower. The bird is peculiar with its long swan·like neck and large tail with a design 

of scales. They do not hold anything in their many hands, but, like those in Cave VIII (VoL V, PIs. 

13, 17), can easily be identified as Siva and Vi~I;lU. On the reveals of the entrance are niches added 

later, one of which more finished than the dated niches in Cave XXVIIB is dated A.D. 515. Thus, 

it is most useful for the dating of other niches. The body is slender, the drapery delicate, and the 

style identical with those seen at Lung·men of about A.D. 515. Reference to this niche proves that 

Cave XXXV must have been made earlier than A.D. 515, and accordingly almost all the caves here 

about during the last years of the T'ai·ho era and the Ching·ming, Cheng.shih and Yung.p'ing eras 

(A.D. 500-511). 

The cave is square in plan with a flat ceiling and measures 4.90m. in height (Fig. 15d). The 

smoke discoloured walls may be the result of recent occupation. Although the north wall cannot be 

clearly distinguished, it can be seen that the east wall has a trabeated niche housing a Bodhisattva with 

ankles crossed (Rub. XII A, B) and attendant Bodhisattvas with one leg pendant. The relief repre· 

senting a scene from the Buddha's life is peculiar. The right side is not clearly visible but the left 

has an unusual representation of a scene of the NirvaI;la (Rub. XIIc). Although the image of west 

wall cannot be determined, its trabeated niche has flying celestials in frames vividly represented. To 

the right of the trabeation is a scene ofthe Departure of the Prince (Rub. XIID). The south wall is two· 

storeyed. The lower east part has a niche showing the Conversion of the Three Kasyapas (Rub. XI A) , 

while the lower west has a niche with the Defeat of King Mara (Rub. XIB) ; the upper east has a 

standing Buddha representing the A§oka legend and the upper west a standing Buddha depicting 

the Diparytkara story (Fig. 43). Above the entrance is a roofed niche (Fig. 33) housing Mafiju§rr 

and VimalakIrti like those in Cave VI (Vol. III. PI. 31). The bottom parts of the walls all have figures 

of worshippers under a looped curtain (Rub. XIIE,F). (PIs. 68-74A) 

[CAVES XXXVB,C] Cave XXXVB is above and to the right of Cave XXXV. It is a small cave with 

Thousand Buddha niches (PL 68) and remarkable for its Vajrapanis on the outside wall (PL 1). Cave 

XXXVc is deep and niche·like. The ceiling has six coffers, each having a flying musician (Rub. XIIc). 

[CAVE XXXVI] This cave, 3.60m. in height, is rectangular, measuring 2.30m. east·west and 1.1Om. 

north·south with a flat ceiling (Fig. 15e). Despite its small size, however, it has an entrance gateway 

measuring L60m. in height and a window O.90m. in height. The east wall has a pointed·arch niche, 
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with a central seated Buddha flanked by vividly represented flying celestials (Fig_ 36)_ To the left of 

the arch-front are three figures; one holds an elephant by the trunk, another holds an elephant in its 

arms and the third holds up an elephant. This depicts a scene from the Buddha's life, namely 

the contest of strength with Nanda and Devadatta as descrihed in the Kuo-chii-hsien-tsai-yin-kuo-ching 

~*~;fErzg5IHl~: The SIUra of Causes and Effects in the Past and Present (TaishO-Daizokyo, III, 

p. 618). A hole now leads to Cave B above. 

[CAVES XXXVIA,B] The two caves above seem to be twin caves (Fig. lSe). The rectangular cut with 

the entrances of the two caves is unusual. Above each entrance is a pointed arch-front and on each 

side is a Vajrapani. 

[CAVE XXXVII] This is also square in plan with a flat ceiling and measures 4.SSm. in height. The 

entrance gateway is 2.00m. high and the window 1.2Sm. high (Fig. 16a). Although now badly damag

ed, it is clear that the arch-front had floral-scrolls and Vajrapani guardian gods (Fig. 37). 

To the left of the arch-front on the east wall is represented a scene of the Bodhisattva in the form 

of an elephant entering Lady Maya's womh. Lady Maya lies on the bed with servants sleeping by it. 

The Bodhisattva is held in the arms of a celestial riding on the elephant. The elephant is shown with 

legs outstretched flying down from Heaven (Rub. XIIH). To the south in a canopied niche are two 

Bodhisattva-like figures (Fig. 38) which seem to be talking to each other. On the west wall a seated 

Buddha occupies the position of the main figure (Fig. 37). This is slender and in Cave VI sty Ie. 

(PIs. 74B) 

CHAPTER III 

CAVES XXXVIII-XLIII 

[CAVE XXXVIII] To the west of Cave XXXVII, the wall recedes slightly and in its east corner is 

Cave XXXVIII. As a result there was no room for the left guardian deity to be carved. At present, 

only the right deity and the entrance gateway adorned with intertwined dragons can be seen. Above 

the entrance is a square tablet containing the longest inscription in Yiin-kang. 

This basically square cave is slightly irregular, measuring 1:90m. on its south side, 2.10m. on 

its north, 1.4Sm. on its east and 1.30m. on its west. The ceiling is flat, and 1.93m. high(Fig. 16b). 

The carving is remarkable for its delicateness. The south wall (Rub. XIIIB) had three storeys between 

the canopy decoration at the top and the zone of worshippers at the bottom. The two niches in the 

highest storey show scenes from the Buddha's life; the Conversion of the Three KiiSyapas and the Defeat 

of King Mara. Despite the small scale, they illustrate in detail the demons, King Mara, his son, his 

three daughters, the three transformed old women, and the brahmaI).as carrying water. The twin 

niches of these two scenes have already been seen on the south wall in Cave XXXV (Rub. XIA,B). 

In the middle storey, the west niche which has a cakra and four deer on the pedestal, represents the 

First Sermon in the Deer Park. The horns of the deer are particularly well carved. In the lower 
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storey, the west niche is roofed and peculiar in its trabeation beneath the brackets. The middle and 

lower storeys of the east side in the upper left part have a trabeated niche with steps and with a dragon

like creature descending them. A human figure rides the dragon and worshippers surround them. 

This scene cannot be identified. In the lower storey, two caves or huts are represented in the moun

tains and a bird. 

The whole of the niche on the north cannot be distinguished, but in its left lower corner is a 

Nirva\la scene, made up of three parts; the middle part shows Sakyamuni's corpse, the lower part 

musicians and the upper part worshippers with hands clasped. The reliefs on the pedestal are also 

unusual. The rows of lay worshippers on each side are led by a monk holding an incense· burner. 

The worshippers on the right are male and those on the left female and they are followed by servants 

holding an umbrella or a fan on a handle. At the head of each procession is either the prince on 

horse-back or Samantabhadra riding on an elephant. Finally, on each side of the central inscription 

tablet are figures of acrobats and musicians, types which were very popular at the time (Rub. XIV c}.J) 

The west wall has a trabeated niche with a Buddha seated in western fashion. The reliefs on 

the pedestal (Rub. XIV A) are unusual with their processions of male or female figures and a tree with 

aupapadukas on each side. On the east wall also are found worshippers and two trees while aupapa

dukas are carved on the pedestal(Rub. XIVB}. 

The ceiling is coffered and of very complicated design with twelve frames, each of which has a pair 

of flying celestials(Rub. XIIIA}. In the central two frames are very peculiar lotus flowers, which in

clude many aupapadukas, figures of Samantabhadra riding on an elephant and a divinity riding on a 

bird. They are carved in relatively high relief and seem to radiate from the frames. (PIs. 76-82) 

[CAVES XXXVIIIA-E] Just below Cave XXXVIII is Cave XXXVIII A and to the west of it is Cave 

XXXVIIIB. Both are small and both now lack their front parts. The north wall of the former has a 

pointed-arch niche with a seated Buddha, resembling those of Cave XXXVIII in its delicate workman

ship. Another niche in Cave XXXVIIIB has a similar niche with two Buddhas seated side.by·side. 

Cave XXXVIIIc opens to the west and only the right half of the back or east wall and the right or north 

wall now remain. The former has a pointed·arch niche with two Buddhas seated side.by-side, while 

the latter has a similar niche with a seated Buddha. The ceiling is coffered in four frames, each having 

a flying celestial (Rub. XIVn). Cave XXXVIIID also opens to the west and is small in size, but this 

is domed like a niche. The entrance of Cave XXXVIIIE is complete. 

[CAVE XXXIX] This is one of the largest caves among the group at the western end (Fig. 16c). Like 

Cave XXXV (PI. 68), it has a pointed arch· front decorated with a floral-scroll (Rub. XV A) and two 

guardian divinities. The two square windows above are unsual, but snch a design is very logical in 

so far as it enabled light to reach both sides of the central pagoda. On the reveals of the arched en

trance, niches were added later (Figs. 39,40), but those of the windows were left only roughly carved. 

The south wallis full of niches added later, which seem to have been started in the lower and 

continued in the upper areas, since the latter still show places where no niches were carved(Fig. 17}. 

The eleven niches (7-17) with seated Buddhas below the east window may belong to the Thousand 

1 Yang Hsiian-chih, Lo-yang-chia.lan-chi. 
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Buddha niches on the side walls. It may originally have been the plan to cover also the south wall 

with Thousand Buddha niches. The niches added later are all delicate in style and of comparatively 

complicated composition. For example, the composite niche (36) on the east part has a trabeated 

niche above which houses a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed as its central image and a Bodhisattva with 

one leg pendant and a standing Bodhisattva as attendants in their respective side compartments. 

Below is pointed-arch niche with a seated Buddha as central image and a standing Buddha and a stand

ing Bodhisattva as the attendants each under their own canopies. The standing Buddhas in the latter 

clearly represent the Dlpa~kara Buddha with mliJ;lava and Slikyamuni Buddha with Rlihula. Moreover, 

on each side of the arch-front are three Buddhas with canopies of different sizes (Rub. XV G). Another 

example is the pointed-arch niche (64) on the west part. This has a seated Buddha as main image and a 

Bodhisattva with ankles crossed under a canopy on the right side and a Bodhisattva seated in a relaxed 

pose on the left. The pointed-arch niche (65) west of the above-mentioned niche is also unusual 

in its Bodhisattva with ankles crossed or seated Buddha as attendants. 

The east, west and north walls are entirely covered with unified Thousand Buddha niches. The 

bottom areas of the walls, where no Thousand Buddha niches were carved, have niches added later. 

At the very top is a canopy decoration which adjoins the ceiling. The cave measures 6.00m. in height. 

The central square pagoda is modelled on a wooden structure; the roof is covered with tiles, the 

eaves have bracketing and faceted square pillars. Each storey of each face has five compartments 

and five images as shown in Fig. 43. The pedestal is completely broken. The top of the pagoda 

contains neither five-layered pedestal nor mound-shape but instead two frames with horn-like projections 

at each corner. Between the frames is a representation of Mount Sumeru, narrow in the middle and 

encircled by nliga dragons whose heads are not visible. Above the upper frame a Mount Sumeru 

reaches up to the ceiling (Rub. XV B-E) . 

On the central square frame of the coffered ceiling are the peaks of Mount Sumeru. From this 

central frame beams radiate, forming sixteen sections with two rectangles and two irregular quadr

angles on each side. In each irregular quadrangle is a flying celestial and in each rectangle on the 

south and north sides is a lotus flower. On the east and west sides, however, the southern rectangles 

have each a divinity with three heads and four arms while each northern rectangle have a square lotus 

flower or a dragon. They are relatively badly damaged but it can be seen that the figures of divinities 

are somewhat awkward in their poses. (PIs. 82-98) 

[CAVES XXXIXA-I] Caves XXXIXA to C are small caves situated to the right of Cave XXXIX. 

Although all the front parts are missing, they are square in plan with flat-ceilings. Each wall of each 

cave has one niche. On the north wall Cave XXXIX A has a pointed-arch niche with two Buddhas 

seated side-by-side and Cave XXXIXB a similar niche with a seated Buddha. The ceiling (Rub. 

XV H) of the former has eight frames, six of which each house a flying celestial. 

Cave XXXIXD is much damaged:and only the niches on the north and west walls remain. The 

main figure was not finished, its head being left as a large block. Cave XXXIXE is hollow like a deep 

niche, with its right attendants of a Bodhisattva and a monk. 

Cave XXXIXG, situated between the two windows of Cave XXXIX, resembles a deep niche and 
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houses a seated Buddha and an attendant Bodhisattva. Cave XXXIXH is a square cave with a flat ceiling 

and walls each with one niche. CaveXXXIX I, the most western of the group, is more like a deep niche. 

Despite its damage, it is clear that it once contained a seated Buddha trinity with a nimbus which had three

leaved palmettes on the top (Rub. XV I). Around a lotus flower fly four celestials. (PIs. 75, 76, 82, 83) 

[CAVE XL] This cave is square in plan with a flat ceiling, measuring about 4.lOm. in height (Fig. 

16d). The west half has already collapsed, but the north wall retains a pointed-arch niche (Rub. 

XVIA) and its left attendant Buddha which, with its strong body, is most dignified. Above the niche 

are two rows of Thousand Buddha niches which join up with those on the east wall in a manner seen 

also in Cave XXXN (PI. 61). On the east wall is a trabeated niche with a Bodhisattva with ankles 

crossed (Fig. 41), like those on the east walls of Caves IV A (Vol. I, PI. 114) and XXXV (PI. 73). 

Although both hands of the Bodhisattva are now missing, the figure is most dignified and its crown 

(Rub. XVIB) of excellent workmanship. On each side is a Bodhisattva seated with one leg pendant 

(Fig. 40), which resembles that on the east wall of Cave XXXV. 

The ceiling is scarcely distinguishable but it was coffered and with lotus flowers or flying celestials 

in each frame. (PI. 99) 

[CAVE XLI] This is a square cave with a flat ceiling, though only its north wall now remains. It 
measures about 2.90m in height (Fig. 16e). The north wall is provided with a deep canopied niche 

which houses a seated Buddha which appears not to have been finished. It is rare for both sides of a 

canopy to have representations in relief of scenes from the Buddha's life. The east wall contains a 

trabeated niche and the ceiling is decorated with flying celestials, but it is not certain whether it was 

coffered. (PIs. 75, 100, 101) 

[CAVES XLII, XLIII] The caves west of Cave XLI are all badly damaged, and only the entrances of 

Caves XLII and XLIII have been preserved. Cave XLII has an arched entrance gateway flanked with 

well-preserved Vajrapiinis (Fig. 16f). The cave is square, measuring about 1. 70m. from east to west 

and about 1.40m. from north to south. The ceiling is flat and 1.90m. high. Cave XLIII is in a worse 

condition (Fig. 16g). (PI. 102) 

CRAPTER IV 

CAVES AT RSI-WAN AND WU-KUAN-T'UN 

1 

Westwards from the Yiin-kang caves, across the river Wu-chou, and up the opposite hill, in the 

area called Rsi-wan fHii'~ or Lu-pan-yao • .fjl~ are two Buddhist caves situated in the hill end. The 

ridge wbich contains the caves faces east. In front of the caves, there was formerly quite a large 

court and on the ridge a considerable pile of stones, but the ridge is now damaged and tbe caves very 

much buried in the eartb. (PI. 103) 

[NORTH CAVE, RSI-WAN] On the outside wall many beam holes can still be seen and these once served 
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as supports for the wooden building. The entrance gateway is comparatively large and arched, meas· 

uring 1.40m. in width. An arch·front and kneeling celestials originally existed but these are now 

severely damaged. 

The cave is rectangular with round corners, measuring 5.lOm. wide, 4.60m. deep and 3.70m. 

high. Although the bottom area is now almost completely damaged, it would seem that the whole wall 

was covered with Thousand Buddha niches (Fig. 45). The drapery of these figures is of alternating 

types one of which is symmetrically crossing over the right shoulder and the right hand. The bodies 

are fairly full which suggests a date earlier than Caves V and VI or at the same time as the begin. 

ning of Caves V and VI. The uppermost zone has a canopy decoration close to the ceiling, while 

the ceiling itself is slightly domed and now discoloured by smoke and devoid of any carving. (PIs. 104, 

105 A) 

[SOUTH CAVE, HSI.WAN] The entrance is now almost completely blocked since the cave in modern 

times was once inhabited. It is slightly arched. On the outside wall are holes for beams. The 

cave is nearly round, measuring 6.04m. in its north·south diameter and 4.61 m. in its east·west dia· 

meter. The walls are about 2.40m. high, and the cave about 2.60m. high to the ceiling (Fig. 44). 

On the lowest zone of the walls, is a row of lotus petals and at the very top a canopy decoration. 

Between them run four rows of Thousand Buddha niches. (PIs. 104A, 105B) 

[NICHE, HSI.WAN] This is a pointed·arch niche with two Buddhas seated side.by.side. On each side 

are worshippers and above is a row of seated Buddhas. Though badly weathered, it can still be seen 

that the figures have comparatively full bodies. (PI. 106A) 

2 

Further westwards without crossing the river, is the next village of W u·kuan·t'un ~ Er 1j!. Some 

hundreds metres south of the village is a ridge facing south to the river. In this ridge several caves 

and niches were hewn. They are badly damaged which seems to have been the result of frequent 

flooding. However, they were certainly made during the Northern Wei period. (PI. 106B) 



CONCLUSIONS 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WESTERN-END CAVES 

1 

THE CAVES AT THE WESTERN-END were constructed one after another and without any set plan_ Conse

quently, it is reasonable to expect that they should not have any common characteristics_ However, 

since they are all in the same locality and were all made at approximately the same date, it is very 

natural that they should show some common features. 

The most noticeable of these is their common small size; the largest is Cave XXI which measures 

over 6.00m. in height, followed by Cave XXXIX 6.00m_ in height. The rest are all smaller. The 

principal reason for this is the bad layer of sandstone which runs just below the caves. This layer is 

visible on the breast of the main Buddha in Cave XX, below the floor of Cave XXI, again below the small 

Caves XXXIA-D and XXXIIA-D, and Caves XXXIII to XXXVIII, and finally below Caves XXXIX. 

On second thoughts, however, this would seem rather to be the effect than the cause, for if larger caves 

had been the primary desire then some other locality could have been sought which would avoid the 

bad layer as with Caves XX and XIX. In fact, however, they seem to have been satisfied with caves of 

medium or small size. In brief, their creators at that time both wished to build small caves and were 

satisfied with them. The builders were not, of course, necessarily the Imperial Household. On the 

contrary, these caves were probably made by ordinary citizens. Furthermore, they may post-date the 

transfer of the capital to Lo-yang. Some of the caves were certainly made after the transfer. In 

the former volumes, it was concluded that the large scale caves in Yiin-kang were intimately connected 

with the Imperial Household and carried out at the time when the capital was in Tatung. The medium 

and small scale caves were probably made after the transfer of the capital in A.D. 494. 

2 

Almost all the caves in this quarter are rectangular in plan with flat ceilings. In type, they follow 

Caves VII and VIII, or Cave VI. As opposed to this, none of these caves follow the domed circular 

type in which the caves of T'an-yao were constructed. On the outside wall of Caves XI to XIII there 

are many niche-like caves of circular plan and with domed ceilings. However, in this area, few of such 

type are found. The medium sized caves are never circular and domed, a feature which may chiefly 

be due to a decline in the feeling that the statue is more important than the architecture which pre-
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vailed in the earlier Yiin-kang period. 

Cave XXI may be taken as a good example of a cave with a rectangular plan and flat ceiling. 

It has only a niche on the north wall and smaller niches on each of the side walls. This type may 

have been derived from Caves VII and VIII. However, this type is rare in this quarter, and the type 

which has only a niche also on each side wall, or the type which has several niches also on the north 

wall seems more popular. Among the medium scale caves, Caves XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV-probably 

also XXXVI, XXXVII - and XL belong to the former type, while Caves XXVI, XXVIII and XXIX 

belong to the latter (Fig. 46). However, as is general, the former type became more popular in the sixth 

century, the latter may be only a temporary phase and a type peculiar to this area alone. Among the 

smaller caves, Caves XXXIH, XXXII A and others f(jHow this type, though certainly the former type 

is more frequently encountered. 

Among the smaller caves, whether they have three niches on three walls or several niches on each 

in storeys, canopied niches are sometimes found. Caves provided with a canopied niche on the north 

wall or on the side walls are often found in this western-end. However, caves with only canopied niches 

or with many canopied niches are frequently found near Caves XXXI and XXXII. This seems to be 

a temporary phase and they are all in a very slender style which reveals the last stage of Yiin-kang 

carvmg. 

Apart from the above mentioned caves, Cave XXXIX is unique. It is large and, for this area, 

very regular with its square plan and flat ceiling. With the exception of the south wall, the walls 

all have the Thousand Buddha niches. The central pagoda, a unique feature of this cave, is modelled 

in detail on a wooden type. It is delicate in style and undoubtedly later than those in Caves I and II. 

The flat ceilings are generally coffered. There are a few exceptions to this such as Cave XXIX. 

The domed type of ceiling is usually not coffered but decorated with lotus flowers and flying celestials 

as seen in Cave XXIII. The coffered ceilings have beams represented in two ways; in one the beams 

cross regularly and in the other they radiate from the central square frame. The coffering is always 

very shallow and similar to that of Cave VI. In a few places, the figures are in much higher relief 

than the beams, e.g. Cave XXXVIII (Fig. 47). 

3 

The third feature is the similarity of style which certainly owes much to the date of construction. 

Needless to say, each cave has its own individuality and it is very possible to divide them up into 

groups but nevertheless it is remarkable that they reveal an identical slenderness and that all the 

figures are in Chinese costume. In other word, they follow the type seen in Caves V and VI (Vol. 

II, p. 30). Thus, these caves of the western-end are later than the period in which Caves V and VI were 

begun. If Caves V and VI were begun on the occasion of the death of Emperor Hsien-wen ,It:)( W 
(A.D. 476) and completed in A.D. 483, then the western-end caves may have been begun later than 

A.D. 476. The problem then arises of when the work was stopped. 



CONCLUSIONS 

A useful clue for the solution of this problem is provided by the three dated niches found among 

them. These are dated A.D. 507, 514 and 515, which suggests an earlier date for the construction of 

the caves in which these niches are situated. Consequently, it may very safely be concluded that the 

last days of the western·end group were in about A.D. 510. In other words, during the twenty years 

following the transfer of the capital in A. D. 494 or in the thirty years following the completion of the 

constrnction of Caves V and VI in A. D. 486, the caves in this quarter were made one after the other. 

The last date in Yiin·kang is A.D. 515, and construction work in Yiin·kang certainly did not continue 

after this date. Therefore their construction was approximately contemporaneons with the earlier 

period of work on the Lung.men eaves. 

4 

Among the caves in this area, the earliest may be Cave XXI. This conclusion is based not only 

on its scale but also on its locality, since it is both the largest and the most easterly of the group. More· 

over, the sty Ie of the figures resembles fairly closely those in Cave VI. It may probably have been 

made during the construction of Caves V and VI. 

It is very hard to say whether Caves XXXIII to XXXVII or Caves XXVI to XIX are the earlier. 

They may have been made abont ten years after the transfer of the capital and twenty years after the 

completion of Cave V and VI. Cave XXXIX may have been the last of this period. 

The small caves near Caves XXXI and XXXII and the small caves near Cave XXXVIII show the 

most slender and delicate style in their decorations and figures, which snggests that they were the last 

to be made of all the western·end caves. This, then, would have been some ten to twenty years after 

the transfer of the capital. 
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WESTERN END CAVES 

PI. 1. Yiin.kang Caves, West End Group. 
The exposed seated Buddha on the right is the main 

figure of Cave XX. This photograph shows it still partly 
buried in the grouud. The building above on the hill 
is the Yii.huang shrine :IS. ~ M. From Cave XXI to 
the westernmost Cave XL VI at the end, the distance 
is about 150 metres. The lowness of the rock cliff 
and the absence of any larger cave is fundamentally 
due to the bad layer of rock rnnning aloug the bottom. 
A completely fallen wall ruus from the front of Cave 
XXX in a north·south direction, its southern extremity 
connecting with the west gate of the village. The wall 
of the west wing of the hill fortress ends at the hill 
edge. The building by the side of the decomposed 
wall is the Kuan·ti shrine II 'ifj JWl. 

PI. 2. Cave XXI, North Wall. 
This is the largest among the caves of the western 

end. In plan it is rectangular, being narrow from 
north to south and longer from east to west. The 
north wall contains a large niche with a pointed .arch, 
the latter adorned with seated Buddhas in the middle 
and jewellery hangiug from the hands of the celestial 
worshippers placed along its upper edge. At the arch· 
ends stand the usual animals facing backwards. The 
legs of these are damaged. Two rows of worshippers 
are seen on each side of the niche, the lower consist. 
ing of celestials with high chignons and the upper of 
celestials with high chignons together with monks with 
shaven heads. The pedestal has a square tablet in 
the centre with a lion on each side. 

Two Buddhas are seated side.by.side in the niche. 
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Though much damaged, enough remains to show 
strong figures very reminiscent of the main figure in 
Cave XIX B. The drapery is arranged in steps and 
forms a "V ".shaped neck·line. The holes in the eye· 
balls which once held black porcelain pnpils can still 
be seen but no nimbus can be traced. 

A few additional niches are found on each side of 
the pedestal, immediately beneath which runs the bad 
stratum of rock cutting across the middle of Cave 
XX. 

The sonth wall, like the ceiling, has entirely fallen 
away. However, one small remaining fragment of the 
ceiling (Rub. IB) suggests that the original was coffered 
and contained lotus flowers and dragons. (Fig. 78)(Height 
of wall, about 6.00m.) 

PI. 3 A. Cave XXI, West Wall. 
B. Cave XXI, East Wall. 

A. The width of the wall, compared with its height, 
is very narrow. It is divided into six zones, each of 
which contains three niches with the exception of the 
fourth zone which contains four. In the first zone the 
niches are of pointed.arch type; in the second of trab· 
eated, in the third of pointed.arch, in the fourth of 
trabeated, and in the fifth and sixth all of pointed ·arch 
type. Thus the first and the second zones and the 
third and fourth zones correspond. In each the lower 
niche houses a seated Buddha and the upper a Bodhi· 
sattva with ankles crossed. This combination is iden· 
tical with that on the east wall, but the scale of the 
figures is mnch smaller. Each side niche of every 
zone has a seated Buddha and it is worthy of note that 
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these side niches with their seated Buddhas are unusual 
in their trabeated arches_ Of the seven niches in the 
fifth and sixth zones, only the lower central niches 
house two Buddhas seated side-by-side_ (Height, about 
6.00m.) 

B. The east wall is divided into two zones; the 
upper containing a trabeated niche with a Bodhisattva 
seated cross-ankled and the lower, a pointed-arch niche 
with two Buddhas seated side-by-side. A well-designed 

canopy hangs over both (Rub. IA). Although the 
lower left side of the Bodhisattva with ankles crossed 
is broken, the face, which has been preserved, reveals 

great dignity while the drapery over the right leg is 
very sharply carved. The right attendant and the right 
lion are well preserved. 

The Thousand Buddha niches around the pointed
arch of the lower niche are noteworthy. The left of 
the attendant Buddhas is lost, but they were doubtless 
both standing figures and may well have represented the 
Dlparrkara Buddha with ma'.lava and Sakyamuni with 
the children representing former incarnations of King 
Asoka and his retainers (Fig. 18). Beneath the niche 
is a narrOw band of worshippers and another row of 
worshippers under a roof. This roof is hipped, has 
several ornaments on the ridge and brackets under the 

eaves. (Width of trabeation, about 2.50m.) 

PI. 4. Cave XXI, East Wall, Lower Niche, Right 
Buddha. 

It is most unfortunate that the left half has long 
since collapsed. The right Buddha, however, is quite 
well preserved and reveals a dignified countenance_ 
The body is draped in a robe of well-balanced, stepped 
folds. Neither sash on the breast nor drapery hanging 
voluminously from the legs are represented. The style 
resembles that of the figures in Cave VI but the some
what more robust body suggests a slightly earlier date 
of execution. The eyes show the round holes for the 

eye-pupils. No nimbus is represented. The standing 
Buddha on the right beneath a canopy, though much 
decayed, may have been surrounded by the children 
representing former incarnations of King Asoka. To
wards the top of the plate is a row of very simply 
carved worshippers placed along the pedestal of the 
upper niche. 

PI. 5. Cave XXI, East Wall,Upper Niche, Canopy 
and Trabeation. 

Above the well-preserved canopy is a row of alter
nating round and triangular ornaments. The roof 
comes down very low. The frame is divided into six 
sections each with a flying celestial. These are partic
ularly full of movement. From the frame hang folds 
of gatltered silk drapery and triangular hangings_ 
Beneath tltis comes the trabeation with its six sections, 
each housing a flying celestial musician. The instrn
ments represented are tlte pipe, flute, p'i-p' a, waist
drnm and long ch'in. Both the upper and the lower 
sets of celestials are so shallowly carved that they 
almost resemble painting. The long, slender bodies 
are lithe and animated and the general impression of 
vigorous movement is greatly increased by the exag
gerated billowing drapery. 

The head of the Bodhisattva within the niche is 
clearly of Cave VI style, but slightly fuller in the face 
though still very dignified. The crown (Rub. Ie) con
sists of three lotus flowers, with a palmette decorations 
between them. In the central flower is a dhyana Bud
dha and above it a crescent-shape. Though slender, the 
crown is, as usual, well conceived. (Width of trabeation, 
about 2.50m.) 

PI. 6 A. Cave XXI, West Wall, Second to Fifth Zones. 
B. Cave XXI, East Wall, Upper Niche, Right 

Side Niche. 

A. Showing the second and third zones of the west 
wall.' The figures are much damaged and badly dis
figured by the smoke from the fires of recent inhab
itants of the caves. The three niches in the second 
zone and those in the third zone share a common 
eanopy. Each pedestal has a tablet for an inscription 
flanked by worshippers in Chinese dress. 

This plate shows also the west walls of Caves XXIB, 
XXIe and XXIIA. 

B. The right compartment of the upper niche on 
the east wall houses a smaller pointed-arch niche with 
a seated Buddha. This Bnddha figure, with its right 
hand held to the breast, is very slender. Although 
the niche is smaller in size, the combination of a trabe
ated niche and two pointed-arch niches is identical 
with that on the west wall. Worshippers attend and 
on each side of this niche dhyana Buddhas are seated 
on the arch-front. On top of each narrow post stands 
an animal with its legs in a somewhat awkward stance. 
The whole composition is surmounted by a looped 
curtain and a row of Thousand Buddha niches. 
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The row of worshippers in Chinese dress beneath, 
belongs to the larger central niche but these figures 
have no feet represented, 

PI. 7. Caves XXI A-XXVI. 
Showing the six caves numbered XXIA to XXVI and 

the thirteen smaller caves and niches around them. 
The numbering and lettering here given have no bear. 
ing on the original order of construction and are merely 
for convenience of description. 

Caves XXIA and XXII each house two Buddhas 
seated side.by.side on the only wall which remains
that of the north side, the other three walls having 
completely fallen, scattering the blocks of stone seen 
in the photograph. CaveXXIB, which was never com· 
pleted, and Cave XXlc both had one niche on each 
of their walls. The front parts of these caves are 
now lost. Of Cave XXIII hardly three walls have been 
preserved while the fronts of the two caves and the 
one niche surrounding it are all lost. Cave XXIII B 
has a niche with two Buddhas seated side.by.side on 
the north wall and two niches in tiers on each side wall 
(PIs. 9,11). Although the front of Niche XXIIIa is 
lost, it can be assumed to have been a shallow niche 
with a seated Bnddha on the back wall. The figure 
itself is slender with heavy, shallowly and crudely 
carved drapery hanging down the pedestal. No nimbus 
is represented and the niche may not have been 
finished. 

Cave XXIII has a square entrance now half blocked 
by a pile of stones which suggests that it once served 
as a residence. Around this cave are four smaller 
caves. Of these, Cave XXIV A has an unfinished north 
wall, but the west wall which was finished houses 
beautiful figures of a Bodhisattva and a monk (Eig. 22) 
which resemble the excellent figures in the niches on 
the outside wall of Caves XI to XIII. 

Still further to the left of the plate the entrance to 
Cave XXV and the interior of the badly damaged Cave 
XXVI can be seen. 

PI. 8. Caves XXIA--c. 
Cave XXIA is similar to Cave XXI in its pointed. 

arch niche with two Bnddhas seated side· by ·side on the 
north wall. However, the figures are more slender. 
The damage to the heads is most unfortunate. The 
drapery is heavy and falls in places over the pedestal, 
bnt no sashes are represented on the breasts. No nim· 

bus is carved at the back of the niche. The weak curve 
of the arch, which is more round than pointed, is strik· 
ing. The usual Seven Buddhas are found on the arch· 
front; the arch·ends terminate in animals with their 
heads turued backwards. The latter are extremely 
simply carved. The side.posts also are unusual in 
their volute capitals and floral oruaments mid.way up 
them-a design which probably was derived from 
those in the T'an.yao caves. Outside the posts, narrow 
vertical areas contain worshippers in tiers. Above 
them all runs a gathered cnrtain with many small 
figures of worshippers seated in western fashion. The 
pedestal, now almost completely destroyed, once con· 
tained a roofed niche flanked by worshippers. 

Of the east wall (PI. 9), only the canopy drapery 
continued from the north wall and a seated Buddha 
on the upper part remains so it is impossible to recon· 
struct the whole original composition. 

Cave XXIB has three niches, one on each of its 
three walls, but the figures were not finished. The 
west wall seems to have housed a trabeated niche with 
a Buddha seated in western fashion. The north wall 
has a pointed ·arch niche housing a seated Buddha, of 
which the right attendant shows the most advanced 
state of carving. Nothing of the east wall remains. 
That part of the ceiling which remains was also not 
finished (Rub. lIA). However, the plan of a central 
square coffer with radiating beams is frequently en· 
countered in this group. 

Cave XXI c has a pointed.arch niche surrounded by 
Thousand Buddha niches. The figures, though slender, 
are well execnted. The east (PI. 9) and· the west (PI. 
6) walls are all covered with Thousand Buddha niches 
leaving only a small area in the centre of each for a 
trabeated niche housing a Bodhisattva with ankles 
crossed. The same Thousand Buddha niches on the 
three walls and the common figures of worshippers on 
the base of them gives this cave a very compact com· 
pOSItIOn. The carving of the worshipping figures is 
very shallow and they are adorned with a looped cur· 
tain. The ceiling is coffered, each section being filled 
with a lotus flower, a dragon or a celestial, while where 
the beams intersect large rings are represented (Rub. 
lIB). 

PI. 9. Cave XXII. 
None of the walls in Cave XXII have niches but the 

whole cave itself gives the impression of forming a 
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niche_ Despite the very serious falling away, it is 
clear that the north wall has two Buddhas seated side
by-side and that each side wall housed two standing 
Buddhas (Fig. 19) whose nimbuses and haloes curved 
upwards following the rounded cave walls to meet on 
the ceiling where they touched the lotus flowers sur
rounded by flying celestials (Rub. IlIA, B). Each 
nimbus on the north wall has an undecorated, arch 
-shaped covering. (Height of cave, about 3.10m.) 

PI. lOA. Cave XXII, Ceiling, Fragment. 
B. Cave XXIII, East Wall, Fragment_ 

c. Fragment. 
A. This fragment had fallen from the ceiling of 

Cave XXII. The ceiling was not coffered but was dec
orated with two large lotus flowers. A ball held by 
four flying celestials is shown between the two lotus 
flowers (Rub. IlIA). In spite of the double circles of 
petals, the lotus flowers have large central calyxes. 
The very simply carved flying celestials are slender 
and elongated, their heads somewhat small but, with 
their flowing chignons, full of movement. (Diameter 
of lotus flower, about l.15 m.) 

B. This is part of a pointed-arch niche on the east 
wall of Cave XXIII (Fig. 21). On each side stand two 
attendants, one large and one small, and above the arch
front many worshippers are represented. The upper
most zone has a row of triangular pendants; the arch
front contains excellent fignres of dhylna Buddhas, 
among which only the central one has looped drapery 
while the others have drapery in parallel lines hang
ing vertically down the neck. The animals on the 
arch-ends also are carved very simply. Inside the niche 
are two Buddhas of Cave VI style seated side-by-side. 
Ontside the niche is another small square niche hous
ing two figures which appear to be conversing thongh 
it is unlikely that they are intended to represent 
VimalakIrti and Malljusrl. Above this is yet another 
niche with two Buddhas seated side-by-side. 

c. The original position cannot be identified bnt 
it contains two Buddhas seated facing frontwards. 
Between them are small niches added later provided 
with inscriptions. 

The upper inscription reads a8 follows :-
Hsing-fa(?) ..... . 
The Nun Tao(?)-hui-lo made two images. 

The lower inscription is as follows :-
The Nun Tao-Fa ...... made two images for the 

benefit of [ my] father and mother ... __ . 
(Height of largest of four smaIl niches, about O.16m.) 

PI. n. Cave XXIII_ 

Showing the west wall of Cave XXIII. This, like 
the east wall, has a pointed-arch niche with two Bud
dhas seated side-by-side. Of the right attendant seen 
here, only the left hand holding an incense-burner 
remains. Flying celestials above the arch-front are 
hardly ever found in the niches of the eastern gronps. 
The fignre somewhat resembles those on the niches in 
Cave XXXIV (PI. 62). At the very top is a row of tri
angnlar pendants. The pedestal was completely cover
ed with additional niches, but these are now entirely 
weathered away. 

On the north wall is a seated Buddha attended by 
two Bodhisattvas seated with ankles crossed. The niche 
seems to be of traheated type. 

The west wall of Cave XXIII B can also be seen here. 
It contains two niches; the one above is trabeated and 
houses a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed while the 
niche beneath is of pointed-arch type and houses a 
Buddha seated on a large pedestal. On each side are 
three sections each of which houses a Buddha; the 
upper is seated in western fashiou, the central, seated 
with legs crossed and the lower standing. Such a 
composition is often found in niches at the entrances 
of Caves XVIII and XIXA (Vol. XII, PI. 77, XIII, 
PIs. 66, 67). Here, due to the serious erosion, the 
standing Buddhas could not be identified as the DIpa",
kara Buddha or the Sakyamuni Buddha with children 
representing former incarnations of King Asoka and 
his retainers. Above each top section hangs a canopy 
and further ahove this stand worshippers. On the 
trabeation are eight seated Buddhas and above it is a 
row of seated Buddhas beneath a canopy decoration_ 
The carving is elaborate and delicate. On the coffered 
ceiling (Rnb. V A) lotns flowers and flying celestials are 
carved. (Height of Cave XXIII, about 2.25m.) 

PI. 12A. Cave XXIII, West Wall, Trabeated Niche, 
Right Bnddha. 

B. Cave XXIII, Ceiling. 
A. Although the surface is generally weathered, 

the figure can be recognised as being in Cave VI style. 
The drapery hanging over the pedestal is not large and 
no sash is carved and thus it preserves something of a 
slightly earlier style. The seven Buddhas in the arch-
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front all have drapery in parallel neck-lines hanging 
vertically from the shoulders. These are slender in 
style. The animal on the arch-end, as well as the 
kneeling and flying celestials, show the excellent work
manship of the niche. 

B. The ceiling is divided into nine sections (Rub. 
IV), the central of which houses a lotus flower while 
the others each house a flying celestial. Their poses 
are most vivid and, with their long arms outstretch
ed, give the impression of light flight. The drapery 
in long folds floats extravagantly and in an exqnisite 
manner. The long heads are set firmly upright on 
their shoulders. (East-west length, about 2.50m.) 

PI. 13. Cave XXIIIA. 
This is a small cave, less than l.OOm. square and 

already more than half of it has been lost. However, 
the cave is well-composed, each wall with four niches 
regnlarly arranged. Of these, only the upper two on 
the north wall are trabeated with Bodhisattvas seated 
cross-ankled, while the others are of pointed-arch type 
and contain seated Buddhas. On the strongly curving 
wall above the upper niches run one or two rows of 
seated Buddhas. The ceiling is small and flat. 

Here, too, can be seen the much-eroded west reveal 
of the entrance of Cave XXIV. A niche above seems 
to contain a seated Buddha and one beneath it houses 
two Buddhas seated side-by-side. 

Pl. 14A. Cave XXVI, West and North Walls. 
B. Cave XXVI, East and North Walls. 

This cave is of square plan with a flat ceiling. The 
south wall stands almost perpendicnlarly but the other 
walls lean forward. The three remaining walls are 
two-storeyed like those in Cave XXIIIc. Two have 
two pointed-arch niches in the lower and two trabeated 
niches in the upper storey, while the north wall has 
two trabeated niches in the lower storey and two 
canopied niches in the upper. The images also are 
symmetrically arranged. Each of the upper niches has 
a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed and each of the lower 
niches a Buddha seated in westeru fashion. On the 
side walls, each of the north niches has a seated Buddha 
and each of the south niches would have had a Bodhi
sattva with ankles crossed in the upper storey and a 
seated Buddha in the lower. Round the bottom of the 
walls is carved a continuous series of celestial worship
pers beneath looped curtains, broken by a small niche 

in the centre of each wall. (Height, about 4.70m.) 

PI. 15. Cave XXVI, East Wall, Lower South Niche. 
Unfortunately, the upper niche has been completely 

cut away leaving only the right attendant figure. The 
lower niche has a pointed-arch and houses a seated 
Buddha with drapery hanging over the pedestal. The 
head and hands are damaged but the drapery is well 
represented in step-like folds. Almost all the heads 
of the dhyana Buddhas on the arch-front are also 
damaged, but the bodies are well-proportioned and the 
drapery exquisitely arranged. The animals (Rub. 
VIIB,C) on the arch-ends have their heads turned to
wards the main Buddha and the worshippers around the 
arch-front hold their hands together. The looped cur
tain seen at the bottom of this plate belongs to the 
worshippers on the pedestal. 

PI. 16 A, B. Cave XXVI, East Wall, Lower South 
Niche, Arch-Ends. 

Fine animals are often found at the arch-ends in 
this gronp of caves at the west end, but those shown 
here are outstanding. The heads are round and the 
fore-legs very powerful. These may be intended to 
represent lions Or tigers and are not a pair consisting 
of a tiger and a dragon. 

PI. 17. Cave XXVI, East Wall, Lower Storey, 
Central Part of North and South Niches. 

Showing the right side of the south niche and the 
left side of the north niche. The niches are similar 
in composition, but the south niche is of slightly finer 
workmanship (Rub. VUC,D). 

PI. 18. Cave XXVI, West Wall, South Niches. 
The much damaged upper niche houses a Bodhi

sattva with ankles crossed and the lower a seated 
Buddha. The latter has drapery in the step-like fold 
style, but the drapery hanging from the legs is very 
abbreviated. The face is dignified and the lips delicate. 
The Buddha fignres on the arch-front and the worship
ping figures surrounding them show excellent crafts
manship. In the centre of the bottom wall is a trabe
ated niche flanked by a row of worshipping figures 
which continues onto the bottom of the south wall. 

The south wall may be divided into three zones, each 
having a niche. The lower is a pointed-arch niche 
and the middle a trabeated niche both of which house 
seated Buddhas. The upper niche, however, cannot 
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be clearly distinguished_ On the west reveal of the 
arched entrance, a pointed-arch niche with two Buddhas 
seated side-by-side and a niche with a fignre seated in 
western fashion are jnst visible_ On the west reveal of 
the window stands a rather large figure. 

PI. 19. Cave XXVI, West Wall, Upper South Niche. 
The main figure, with its noble, smiling face is 

particularly fine and it wears a high crown (Rnb. VUE) 
decorated with a large lotus flower. The drapery, 
though simple, is powerful. No lotns base or goddess 
is represented beneath the feet which are only very 
roughly executed. This is probably because the figure 
was intended to be seen from far below. The attendant 
monks are tall and slender. The flying celestials on 
the trabeation (Rub. VIlA) are so shallowly carved that 
they resemble painting. They are full of movement. 
The worshippers above them are carved very deeply. 

PI. 20. Cave XXVI, West Wall, Lower Storey, 
Central Part of North and South Niches. 

Showing the right side of the north niche and the 
left side of the south niche. The two attendants have 
similar poses and drapery, but differ in workmanship, 
especially in the faces. The animal in the south niche 
is round, while that in the north is slightly elongated. 
The seated Buddhas on the arch-front and the worship
pers surrounding it are very fine with elegant drapery 
and refined faces. 

PI. 2l. Cave XXVI, West Wall, Lower North Niche. 
PI. 22. Cave XXVII, West Wall, Lower North Niche, 

Seated Buddha, Upper Body. 
This area is generally weathered and most severely 

at the bottom of the wall. The seated Buddha, however, 
is comparatively well preserve~, Drapery in step-like 
folds covers the whole body, with smallish hangings 
from the crossed legs and a sash hanging from the 
breast. The right hand is held to the breast with palm 
revealed while the left hand hangs downwards with 
second and third fingers bent. The face is large and 
somewhat flat, its expression snggesting a date of exe
cution not much later than those in Caves V and VI. 

PI. 23. Cave XXVI, Ceiling. 
The coffered ceiling is made up of a central rect

angular section with beams radiating from it. In the 
central section is a lotus flower and the frames sur
rounding it each contain a flying musician of which 
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this plate shows three. Despite serious weathering, 
the long, slender, lithe bodies and the broad billowing 
drapery can still be distinguished in all their elegance. 

PI. 24A. Cave XXVIB, North Wall. 
B. Cave XXVIB, East Wall. 

A. This is also a cave of only about l.OOm. square. 
The north wall contains a pointed-arch niche with a 
seated Buddha. The head has gone but the drapery 
over the pedestal which is preserved is well developed, 
and a sash on the breast is represented. On each side 
of the niche stands an attende.nt in a supple pose. The 
arch-front is rather broad and houses the Seven Bud
dhas. The animal on the arch-end has its large head 
with upturned snout turned backwards. On each side 
of the arch-front are two tiers of worshippers and above 
the whole runs a row of seated Buddhas. (Height l.50m.) 

B. On the east wall is a trabeated niche housing 
a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed (Rub. VII G) similar 
to those in Caves VA and B (Vol. II, Plg. 68,82). The 
trabeation is designed to resemble a folding screen. 
Though the head is damaged, the celestial robe hangs 
down, crossing in an "X" through a large ring. The 
skirt flares to each side and the figures stand on lotus 
bases. A slender figure of a Bodhisattva with one 
leg pendant occupies each side compartment. 

The uppermost zone contains se~ted dhyanaBnddhas 
and on the pedestal worshippers are executed in very 
shallow carving. The flat ceiling (Rub. VII F) is about 
0.80m. square, with a lotus flower in the centre and 
a flying celestial in each of the four corners. (Width, 
ahout l.OOm.) 

PI. 25. Caves XXVII and XXVII A, B. 
Cave XXVII is a small cave measuring only 2.30m. 

in height. To the left of it is Cave XXVIIA and 
above it, Cave XXVIIB. Cave XXVII has three walls 
each containing a pointed-arch niche; that on the north 
wall houses two seated Buddhas and those on the east 
and west walls a seated Buddha each. However, the 
damage is so bad that throngh a large hole broken into 
the east wall access may be gained to Cave XXIII and 
many heads of the figures are missing. An inscription 
on the square tablet on the arch-front of the niche in 
the north wall is noteworthy. 

On the extreme right of this plate, a badly damaged 
guardian god at the entrance of Cave XXVI can jnst 
be distinguished(PI. 1). 
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PI. 26 A. Cave XXVII, North Wall, Inscription. 
B. Cave XXVIIB, Main Seated Buddha, Upper 

Body. 
A. The position of this inscription is unusual and 

it is so badly weathered that it is extremely difficult 
to decipher. A few words only can be distinguished 
as follows :-

" make [my J departed wife to .... ," "reverently 
made .... ," 
" every part of the body is comfortable," and " Old 
Li wishes that . . . .," 
B. This main Buddha is carved in the north wall 

without a niche. A Bodhisattva attends on each side 
(PI. 25). The east and west walls are only roughly 
worked with a few unfinished small niches. The head 
is very well preserved and, despite discolouring by 
smoke, the very sharp and clear carving is still visible. 
The head is long with full cheeks. The lips are thin 
and the chin particularly accentuated. The incised 
eye.brows are quite long, and the eyes slit-like and ex
tended. The expression as a whole is most stately. 
The drapery is arranged in folds of step type and a 
sash is represented on the inner robe. 

PI. 27 A. Cave XXVIIB, West Wall, Niche dated 
A.D. 514. 

B. Cave XXVII B, East Wall, Niche dated 
A.D. 509. 

A. On the roughly-worked wall are found a few 
small niches, among them a pointed-arch niche which 
is dated. The seated Buddha and the attendants all 
have drapery on which no folds are indicated. This 
small niche may be nnfinished. The carving of the 
arch-front is also nnnsual. 

B. The east wall was also only roughly worked, 
and a few niches were added later. The dated niche 
houses a Buddha trinity, the drapery of the central 
figure hanging broadly over the pedestal. Unfortu
nately, the head has been cut away. The npper part 
of the niche is still unfinished. 

PI. 28A. Cave XXVIIB, West Wall, Niche dated 
A.D. 514, Inscription. 

B. Cave XXVIIB, East Wall, Niche dated 
A.D. 509, Inscription. 

A. The thin characters are very difficult to de
cipher. The date equivalent to A.D. 514 and the 
name of Sakyamuui Buddha, however, can clearly be 

distinguished. 
o 1 On the twenty-fifth day of the seventh month 
in the third year of the Yen-ch'ang M£ I§ era (A. D. 
514) of the Great Tai (i.e. the Northern Wei) 
[dynasty J, . . . .. . ... reverently made an image of 
Sakyamuni Buddha. [IJ wish that the departed .... 
B. The characters of this inscription are somewhat 

bolder and easier to read. 
(0 1) in the eighth month of the fourth year of 
the Cheng-shih IE ~ era, Great Tai (i. e. Northern 
Wei), on the day when [IJ, the vice-director of the 
Mint .... Wang (Hni),nu went to Tatung to honour 
[my J father, [IJ immediately made a niche. I wish 
that [I] the disciple Wang (Hui)-nu .... will arrive 
safely at the capital accompanying [my J father. 
May every wish be fulfilled. All hopes be satisfied. 
The lower part of the character ching :ijt is now mis-

sing but must have been this character. The term 
Tsao-ch'ien-shu ili ~!I very clearly means the Mint. 
The character !i'f, clearly made up of hsiieh 1'.: and 
shih ::5, appears to have been used temporarily for 
the character k'u S H cave" or k'an A "niche" 
and as such is also found in the inscription in Cave 
XXVIII. 

PI. 29. Cave XXVIII, West and North Walls. 
The west wall has four niches and the north wall 

six. The two upper niches of the former are trabeat
ed and the two lower, of pointed-arch type. Each niche 
houses a seated Buddha, but the figures are all very 
badly damaged. Only the central part of the lower 
niches'is comparatively well preserved; the phoenix and 
tiger of the arch-ends and the worshippers above and 
below them are superb. The bottom area, continuing 
onto the north, is entirely eroded away. 

The upper middle niche and the lower side niches 
of the north wall are all trabeated, bnt the lower 
middle niche is of pointed-arch type and the upper 
side niches are crowned with canopies. Unfortunate
ly, they are all badly weathered. (Height, ahout 
4.60m.) 

PI. 30. Cave XXVIII, West Wall, Lower Storey, 
Central Part of North and South Niches. 

Attendants are represented on the ontside rather 
than on the inside of these niches. The tall, standing 
figures bow their heads slightly and hold their hands 
to the breast. The faces and bodies are slender and 
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supple, revealing a complete mastery of teclmique and 
form. One attendant has a round halo and the other 
has a ronnd one with a pointed apex. 

Above them the arch-ends terminate in animal 
shapes and Buddhas and kneeling worshippers are 
carved on the arch-fronts. Above them in each 
corner are worshippers. Though slightly damaged, 
they are far more skillful than comparable figures in 
Caves XXVI and XXIX. 

PI. 31A, Cave XXVIII, West Wall, Lower South 
Niche, Arch-End. 

B. Cave XXVIII, West Wall, Lower North 
Niche, Arch-End. 

The animal on the south niche and the bird on the 
north each stand on a dish-like lotus flower and have

their heads turned towards their respective main 
Buddhas (Rub. VIII,J). The large eyes, round upturn
ed snout and bared teeth of the animal give it a very 
ferocious appearance. It has no horns but the ears 
stand out prominently. Despite the rather long head, 
to judge from the incised wavy lines on the body in
tended for the stripes of the skin, it may be intended 
to represent a tiger. The thick, tensed fore-legs have 
exaggerated muscles. Above it, is a worshipper in 
a completely preserved state which reveals excellent 
workmanship. 

Although the tip of the beak and the right wing 
of the bird on the north niche are damaged, it is also 
well preserved. The head is turned towards its main 
Buddha and the tail is held upwards giving the whole 
body a .. U" shape. The two legs are outstretched 
on its lotus base. The wings are relatively small. 
The body and the tail are almost entirely covered with 
incised scales. The general form exactly resembles 

the Han phoenix or chu-chueh * j;j:, one of the gods of 
the four cardinal points, a traditional form inherited 
from Han dynasty art. 

PI. 32 A,B. Cave XXVIII, East Wall, North Niche, 
Seated Buddha, Head. 

The face is slender, a feature common to all the 
figures in the west end group. In spite of the severe 
damage below the breast and slight damage to the nose, 
the figure is excellently executed. The u~l)j~a is not 
large, the neck is slender and the ear-lobes very long. 
The forehead is broad, the eye-brows slanting, and 
the eyes are of crescent shape. The nose is rather 
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large, the lips show the archaic smile and the chin 
is well marked by two vertical lines. 

PI. 33A. Cave XXVIII, South Wall, Lower Storey, 
East Part. 

B. Cave XXVIII, South Wall, Lower Storey, 
Niche above Entrance. 

A. A standing Buddha seems once to have been 
represented on each side of the entrance gateway; that 
on the east with its large nimbus still remains. The 
right hand is held to the breast, while the left is held 
out holding a bowl to which three children are climb
ing. This surely again represents the story concerning 
a former incarnation of King Asoka. To the right of 
the Buddha is a monk standing with hands together. 

. Neither canopy nor lotus pedestal is represented. A 
few figures of worshippers are carved on each side of 
the nimbus. 

B. Much of the south wall has fallen leaving only 
a small portion above the entrance on which is repre
sented a figure of Manjusrl. Its couuterpart, Vima
lakIrti, is no longer to be seeu. However, betweeu 
Manjusr! and Vimalaklr!i there may have been a 
seated Buddha as seen in Cave VI (Vol. III, PI. 31). 
The figure has a crown but the drapery is very simple, 
comprising only a skirt and a celestial robe crossing 
in an "X". The seated ManjusrI, with his gesticulat
ing hands, seems to be in the act of propounding his 
doctrines. 

PI. 34A. Cave XXVIII, South Wall, Lower East 
Part, Standing Buddha, Head. 

B. Cave XXVIII, South Wall, Lower East 
Part, Children. 

A. Compared with the general devastation seen in 
this cave, this head is relatively well preserved. It 
is somewhat more angular than the head on the east 
wall' (PI. 32), but it is still slender and generally 
resembles it. The eye-brows are cnt aslant, while the 
eyes and lips are horizontal. 

B. Here again is the story of the children, King 
A§oka and his followers in former incarnations who, 
when playing with mnd, met Sakyamuni Buddha. In 
their desire to dedicate something to him, they could 
find nothing bnt the mud which they pretended to be 
food and this they offered to him. However, being too 
small to reach the Buddha's bowl, they stood one upon 
the other until they' could reach it and put their 
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make-believe food in it. Here, one child stands on the 
head of another touching the Buddha's bowl. The 
third appears to be leaping with hands together. None 
of the figures has escaped the weathering but, even 
so, the vivid movement of the children can still be 
seen. 

PI. 35. Cave XXVIII, Ceiling. 
This flat ceiling is coffered and of a similar design 

to that of Cave XXVI (PI. 24). The central square 
has a large lotus flower and in the surrounding eight 
sections are flying celestials. These slender, elongated 
celestials with their long drapery seem to fly very 
lightly yet strongly with a snake-like movement of the 
body. On each side they confront, with the one 
exception of the west side where both fly towards the 
north. 

PI. 36. Cave XXIX, East Wall. 
This wall, measuring 5.00m. in height and 3.60m. 

in width, is divided into four niches of which the 
upper two are trabeated and the lower two of pointed
arch type. Nothing can be found on the bottom wall. 
The damage is in a much advanced state, the south wall 
of this side being missing. The workmanship is of 
an elegance which resembles that of Cave XXVIII. 
(Height 5.00m.) 

PI. 37. Cave XXIX, West Wall, Upper Niche. 
The west wall comprises three niches; one on the 

upper storey and two on the lower. The upper niche 
is canopied and has three compartments, housing a 
seated Buddha and an attendant Bnddha on each side. 
The figures are slender and wear flowing drapery 
which hangs gracefully. The left attendant has already 
been stolen, and the head.of the right attendant is mis
sing. The rich drapery seen on the latter is most 
beautiful. Neither halo nor lotus seat are represent
ed. (Width of the central curtain, about 1.20m.) 

PI. 38. Cave XXIX, West Wall, Upper Niche, Main 
Buddha. 

Beneath the common canopy is a looped curtain 
held by three animal masks, (Rub. VII K) which resemble 
those in Cave VIII (Vol. V, PIs. 37,38). Instead of 
horns, these masks have prominent ears. The round 
heads with their wrinkled brows produce a somewhat 
comical appearance. The eyes are round, the noses 
large and the teeth set close together with fangs at each 

side. The ends of the curtain hang vertically from 
the masks at each side. 

The Buddha seated beneath this curtain is slender 
of body with sloping shoulders. The drapery is rich 
and hangs heavily over the pedestal flaring to the 
sides. (Width of the curtain, about 1.20m.) 

PI. 39A. Cave XXIX, West Wall, Lower South 
Niche. 

B. Cave XXIX, West Wall, Lower North 
Niche. 

A. Although the lower part of the composition 
is completely broken away and a small portion is 
missing in the upper part, almost all the rest of the 
upper part remains. In an arch-front slightly wider 
than usual dhyana Buddhas are carved. The arch-rib 
also is rather wider than is customary, and the animals 
on the ends with their long heads and closely set, bared 
teeth are particularly ferocious. The fore-legs are 
stretched lightly forward touching the ground in an 
attitude as if ready to spring. Worshippers are ar
ranged around the arch in well-defined tiers and at
tendants stand beneath. The seated Buddha, of which 
the lower part is missing and the face damaged, has 
heautiful drapery hanging from the shoulders. 

B. The arch-front, like that of the south niche, is 
somewhat broad. The drapery of the dhyana Buddhas 
is simple, coming from under the right arm, across 
the body in looped folds and over the left shoulder, 
round behind the neck and hanging down the right 
side in vertical folds. The seated Buddha is in a 
more damaged condition. 

PI. 40. Cave XXIX, West Wall, Central Part of 
North and South Niches. 

The resemblance between the two niches can clearly 
be seen in this plate. Both are carved very flatly, the 
heads of animal-shape paticularly so. The upturned 
snouts are rounded, the eyes also rounded, and the 
eye-brows curling, their ends protruding with the ears 
(Rub. VIIL,M). The teeth are ferociously bared, and 
the legs tensed to spring. The drapery of the dhyana 
Buddhas is similar bnt a slight difference can be seen. 
The ease and skill of their execution shows the mas
terly technique of their creators. 

PI. 41 A. Cave XXIX, South Wall, Upper Storey, 
West Part. 

B. Cave XXIX, South Wall, Lower Storey, 
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West Part. 
A. Of the south wall, only the west part remains 

and this is in a very bad condition. The plate shows 
a small portion of its upper niche with part of a repre
sentation of the Attack of Mara. The composition is 
similar to those in Caves X and XII (Vol. VII, PI. 55, 
Vol. IX, PI. 38). However, the surrounding demons 
reverently hold their hands together. The lowest pair 
are figures representing the Demon King, Paplyan and 
his son. On the pedestal two demons are placed upside 
down asif falling and an earth goddess supports the 
Buddha's seat. The left hand of the Buddha probably 
pointed to the ground but the position of the right hand 
can no longer be identified. 

B. Beneath the upper niche and above the lower 
niche is a small section containing a representation of 
the Prince with his horse, KaI!!haka. The Prince, with 
his tall nimbus and long robe, is seated with one leg 
pendant and right hand raised. The horse kneels on 
its fore-legs and a very small figure of Candaka kneels 
at the other side. Finely worshippers are arranged 
one above the other around them. 

Adjacent to this is another section with a Mailjugrl 
and what was probably Vimalaklrti on its right. Be
tween them is seen an incense· burner in low carving. 
Mailjusrl is tall with the left leg slightly uplifted and 
right hand stretched forward as if in the act of dis
cussion with the now missing Vimalakirti. 

PI. 42. Cave XXIX, Ceiling. 
Half of the flat ceiling had already fallen. In the 

centre is a large lotus flower and smaller ones Seem to 
have been carved at each corner (Rub. VII N). How
ever, the two in the corners still preserved are both 
unfinished. The ceiling may have been abandoned 
before completion because it began to fall during the 
progress of the work. The inner petals are carved in 
relief and the outer ones incised in intersecting arcs. 
The calyx is well-rounded. However, the carving is 
shallow and weak which suggests a later period of 
execution. (North.south length, about 2.60m.) 

PI. 43. Cave XXIX, Ceiling, Flying Celestials. 
No beams are represented, but the celestials are 

regularly arranged in rows flying towards the north. 
Some celestials nearer to the north wall hold lotns 
flowers and others play mnsical instruments. The 
figures are slender and seem to be flying lightly 
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through the air with a powerful movement of their 
bodies which belongs to the later style of Yiin-kang 
carving. The drapery is comparatively simple. (Dia
meter ofIotus flower, about O.90m.) 

PI. 44A. Cave XXX, Ante-Room, North Wall, Upper 
Part. 

B. Cave XXX, Entrance Gateway, East 
Reveal. 

A. The west wall of this cave is still buried in the 
clay of the former fortress wall, bnt the north waIl is 

partly revealed. Above the rectangular entrance gate
way is an arched window surrounded by small niches 
added later. Jnst above the window is a trabeated 
niche housing a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed and 
below it is a pointed.arch niche with two Buddhas 
seated side-by-side. They are slender in style, but 
quite skillful in workmanship. (Height of window 
1.50m.) 

B. The rectangular entrance gateway, now still 
half buried, has a dragon design on the ceiling and 
guardian gods on both sides. The figures are much 
weathered, but one of the heads is comparatively well 
preserved with triangular ornaments on the crown, 
and strongly cut lips. The eyes show the holes for 
the eye-pupils provided by the mediaeval restorers. 
(Height of entrance gateway, about 1.70m.) 

PI. 45A. Cave XXX, Window, East Reveal, Saman
tabhadra Riding on Elephant. 

B. Cave XXX, Window, West Reveal, Prince 
Riding on Horse. 

A. On one side is a representation of Samanta
bhadra riding on an elephant and on the other, Prince 
Siddhartha on a horse, both facing towards the interi
or. The former (Rub. VIllA) is seated on a saddle, 
holding something in its outstretched right hand. 
The followers in front of the figures are all damaged, 
but those in the rear have been preserved showing 
one holding an umbrella and another, a fan with a 
handle. Though the elephant has suffered much 
damage, the trappings are relatively clear. Over them 
runs a looped curtain placed just beneath the ceiling. 
The ceiling itself has four flying celestials in two rows. 
The Kao-seng-chuan (Taisho-Daizokyo, L) records that 
representations of Samantabhadra riding on an ele
phant were often made in the fifth century.J) (Height of 

window 1.50m.) 
B. The scene of the Prince riding on a horse (Rub. 
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VIIIB) may be derived from an incident in his life, i. e. 
the Departure from the Palace. Although it is not 
clear why it was paired with Samantabhadra on an 
elephant, the combination is often fouud in Yiin.kang 
(Vol. II, PI. 66) and Tun.huang.2) Unfortunately, 
the figure is somewhat more damaged than its com· 
panion and the followers holding an umbrella and a 
fan with a handle" can scarcely be distinguished. 
(Height of window, 1.50m.) 

1 Chap. vii (p. 369) says that during the Yung-ch'iu * 191 era (A, D. 

420-422) Seng-pao observed the commmdment and on the seventh 
day a white bird came down from the sky to the front of the 
Samantabhadra image. Chap vii (p. 372) says that on the eighth 
day of t~e tenth month in the fourth year of the Ta-ming 7:.!Y3 era 
(A,D, 460), Empress-Dowager Ln-chao made an image of Samanta
bhadra riding on an elephant in the Chung-hsing Monastery and held 
a ceremonial feast. Chap.,viii (p.379) says that during the Yuan
hui:Jt1t era (A. D. 473-476), the Srami_La HllL·chi of Wu Provime con· 
structed the Pao-lin Monastery on Mount Kuei near Hui-chi and 
made an image of Samantabhadra and an elephant with six tusks. 

2 P. Pelliot, Touerv-houang, Tome III, Paris 1920, PI. elY; Tome 
V, P",is 1921, PI. CCCXVI. 

II T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Buddhist Monuments .in China, II, 
Tokyo 1926, Pl.106. 

PI. 46A. Cave XXX, Ante·Roo:n, North Wall, Upper 
Part. 

B. Cave XXIX, Outside Wall, Niche a. 
Cave XXX was once bnried in the fortress wall, and 

even after it was destroyed, the cave served as a dwell. 
ing nsiug the ruined wall. In this plate the bricks of 
the arch are still preserved but in PI. 44A they had 
entirely fallen down. The niches aronnd the gateway 
were irregularly added later. To the left is a row of 
dhyana Buddhas belonging to the upper part of a uiche, 
and above it is a row of worshippers belonging to the 
pedestal of another niche, which may be that shown in 
PI. 44A. Above the gateway is another niche, and 
between it and the former is a small niche housing a 
Bodhisattva in an easy pose and attendants. The Bodhi· 
sattva may be one of the three; Maftju§rl, Avalokites· 
vara and Maha·stamaprapta represented in the niche 
dated A.D. 483 in Cave XI (Vol. VIII, PI. 30). Below 
this are, two small niches with the following inscrip. 

tion:-
Liu Ta· .. for the benefit of [my] late mother .... 
Buddha ........ made ... . 
B. The outside wall here is irregularly hewn. On 

a protruding block is carved a small niche facing east. 
However, this is obviously damaged. 

PI. 47. Caves XXVIII to XXXIII, Outside Walls. 
This plate shows one end of the wing wall of the 

fortress above. Below it the wall continues but this 
has already collapsed into little more than low em· 
bankment which becomes higher as it goes south and 
finally connects with the west gate of the village wall. 
The ridge west from Cave XXX with its fallen ante· 
room, protrudes slightly more forwards than that on 
the east. Two small caves immediately to the right 
of Cave XXX are damaged and nothing remains of 
them. 

In the immediate proximity to Caves XXXI and 
XXXII many small niches are grouped, which were 
added later at irregular intervals and are·now seriously 
damaged (Fig. 27). The execution is more delicate 
than those in and around Caves XXI to XXIX. 

PI. 48A. Caves XXXIE and H, Outside Wall. 
B. Cave XXXIK, North Wall. 

A. The lower part shows the upper right corner 
of Cave XXXI E, with a delicate relief (Rub. VIII c) 
representing a Scene from the Wei.mo·chi.so.shuo·ching 
or Vimalakirti-nirdesa·Sutra (Taisho.Daizokyo, XIV). 
By the side of a canopied couch, on which the sick 
VimalakIrti may be lying, stands a tree and worship. 
pers carrying incense·burners are shown walking to· 
wards the centre. Two celestials, bearing objects 
which look like bowls, fly above the canopied couch 
and also towards the centre. An aupapaduka is rep· 
resented on the crown of the tree. The delicate 
workmanship is very close to that seen in the caves of 
Lung.men." On the arch·front are delicately carved 
flying celestials. 

Above this is the outside wall of Caxe XXXII, which 
has an arch·front with a design of half.palmettes and 
guardian gods, the faint remains of which can just be 
seen. 

B. This is a small cave square of plan and with a 
flat ceiling but only the north wall has been preserved. 
To the right is seen the hollow of Cave XXXI and to 
the left are Caves XXXI G and J. On the north wall is 
a canopied niche (Rub. VIII F) in which is a seated 
Bnddha with voluminous hanging drapery. On each 
side is a standing attendant and above is a Bodhisat, 
tva seated with one leg pendant. (Height of wall, about 
O.80m.) 

1 S. Mizuno and T. Nagahiro, A Study Cave.temples of Lung
-men, Honan, Tokyo 1940, PIs. 36, 78, 79. 

PI. 49A. Cave XXXIH and Others. 
B. Cave XXXIJ and Others. 
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A. Showing Cave XXXIH in the middle and Cave 
XXXI L above it. The thin floor dividing them is reo 
markable. On the right.hand side of the plate is seen 
the roughly hewn west wall of Cave XXXI with a hole 
leading to Cave XXXI H. This, of course, was done 
much later. Cave XXXI I is a small cave connecting 
with Cave XXXI H and the gateway seen above this 
belongs to Cave XXXIM. The holes in' Caves XXXII 
and H lead into Cave XXXII. 

B. Showing Cave XXXI I in the centre. The cave 
below is Cave XXXI G, of which the head of the main 
image was unfinished. To the right-hand side is seen 
the west wall of Cave XXXIL. On the north wall of 
Cave XXXI I is a seated Buddha in a canopied niche 
(Rub. VIII E). On each side are an attendant Bodhisat
tva and a monk, resembling those on the north wall of 
Cave XXXIII (PI. 57). On the west wall is Seen a 
Bodhisattva seated with one leg pendant. Worshippers 
are carved on the surrounding bottom walls. (East. 
west length of Cave XXXII, about 0.70m.) 

PI. 50A. Cave XXXIH, West Wall. 
B. Cave XXXIH, North Wall. 
c. Cave XXXIIE and Others. 

A. The west wall comprises a canopied niche with 
a Buddha seated in western fashion and a pointed-arch 
niche with a seated Buddha. The slight damage has 
not ruined the very neat arrangement. A pair of 
small figures on each side of the canopy seems to be 
Vimalakir!i and Mafijusri. In this plate, the west 
wall of Cave XXXI J, housing a trabeated niche with 
a seated'Buddha, is visible. However, the upper part 
was not fi nished but left in its roughly hewn state. 

B. The north wall comprises a trabeated niche with 

a Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed and a pointed· 
arch niche with two Buddhas seated side-by.side. On 
each side of the former is the usual Bodhisattva with 
one leg pendant. The east wall (Fig. 27), though much 
damaged, has the same composition as the west wall. 

This plate shows also the lotus flower surrounded 
by four flying celestials (Rub. VIIID) belonging to the 
ceiling of Cave XXXI J. (East-west length of Cave 
XXXI I, about 0.85m.) 

c. Cave XXXII E is seen in the middle with the 
west reveal of the entrance gateway to Cave XXXII on 
the right. The west reveal, though half broken, clearly 
once held a canopied niche with a seated Buddha. 
Above the niche and just beneath the ceiling under a 
looped curtain Buddhas stand. The large opening on 

the left belongs to Cave XXXII F. 

Cave XXXII E, of which the south wall is now mis
sing has five niches on the remaining three walls, which 
without exception are all canopied. On the west 
wall, the upper niche houses a seated Buddha with hang
ing drapery in a very advanced style. On each side 
above are Vimalakirti or Mafijusri. The lower niche 
has a Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed (Fig. 30), 
attended on the left by a Bodhisattva in meditation 
under a tree (Fig. 31), which corresponds to the figure 
under a tree on the east wall. However, it has already 
lost its counterpart on the west wall. In front of the 
Bodhisattva in meditation kneels a monk. (Height of 
wall. about 1.50 m) 

PI. 51. Cave XXXIIE. 

This small cave is situated on the right of the 
entrance gateway of Cave XXXII. To its right is the 
opening of Cave XXXII, and to its left that of Cave 
XXXII F. The former is now closed by a pile of stones 
but on the outside wall of the latter is carved a Bodhi
sattva riding at full speed on an elephant and' a guar
dian god. The relief is delicate in style and extrava
gant in its decoration. 

The outside wall is much damaged but a canopy dec
oration above and a pointed-arch below, with between 
them a gorgeous scene with many delicate figures 
representing the visit of Mafijusri to Vimalakirti can 
still be Seen. The Vimalakirti can no longer be dis
tinguished, and the Mafijusrl seems to move towards 
the right_ The canopied pedestal on the left half 
represents one of the 32,000 simhasanas flying from 
the Hsu-mi-hsiang 3imi'[l world. However, the other 
part of the left may not represent the same story. 
The pointed-arch is adorned with flying celestials on 
the rib, probably with jewellery on the upper rim, and 
with kneeling worshippers flanking an image or an 
incense-burner on the middle. The figures are very 
delicate and skilfully executed. 

The canopied niche on the north wall houses two 
Buddhas in the Lung-men style seated side-by-side 
(Rub. IXK, Fig. 29). The bell hanging from the 
canopy as if being rnng violently is rare_ Just below are 
celestials flying very lightly. The side walls each have 
two canopied niches one above and one below (Rub. IX 
I, L). On each side of the upper niche is a scene 
either of Mafijusri visiting Vimalakirti or a pair com
prising Samantabhadra riding on an elephant and the 
Prince On his horse_ The north side of the lower 
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niche, the south being damaged, has the Prince in medi
tation and the Birth of the Prince, both represented 
under a tree. 

On the ceiling is a large lotus flower with triple 
circles of petals (Rub. IX I). On both the east and 
west sides of this are two coffers each containing a 
flying celestial. (Height of wall, about 1.50m) 

1 Kumarajiva (trans. by), Vimalakir?i-nirdeia-SUtra or Wei-rna-chi
so-shuo-ching i\ii.jjlfJiJfWt~ (Taisho-Daizokyo, XIV), p. 546. 

PI. 52A. Cave XXXIIF, West Wall. 
B. Caves XXXIIB ande. 

A. Cave XXXIIF resembles Cave XXXIIE in hav
ing two Buddhas seated side-by-side on the north wall, 
but its west wall differs in having a double niche 
qmsisting of a trabeated niche wi~h a Bodhisattva 
seated with ankles crossed and a pointed-arch niche 
with a seated Buddha. It is well designed and execut
ed, bnt nnfortunately was left unfinished. The drapery 
was not cut and the heads were left in a rough state. 

B. Cave XXXIII B has three walls each housing 
a canopied niche or niches(Rub.IXD-F). The cano
pied niche is the most prevalent type in this section. 
The flat ceiling is coffered with nine sections (Rub. IX 
G); the central and the four corners of which each con
tain a lotus flower and the others, a flying celestial. 

Cave XXXII e has a canopied niche on the north 
wall, and on the west wall a pointed-arch niche below, 
and two canopied niches above and below. The upper 
canopied niche houses a seated Buddha flanked by 
Bodhisattvas with ankles crossed, while the lower one 
has only a seated Buddha. The lower pointed-arch 
niche has two Buddhas seated side-by-side. The row 
of seated Bnddhas above the upper canopy is unusual. 
The east wall (Rub. IX H) has almost entirely disap
peared, but, judging from what remains, this may once 
have been very similar to the west wall. 

Cave XXXIII D, now completely weathered, has a 
niche with a seated Buddha above and a canopied niche 
with a Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed below. 

PI. 53A. Cave XXXIIH, East Wall. 
B. Cave XXXIII, North Wall. 

A. As in Caves XXXII Band e, the north wall has 
a canopied niche, but the east wall is rather different 
since it honses a tall figure of a Bodhisattva seated with 
ankles crossed in a trabeated niche. A lion crouches 
at each side of the feet and in each side compartment 
is a Bodhisattva with one leg pendant. 
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B. This cave also is almost completely destroyed 
leaving only a much-weathered north wall. The seat
ed Buddha and the left attendant with their worship
pers above seem to have shown the diguity associated 
with the Cave VI sty Ie. 

PI. 54. Caves XXXIII and XXXIV, Ontside Walls. 
Caves XXXIII and XXXIV are sadly damaged leav

ing their interiors completely exposed. The caves 
measure 4-5.00m., in height while the cliff face itself 
is only 12-13.00m. in height. At about one metre 
below the floor runs a layer of bad stone and then a 
path. There is no room for the construction of a 
building in front of the caves since the ground slopes 
sharply to the south. 

PI. 55 A. Cave XXXIII, North-East Corner. 
B. Cave XXXIII, East Wall, North Upper 

Part. 
A. A much-weathered attendant can be seen on the 

north wall, and an attendant seated Buddha on the 
east wall. The main figure and the left attendant 
have already disappeared. This is a rare instance in 
which the attendant is shown seated. The drapery 
over the pedestal, though not of a developed style, is 
slender and draped in step-like folds of Cave VI style. 
The niche is only a rectangularly cut hollow with fly
ing celestials and worshipping monks around the seated 
Buddha. Above this rectangular niche, is another 
rectangular niche with a canopy housing a seated figure. 
Between this niche and the arch-front, crowd worship
ping monks and celestials. Above them all run two 
rows of the Thousand Buddha niches and a canopy 
decoration. 

B. Along the arched niche are flying celestials, but 
the shape of the arch-front is not clear. Outside the 
arch-front are worshipping figures of monks and celes
tials with hands together facing towards the main image. 
(Height of hottom wall in Cave XXXIII, about 0.70 m) 

PI. 56. Cave XXXIII, North-West Corner. 
Showing the right attendants of the two-Buddha 

niche on the north wall and the left attendant of the 
Bodhisattv'l niche on the west wall. The former will 
be described in the next plate and the latter may be 
identified from the standing Buddha with children as 
the scene of Sakyamuni Buddha with King Asoka in 
a former incarnation. On the pedestal are carved 
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worshippers walking towards the north (Rnb. XA). 

PI. 57. Cave XXXIII, North Wall, Right Attendants. 
The stone snrface, although damaged in places, is 

generally in good condition preserving the original 
black and red pigments. The simplified drapery 
without indication of folds is noteworthy. The eyes 
and lips of the Bodhisattva whose crown is missing are 
clearly cut and it is draped with a skirt and a celestial 
robe forming an " X " where it crosses through a large 
ring. The feet are badly eroded. The monk or Arhat 
wearing a monk's robe and with hands clasped is reo 
markable for its high cheek·bones and muscular throat. 
The large sunken eyes and the heavy straight lips are 
very individual. The worshippers in low relief on the 
bottom pedestals have almost all disappeared. In places 
on the back surface between these figures writing in 
black ink remains. There seems to be no particular 
order in the inscriptions but their Yiian period era 
names suggest that they all belong to that period (A. 
D.1264-1321). Cf. Yiinkang Epigraphy in Vol. IL 

PI. 58. Cave XXXIII, West Wall, Bodhisattva with 
Ankles Crossed. 

Not only the right side of the niche but also the 
head of the main figure are completely mutilated. 
Even so it can be said that this is a rare example of a 
Buddha with ankles crossed in such a pointed.arch 
niche. The drapery in close step.like folds is remark· 
ably fine. The long sash from the breast hangs low 
down the body. On the arch·front is a Buddha seated 
in western fashion flanked by many worshippers arrang· 
ed in two tiers facing to the centre. A striking rhythm 
and harmony runs throngh the whole group as they 
kneel with their hands together, leaning slightly for· 
ward as if bowing to the central figure. The worship· 
pers in very low relief on the pedestal are in a much 
better condition than those on the north wall. 

PI. 59. Cave XXXIV, North and West Walls. 
The north wall contains a niche with two Buddhas 

seated side.by.side on low pedestals over which their 
robes drape and flare. The heads and hands unfortu· 
nately are lost. The attendants and worshippers above 
and on each side are excellent and the seated Buddhas 
on the half·broken arch·front are of excellent work· 
manship. The fierce animal on the right arch·end is 
well preserved. Above the a.rch·front runs a looped 
curtain, two rows of seated Buddha niches and a canopy. 
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The west wall has a large pointed.arch niche with 
a seated Buddha. The pedestals on the north and west 
walls are almost identical with worshippers beneath 
a looped curtain, and a niche instead of an incense· 
burner in the centre of each row. (Height of wall 
3.70 m.) 

PI. 60A. Cave XXXIV, North Wall, Right Attend. 
ants. 

B. Cave XXXIV, North Wall, Left Attendants. 
Of the two attendants on each side, the inner stands 

straight, although the head is slightly bowed. Its 
celestial robe crosses in an "X" at the front. One 
wears a crown and perhaps both are intended to repre· 
sent attendant Bodhisattvas. The outer figure of each 
pair with one leg slightly raised has its hands together 
and head bowed to the Buddha. They have round 
haloes and high chignons bnt no celestial robes or 
crowns which suggests that they perhaps represent 
celestial worshippers. Both the inner and the outer 
figures are slender and elegant. The worshippers in 
two tiers above also have no celestial robes but are 
provided with high chignons, while those in the upper· 
most area all have shaven heads. The whole group 
is very regularly arranged. 

These photographs show also the left attendant of 
the west wall and the right attendant of the east wall. 
These figures closely resemble each other in style and 
represent the stories of A§oka and Rahula respectively. 

PI. 61. Cave XXXIV, West Wall. 
This wall is well composed and like the north wall 

contains one niche, two rows of Thonsand Buddha 
niches, a canopy decoration and a pedestal. The 
worshippers on the pedestal, however, allface towards 
the north wall instead of to the centre of the niche. 

The arch·front, adorned with jewellery along its 
upper rim and with rather small animals at the arch· 
ends, houses well.proportioned seated Buddhas. On 
each side is an attendant, these being standing Bud· 
dhas representing scenes from the life of the Buddha 
or lataka stories, namely the encounter with Rahnla 
and the offerings to the DlpaIJ1kara Buddha. Above 
them are ranged three rows of worshippers and flying 
celestials. The niche is finally bordered by a looped 
curtain. The seated main Buddha, of which the head 
is missing, is draped in close step·like folds and provid. 
ed with two sash hangings from the breast. The robe 
is draped thickly over the body and flares to each side 
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of a low pedestal. The unfortunate damage to the 
hands does not prevent one seeing that the figure is 
well-proportioned and that the drapery is most elegant. 
(Height of wall 3.70 ro.) 

Pl. 62. Cave XXXIV, West Wall, Arch-Front. 
The seated Buddhas on the arch-front are somewhat 

slender but, nevertheless, well-proportioned. They all 
face towards the centre in a compact composition. 
Their robes are of two types, one of which has sym
metrically looped folds and the other vertical neck
lines. The gar lands of jewellery along the upper rim 
are closely and somewhat rigidly arranged but no beads 
are carved on them. The animal on the left arch
end is slightly smaller than the right one but better 
preserved. The worshippers also are better preserved 
on the left side and these consist of a row of kneeling 
celestials, a row of standing monks and a row of stand
ing celestials. Their pretty faces match the elegance 
and warmth of their poses. 

PI. 63A. Cave XXXIV, West Wall, Left Upper 
Part, Flying Celestial. 

B. Cave XXXIV, West Wall, Left Attendant 
Buddlta. 

A. The long, slender body is strongly curved but 
in a supple, elegant pose which is emphasized by the 
long drapery floating backwards. 

B. The tall, standing Buddha with a large nimbus 
has a robe hanging vertically down the body with left 
sleeve floating slightly backwards as if in the act of 
walking slowly. The small figure kneeling at the feet 
is Rahula, the son of Sakyamuni Buddlta, being patted 
on the head with the right hand of his father. 

PI. 64. Cave XXXIV, West Wall, Upper Part, 
Thonsand Buddha Niches. 

The regularly arranged niches with their well-bal
anced Buddhas give this wall a splendid appearance but 
unfortunately the condition of the fignres as well as 
the very shallowly executed niches is very poor, the 
latter in particular being weathered over their whole 
surface. The drapery is of two types, one with looped 
folds round the neck and the other with a vertical 
neck-line. 

PI. 65A. Cave XXXIV A, South Wall, West Part. 
B. Cave XXXIV A, West and North Walls. 

A. Showing the two tiers of worshipping monks in 
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the middle zone of the west half. Below this stand 
celestials which, judging from the tops of the chignons, 
are continued from the west wall. The monks face 
forwards with hands together. The carving is crude 
but quite strong. 

B. The west wall has two niches placed one above 
the other and a pedestal which is a continuation of that 
on the north wall with carved figures of dwarfs. On 
the west wall between the dwarfs are two lions and 
two elephants jointly bearing an incense-burner with 
their trunks. The lower niche is canopied and houses 
a seated Buddha attended on each side by four celes
tials. Above each side is Vimalaklrti or Manjnsr!. 
The upper niche is also canopied housing a Buddlta 
seated in western fashion. Three attendants stand 
on each side and only the upper bodies of other wor
shippers are revealed above them. 

The pointed-arch niche on the north wall houses a 
seated Buddha which is very slender with sharply 
sloping shoulders, but with drapery of close, step-like 
folds moulded more in the round. The attitude is of 
calm composure. F ortlmately, the head and the 
hands are well-preserved and the drapery hanging over 
the pedestal can still be seen to flare ont delicately. 
An attendant Bodhisattva stands on each side and a 
monk is represented on each post, with hands clasped 
together. Also on each post is a chubby figure of 
an aupapaduka in a lotus flower. These act as capitals 
and support with both hands the animals on the arch
ends. The arch-rib contains flying celestials and 
the arch-front, seated Buddhas with simple drapery. 
Around them are worshippers with hands clasped. The 
pedestal houses dwarfs, a tablet for an inscription at 
the centre and lay worshippers in low relief. 

The ceiling (Rub. XB) has almost completely fallen 
and only parts of the lotus flower and celestials remain. 
(North-south length of ceiling, ahout 1.20m.) 

PI. 66. Cave XXXIV A, West Wall, Lower Niche. 
The seated Buddha is unusual in the manner in 

which the hands are clasped. The drapery hangs 
down and flares beautifully over the pedestal. Like 
the north Buddha, this figure also is slender but carved 
somewhat more in the round. The two attendants 
stand immediately on each side. 

PI. 67 A. Cave XXXIV A, West Wall, L~wer Niche, 
Manjusr!. 

B. Cave XXXIV A, West Wall, Lower Niche, 
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Right Attendants_ 
A_ The Manjusr! is seated with legs crossed, right 

hand half-raised and left haud turned downwards_ It 
is easy to identify it as Manjusr! since Vimalak!rti is 
represented on the opposite side_ The graceful, regular 
features are emphasized by the dignity of the imposing 
crown worn by this Manjusr! figure_ 

R The four attendants arranged in a row are of 
similar type_ They all have ornate crowns and give 
the impression of walking slowly in procession towards 
the centre_ 

PL 68_ Cave XXXV, Outside WalL 

The large entrance gateway has an arch-front deco
rated with a floral-scroll of half-palmettes in very shal
low and flat carving (Rub_ Xc)_ The side-posts are so 
completely damaged that no original carving remains 
but outside them stand calm figures of Vajrapanis_ 
Above the entrance is a square window, and beyond 
the left Va jrapani carved into the rock wall is a stele 
with a dragon crown_ This is not inscribed_ 

Cave XXXV B, visible on the left of this plate, has 
Thousand Buddha niches over the whole wall and only 
in the centre of the north is there a small niche of a 
Bodhisattva with ankles crossed_ (Width of trabeation, 
about O.50m.) 

PL 69A. Cave XXXV, Entrance Gateway, East 
Reveal, Niche dated A.D. 515. 

B. Cave XXV, Entrance Gateway, East Reveal, 
Niche dated A. D. 515, Inscription. 

A. This niche dated A. D_ 515 is a well-designed 
niche of trabeated type honsing a Bodhisattva seated 
with ankles crossed. The Bodhisattva and its two 
attendants both have celestial robes which cross in an 
"X" at the front. These slender, tall figures are 
noteworthy for their robes with fine vertical hanging 
folds descending in parallel lines. An earth-goddess 
emerges from the ground to support the feet of the 
Bodhisattva. 

The trabeation is designed like a folding screen, each 
section having a seated Buddha. In the centre of the 
pedestal is an inscription and worshippers are ranged 
on each side of it. The worshippers are all monks and 
each differs in height; the tallest hold an incense-burner 
and the others clasp their hands. The whole niche is 

simple and gracefuL 
To the left of the niche are inscriptions belonging 

to other niches. The top one can be translated as 
follows :-

Buddha's disciple Wang I, [IJ, for the benefit of [my J 
younger brother, made a stone image. 

The one below says: 
Buddha's disciple Chang. . . . 

Below this dated niche is a beautiful pointed-arch niche, 
almost buried in the wall made later. 

B. The inscription on the tablet reads as follows :
O! On the fourteenth day of the fifth month in the 

fourth year of the Yen'ch'ang [era J of the (Great) Tai 
[i.e. Northern WeiJ dynasty, Heng Yung. . cheng 
. _ wei tu-tung 

Hua-t'ang Chiu-kung. . . . 
Ch'ang-chu-Chiang for the benefit of the late 
yonnger brother An Feng-han, 
made Maitreya and Seven Buddhas. . . . 
Bhiksu Tao ... 

The last line would be the name of the top monk on 
the left. The next two monks also each have their 
names inscribed" . . . -kan " or "Srama1]a Tao
ch'iu". On the upper right of each ofthe monks on 
the left side is inscribed its name: "Bhik~u. . .," 
or " Bhik~n. . . ". The images in the niche are 
Maitreya with the Seven Buddhas as described in the 

inscription. (Height of inscription tablet, about O.40m). 

PL 70 Cave XXXV, Window, West ReveaL 
A lotus flower occupies the whole of the badly dam

aged ceiling. On the west reveal is a divinity with three 
heads and six arms riding on a phoenix or garu~a. 
This, like the figure on the entrance reveal of Cave 
VIII (Vol. V, PL 17), is probably intended to represent 
Vi~I)u. On the opposite wall is a divinity with six 
arms riding on a bull, and, like that in Cave VIII 
(VoL V, PL 13), is intended to represent Siva. The 
body is simple and slender and the hands do not carry 
any objects but the third pair of arms support the 
the beam of the wall. The crown is simple with a 
lotus flower between triangular ornaments. The dra
pery comprises only a shirt and a celestial robe cross: 
ing in an " X " at the front, but each arm, with the 
one exception of the left arm of the first pair, has a 
narrow sleeve with a pointed cuff. The phoenix has a 
long, curving swan-like strongly-tensed neck. However, 
its beak and legs have the power which belongs to a 
bird of prey. Unlike that of Cave VIII, the tail is 

held up. (Height of window 1.30m). 
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PI. 71. Cave XXXV, South Wall, East Niche, Con
version of Three Kasyapas. 

This niche has beeu completely blackened by the 
smoke of the cooking and heating stoves of former 
inhabitants of the cave. Though slightly broken, it 
clearly represents the Conversion of the three Kasyapas 
(Rub. XIA) as seen also in Caves VI (Vol. III, PI. 51), 
VII (VoLIV, PI. 82) and XII (Vol. IX, PI. 22). A 
unique feature here, however, are the ladders in the 
mountains on which brahma'.'as are shown ascending. 
These brahma'.'as have the usual high chignons and 
loin-clothes, bnt are not so emaciated as similar figures 
in other caves. The animals represented among the 
mountains may be gazelles, tigers and monkeys. To 
the right stands a monk holding a vase and over its 
shoulder a stick with a round object. This figure can
not be identified. 

The seated Bnddha in the niche is without head and 
hands. It may have held a snake in a bowl held in 
one hand. The step-like folds are of a very advanced 
type and flow richly downwards, ending in large flares. 

On the bottom wall is a row of worshippers which 
continues onto the east wall (Rub. XIIE,F). They wear 
crowns similar to those of the worshippers in Cave 
XIXB (Vol. XIII. PI. 133). (Height, about 1.80 m.) 

1 A. Griinwedel, Alt-bwldhistiscM Kultstiitten in Chinesisch- Turkistan, 
Berlin 1912, Fjg. 180. 

PI. 72. Cave XXXV, Sonth Wall, West Niche, 
Mara's Attack. 

Opposite the niche with the Three Kasyapas, is a 
niche on the west part of the south wall showing 
Mara's Attack. This is similarly smoke-blackened. 
Though the main Bnddha is now much mutilated, it 
seems originally not to have had a hand pointing to the 
gronnd in the bhumispsara-mudra (Rub. XIB). The 
demons are of various types, and very similar to those 
in Cave VI (Vol. III, PI. 105), though here the com
position is somewhat looser. On the lower left is 
Paplyan, the King of the Demons, being restrained by 
his son standing at his side. On the opposite side are 
the daughters of the King of the Demons. (Height, 
about 1.80 m.) 

PI. 73. Cave XXXV, South and East Walls. 
Showing the east wall and the east part of the south 

wall containing the niche representing the Conversion 
of the Three KasYl;lpas described above (PI. 71) and 
also a standing Buddha above it. Although the area 

is now damaged, some boys appear to have been repre
sented by the side of the Buddha, which suggests that 
this was a scene with Sakyamnni Buddha and former 
incarnations of King A§oka 'Ind others. On the cor
responding portion on the west is the DlpaIflkara Bud
dha with mavava (Fig. 33). A small section of the east 
reveal of the window is also shown in this plate. This 
contains a divinity riding on a bull. 
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On the east wall is carved a large niche honsing a 
Bodhisattva with ankles crossed. On the bottom of 
the wall is a row of worshippers (Rnh. XllE,F) and at 
the top, two rows of niches with seated Buddhas and a 
row of triangular pendants. The trabeated arch is 
designed like a folding screen, each section containing 
a seated Buddha (Rnh. XII c). The main image, though 
unfortunately damaged on the fore-head and both 
hands, has a rather full face, a crown with a dhyana 
Buddha (Rnh. XIIA) and drapery decorated, with very 
extravagant jewellery. The body and especially the 
feet, is full and powerful, greatly resembling that in 
Cave IV (Vol. I, PI. 114). The east reveal contains 
the niche dated A. D. 515 and, therefore, the cave 
was certainly hewn prior to that date. Ou stylistic 
grounds, it cau be presumed to have been constrncted 
about A.D. 500. In each side compartment is the 
usual Bodhisattva with one leg pendant, although these 
are in very low reIief_ 

To the upper left of the niche is a figure represent
ing the Nirvava,-a rare example in Yiin-kang. (Height 
4.60m.) 

PI. 74A. Cave XXXV, East Wall, Left Upper Part, 
Relief of the Nirvava. 

B. Cave XXXVII, East Wall, Left Upper Part, 
Relief of the Conception. 

A. The Buddha with its large nimbus lies in a 
somewhat awkward position. Neither coffin nor 
flames are represented_ The mOUrners with their 
dishevelled hair surrounding the dead Sakyamuni are 
shown in positions of grief. Mah a -Kasyapa who arrived 
at the scene late, is represented at the feet, as if touch
ing them (Rub. XIIc). The Buddha-carita or Fo-so

hsing-tsanfJll JiIf:fT Jli(Taisho-Daizokyo, IV, p. 52)trans
lated by Dharma-rak~a says :-

Across the River Nairanjana, [they] went to the 
chaitya where the past Buddhas attained nirva'.'a. 
[There they] piled up sandal wood and other per
fumed woods, on which the Buddha's corpse was laid 
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and [over it] was poured various kinds of perfumed 
oiL [They] fired it thrice, but the flames did not 
rise. At that time, Maha-Kasyapa was living in 
Rajagriha and he learned of the Buddha's nirval)-a. 
[Then he], together with his followers, set off for 
[the place of the nirva'.'a]. [On the way] with pure 
hearts they made their sincere desire-their desire 
to see the Buddha's corpse, and the fire did not blaze 
up. [However, after] Maha-Kasyapa and his fol
lowers arrived, saw the [Buddha's] countenance and 
paid a reverent salutation to the [Buddha's] feet with 
heart-felt grief, the fire began to blaze. 
B. Showing a scene from the Buddha's life; the 

Bodhisattva in the Tu~ita Heaven which in due time 
became a white elephant and entered Queen Maya's 
womb. The Fo-so-hsing-tsan (Taisho-Daizokyo, IV, p. 
1) translated by Dharma-ra~a reads as follows; "The 
Bodhisattva, assumed the form of a nelephant, descend
ed [from Heaven] and entered into the Queen ", the 
Pu-yao-ching ~111!~ (Taisho-Daizokyo, III, p. 491) 
says, " The Bodhisattva, suddenly descending from the 
Tu~ita Heaven, assumed the form of a white elephant 
with six tusks. Every limb was calm and its head 
with eyes and trnnk shone brilliantly. Appearing 
from out of the sun's beams it approached the right 
side [of the Queen]. . . The Queen was clean and 
pure. Sleeping calmly she suddenly awoke [and real
ized] that the white king of the elephants thus shining 
brilliantly had entered her womb. In mind and body 
she experienced a calm as never before and it was as 
if she was in the samadhi meditation". The long 
canopy may be intended to represent the bed of Queen 
Maya. Beneath it are sleeping servants to suggest, 
as in scenes of the Prince's Departure, the depth of 
night. The Bodhisattva is a small figure held in the 
hands of a larger figure riding on the elephant. The 
animal itself has its trnnk and legs extended in the so
called flying gallop position (Rub. XIIH). 

PL 75. Caves XXXVIII-XLI. 
Immediately to the east of Cave XXXVIII, the out

side wall recedes slight! y and the openings of Caves 
XXXVIII c and D face west which results in the west 
wall being the front wall, and the east wall, the back 
wall. Cave XXXVIII is situated at medium height and 
is peculiar in many respects, especially in the long in
scription on the outside walL 

Cave XXXIX with its two windows above has been 

named the Western Pagoda Cave. Cave XL, with its 
broken front half is very much buried. It shows a 
somewhat earlier style. The front part of Cave XLI 
also has collapsed. The floor here is higher than that 
of Cave XL. The floor becomes higher as one goes 
westwards and the height of the rock cliff becomes 
lower until, at last, one finds oneself on the hill itself. 

PL 76. Cave XXXVIII, Outside Wall. 
The black opening in the centre of this plate belongs 

to Cave XXXVIII. It may once have been decorated 
with inter laced dragons but is now so badly damaged 
that it is not possible to be Sure of this. On its west 
side is a much damaged figure of Vajrapani but on the 
east side there is no room for a companion figure. 

The front walls of both Caves XXXVIII A andB are 
lost and their north walls exposed. The former has 
a seated Buddha and the latter two Buddhas seated 
side-by-side, both in pointed-arch niches. The figures 
surrounding them are delicately executed and appear 
to represent scenes from the Buddha's life as in Cave 
XLI (PL 101). 

Cave XXXVIII c is situated on the same level as 
Cave XXXVIII. The back wall, in this cave the east 
wall, has a pointed-arch niche with two Buddhas seat
ed side-by-side. The right or north wall has a pointed
arch niche with a seated Buddha. Unlike the caves 
surrounding Caves XXXI and XXXII, those carved 
here have no canopied niches. In Cave XXXVIIID 
above, the graceful right attendant standing near the 
entrance can be seen. This cave may have been domed 
and without a niche inside. (Height of entrance gateway 
of Cave XXXVIII, 1.22m.) 

PL 77. Cave XXXVIII, Outside Wall, Wu Inscrip
tion. 

The tablet is rectangular, measuring 1.05m. long 
and 0.70 m. wide and the characters evenly distributed. 
The style of calligraphy is slender and soft but the 
characters are quite firm like those seen on the 
northern stele. This is longest inscription found in 
Yiin-kang and can be translated as follows :-

O! [As] the profound doctrine is mysteriously clear, 
yet without (an image) it is not possible to illuminate 
on its teachings. [Since] the trne countenance is 
deeply hidden without pictorial illustration nobody 
can penetrate His traces. Thereupon, at present 
[the image] must. ., and eternally reveal the Bud
dha's Enlightenment. [The image] full of dignity 
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and of ( compassion) and will pay the reverence of 
morality. Then, year after year [its] influence will 
be felt on future generations. Among all beings 
with consciousness there are none who do not have 
compassion and by planting good (root) and contri
bute to humanity. [And naturally one become 
thoughtful] to wait a time to advance or retreat and 
always be flexible, [as if] bending the finger. The 
Emperor rules over the world and his influences 
surpass [those of] King Yao. Moreover, [the 
Emperor is] in generations protected by spiritual 
omenS and dipped in the mystical . . . [I] Chung
wei of the Wu family, for the benefit of [my] departed 
son, General Kuan-chiin and Marquis Hua. . ., 
Wu T'ien-en, made an image and cave. May the 
desires and affections all be pacified and mysterious 
peace . . . Brilliantly! the real image is [high 
up] in the sky! The beautiful. . . Sakyamuni. 
By this little small good [deed], [I wish my] de
parted son to meet with (Buddhas) in every life, 
escape from [Hell] and live in paradise. [May the 
Buddha's] teaching be more and more glorious, the 
Three Laws spread (widely), and the hundred dis
asters disappear. Morever, the forefathers of the 
family Wu were (remarkable) for their loyalty and 
modesty and famous both for (their devotion) and 
filial piety. [May] the sons and grandsons be abun
dant and their heirs be prosperous.. . [He] died 
at the year of thirty, and [I wish, his sons] may be 
well brought up.. . [I] inscribe a hymn on the 
superior stone. This sentence says [as follows] :-
0, long is the True Way! 0, Vast is the profound es
sence! [It is] not voice, not .. not .. and (not) know
ledge. The teaching may be inspired by objects, 
its benevolence may be cleared by the way. The 
light. . the Nine Heaven. The full harvest comes 
again and the flourishing state may be brought about 
by the Emperor.. . . have profound awakening, 
and. . . May [my] departed son always meet with 
(the Buddhas). 
In a cave as small as Cave XXXVIII, this long and 

complete inscription may seem somewhat out of place 
and better suited to Cave XXXIX which is far larger. 
However, the elaborate design of this cave and its ex
traordiuary execution makes it, on second thonghts, 
a very suitable home for it. (Length, about 1.05 m., 
height, about 0.70m.) 

PI. 78. Cave XXXVIII, North Wall, East Part, 
Relief of NirvaJ?a. 

A tall reclining Buddha with a nimbus fills almost 
the whole of this nirvaJ?a representation. The kneel
ing figure at its feet may be intended as Maha-Kasyapa 
who arrived late. A similar kneeling figure at the 
head can hardly be identified but may possibly be in
tended to represent Maya, his mother. Above the nim
bus are five mourners with dishevelled hair and above 
these again are five worshipping monks either with 
hands clasped in prayer or holding incense-burners. 
Below the nirvaJ?a figure are six standing musicians. 
(Width, about 0.40m.) 

1 S. Mizuno and T. Nagahiro, The Buddhist Cave-temples of 
Hsiang-ta:ng-ssu on the Frontier of Honan and Hopei, Kyoto 1937, p. 32. 

PI. 79. Cave XXXVIII, West Wall, Lower Part. 
The west wall contains a Buddha seated in western 

fashion, flanked on each side by two standing Buddhas. 
On the pedestal below is an oblong inscription tablet 
flanked by lay worshippers, male figures on the left 
and female On the right, both shaded with umbrellas 
carried by boys (Rub. XIV A). At the head of each 
procession is a tree with many branches, each of which 
has a flower which reveals an aupapaduka. These 
are very similar to the tree drawn in the Kakuzen-sho 

'I; iii 'fP (Taisho-Daizokyo, Iconography IV, p. 78)." On 
the bottom part of the east wall, are found a pair of 
similar trees with aupapadukas. (Height of pedestal, 
about 0.44m.) 

1 S. Mizuno and T. Nagahiro, Cave-temples at Lung-min, p. M. 
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The representation is similar to that in the Kakuzen.sho, but the 
text does not explain the original concept. 

PI. 80. Cave XXXVIII, Ceiling. 

PI. 81. Cave XXXVIII, Ceiling, Samantabhadra 
Riding on Elephant. 

This small ceiling contains a large central lotus 
flower with flying musicians surrounding it arranged in 
pairs, with one pair in each coffer. Rings are carved 
where the thin beams cross (Rub. XIIIA). To the east 
of the lotus flower is a divinity riding on a flying bird, 
holding a sun and a moon. Opposite this is a Bodh. 
isattva, probably Samantabhadra, riding on an ele· 
phant represented in full gallop. Other unusual fea
tures are the four celestials riding on dragons by the 
outer circle of petals, the four aupapadukas on lotus 
flowers shooting out from it and the four aupapadu
kas projecting from the central calyx with petals behind 
them belonging to the inner circle of petals. This 
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delicate and most complicated design almost defies des. 
cription. (Diameter of lotus flower, about O.45-0.58m.) 

PI. 82. Cave XXXIX, Outside Wall. 
PI. 83. Cave XXXIX, Outside Wall, Entrance 

Gateway, Arch·Front. 
This cave, like Caves XXXV and XXXVII, has a 

Vajrapani on each side and a pointed.arch with a floral· 
scroll design which is here very slender and flowing 
(Rub. XV A). Above this are two windows with a 
niche containing a seated Buddha between them. (Heigbt 
of entrance gateway, 3.05m.) 

PI. 84A. Cave XXXIX, Entrance Gateway, East 
Reveal. 

B. Cave XXXIX, Entrance Gateway, West 
Reveal. 

A. The entrance gateway is arched and niches were 
added later in the reveals. The outer trabeated niche 
on the east reveal is unusual in its Bodhisattva seated 
with ankles crossed. The head is missing (Fig. 39), 
but the finely carved, delicate drapery remains. On 
each side is a Siddhartha fignre seated in meditation 
with one leg pendant and above each of these is a flying 
celestial. 

The inner side of the reveal contains a niche and a 
three.storeyed pagoda in relief. The mound on the 
top of the latter is large with a long, thin spire project. 
ing upwards from it. (Height of entrance gateway, 
3.05m.) 

B. The west reveal contains a large deep niche. 
The head of the Buddha is lost (Fig. 40), but the rest 
is well.preserved revealing a well·balanced body. The 
drapery hangs in very flowing lines and the low lotus· 
pedestal is in a very gentle, delicate style. On each 
side stands an attendant on a lotns pedestal. The niche 
has a simple, narrow canopy. Below this niche are a 
pointed.arch niche and a canopied niche, both housing 
seated Buddhas. (Height of entrance gateway, 3.05m.) 

PI. 85. Cave XXXIX, South Wall, East Half. 
PI. 86. Cave XXXIX, South Wall, West Half. 

In the area by the side of the entrance gateway and 
the two windows, only the canopy decoration of the 
very top belongs to the original design. All the niches 
were added later one by one. The eleven niches with 
seated Buddhas in two rows below the east window may, 
however, be a continuation from those on the east wall 
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which are original. 
The additional niches are distributed without any 

plan but they are all roughly similar in size and depth 
and the whole wall is rather evenly carved. The bottom 
of the wall houses relatively larger niches (41, 42, 67, 
68), but these are very damaged. The seated Buddha 
in the trabeated niche at the east end (41) is unusual 
(Rub. XV F). Above them on the east part are two 
typical composite niches (35, 36) consisting of a tra· 
beated niche with a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed 
(Rub. XVG) and a pointed.arch niche with a seated Bud· 
dha. They are delicate in carving and very similar 
except for the attendants and the pedestal. The west 
niche (36) has a Sakyamuni Buddha with Rahula on 
one side and a Dlpal)1kara Buddha with mal}ava on the 
other. Above these niches are a pointed.arch niche 
with two Buddhas seated side.by.side (27) and a tra· 
beated niche with a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed 
(28), which were probably intended to form a pair. 

The west side is somewhat larger with a fine niche 
of pointed.arch type (58) in the middle. The execu
tion of this is particularly delicate but the heads un· 
fortunately are broken. Below this niche and on each 
side of it are pairs of pointed-arch niches (64, 65; 59, 
60; 56, 57), and to the right of it is a pair of trabeat
ed niches (51, 52) which are unusual in that they 
house seated Buddhas. Above the large niche (58) is 
also a pair of trabeated niches (53, 54), one of which 
houses the usual Bodhisattva with ankles crossed while 
the other is unusual in its seated Buddha. These may 
form a composite niche. 

The upper part was left in a rough condition except 
where niches have been added later. (Height of wall, 
about 6.00m.) 

PI. 87. Cave XXXIX, East Wall, North Half. 
PI. 88. Cave XXXIX, East Wall, South Half. 

Apart from the canopy decoration, the whole of the 
wall is covered with Thousand Buddha niches. Only 
the bottom part of the wall was not originally carved 
with these niches and this has been filled with niches 
added later. In the centre of the Thousand Buddhas 
is the usual, slightly larger niche of trabeated type 
which may be intended to represent the chief Buddha 
among them. This is an essential feature of every wall 
with Thousand Buddha niches. (Height, about 6.00m.) 

PI. 89A. Cave XXXIX, North Wall, West Half. 
B. Cave XXXIX, North Wall, East Half. 
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The north wall is also covered with Thousand Bud
dha niches, but the damage here is more serious than 
that of the east wall. It is similar in having a slightly 
larger niche in the centre. (Height, about 6.00 m.) 

PI. 90A. Cave XXXIX, West Wall, Sonth Half. 
B. Cave XXXIX, West Wall, North Half. 

This wall has ten,zones of Thousand Buddha niches, 
the uppermost containing twenty -two niches. Here, 
also, is a slightly larger niche in the centre. The state 
of preservation is in general comparatively good, and 
the niches added later on the bottom part of the wall 
are also in good condition revealing delicate workman
ship. (Height, about 6.00m.) 

PI. 91. Cave XXXIX, Stupa-Pillar, South Face. 
Showing the central pagoda hewn from the uatural 

rock on the model of a wooden building. The original 
model has here been followed more closely than in 
Caves I and II. This five-storeyed pagoda has a very 
large pedestal which is so damaged that scarcely any 
of the original carving remains but only some niches 
added later. The pagoda may have been left unfinish
ed. 

The eaves, with their tiles and brackets, project rela
tively little. Each storey (Rub. XV D) has five niches 
separated by pillars. The niches and images differ 
in the lower three storeys but are similar in the upper 
two storeys each having a pointed-arch niche with a 
seated Buddha (Fig. 43). (Height of stupa'pillar, about 
5.90rn.) 

PI. 92. Cave XXXIX, Stupa-Pillar, South-East 
Corner. 

PI. 93. Cave XXXIX, Stupa-Pillar, South-West 
Corner. 

With two exceptions, the niches and their images on 
the west and the east faces are similar (Rub. XV B, C, E). 
The exceptions are found in the central niche of the 
first storey, one having a seated Buddha and the other 
two Buddhas seated side-by-side and in that of the third 
storey where one has a Buddha and the other a Bodhi
sattva seated with ankles crossed. The rafters radiate 
from each corner. (Width of first storey on south face, 
about 1.95m.) 

PI. 94. Cave XXXIX, Stiipa-Pillar, South-West Cor
ner, Upper Part. 

Above the central pagoda is a representation of Mount 
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Sumeru which reaches to the ceiling and resembles 
those in Caves I and II. The Mount Sumeru is narrow 
as if bound by the naga dragons and, above and below 
it at each corner, are two square frames with triangular 
decorations. This design may have been derived from 
the floral or step-like decorations on the five-layered 
pedestal of the stupa (PI. 84, Vol. IX, PI. 24). 

PI. 95 A. Cave XXXIX, Stupa-Pillar, East Face, 
Upper Part. 

B. Cave XXXIX, Stiipa-Pillar, East Face, 
First Storey. 

A. Showing the summits of the Mount Sumeru on 
the pagoda. They taper more than those of the early 
Yiin-kang style. Along the outlines of the monntains 
are incised lines and the monntains themselves are con
cave. Distorted trees represented by incised lines are 
shown in places. 

B. Damage is seen everywhere but, since the sur
face is relatively hard, it can still be seen that the 
niches are of pointed -arch type, the central one housing 
two Buddhas seated side-by-side and each of the outer 
two, a seated Buddha (Rub. XVB). The two niches 
between them each contain a Buddha seated in western 
fashion. (Height of storey, about 0.85m.) 

PI. 96. Cave XXXIX, Ceiling, South Part. 
The ceiling is coffered with the Mount Sumeru 

representation belonging to the stupa occupying the 
central frame. The south part is divided into four 
sections, of which the inner two are square, and each 
contain a lotus flower with four palmettes shooting out 
to the four corners. The two outer sections are of 
irregular shape each housing a flying celestial. The 
flying celestials are fundamentally of Cave VI style but 
the delicateness of the workmanship indicates a slightly 
more advanced style. 

PI. 97 A. Cave XXXIX, Ceiling, West Part. 
B. Cave XXXIX, Ceiling, East Part. 

A. The west side of the ceiling is divided into four 
frames of which the inner two are square, housing a 
three-headed, six -armed divinity and an intertwined 
dragon respectively. The outer two, now damaged, 
were of irregular shape and each housed a flying celes
tial. The divinity in one of the central parts is naked 
and seated in a relaxed pose holding a sun and a moon 
in the second pair of hands. The hands of the first 
pair are placed on the breast aud on the waist respect-
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ively. The figure may be intended to represent Asura. 
The dragon is iutertwined to form a round design and 

has powerful paws. 
B. The east side is similar to the west side but is 

much more severely damaged and differs in having a 
lotus flower in one frame. The flower is designed to 
fit the square with extraordinary petals extending to 

fill the corners. 
This plate also shows a lotus flower in high relief 

on the north side. 

PI. 98. Cave XXXIX, Ceiling, Sonth-West Corner. 
In the irregular-shaped sections are flying celestials, 

their supple bodies strongly bent. These provide a 
striking contrast with the somewhat stiffer body of the 

divinity. 

PI. 99. Cave XL, North Wall. 
This cave which has half fallen away, greatly re

sembles Cave XXXIV. Although the main figure has 
already disappeared, the richly carved arch-front and 
an attendant with full body can still be seen. 

Above the attendant are worshippers with hands 
clasped and over all are two rows of Thonsand Buddha 
niches and finally a canopy decoration. The ceiling 
is coffered but now only a lotus flower in one of the 
frames remains. On the east wall is a trabeated niche 
housing a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed (Rub. XVI 

B) (Height, ahout 4.00m.) 

PI. 100. Cave XLI, North Wall. 
This cave is also very badly damaged, exposing a 

canopied niche on its north wall. The canopy formed 
of scale-like and triangnlar pendants has a silk hang
ing at each end and a looped curtain hanging along the 
top of the niche. The niche is deep and houses an 
unfinished figure. Though the head seems new, the 
whole body is reminiscent of Northern Wei style. On 
each side of the canopy are reliefs representing scenes 
from the Buddha's life. (Height, ahout 2.90m.) 

PI. lOlA. Cave XLI, North Wall, West Part, Bud
dha's Life in Relief. 

B. Cave XLI, North Wall, East Part, Bud
dha's Life in Relief. 

A. This area is divided into three zones. The up
permost represents the Birth of the Prince with a 
figure of Maya holding a branch of the A§oka tree in 
the Lumbi!).! Garden (Rub. XVI B). The Prince 
emerges from her left side to be received by a servant. 
To the left of them is a figure showing the Prince to a 
seated fignre who is probably intended to represent King 
Suddhodana. The second zone contains the Prince 
in the act of proclamation with one kneeling and six 
standing worshippers. The lowest zone has two scenes; 
one of the Prince being bathed by the Nagas, and the 
other of the divination of the brahmana Asita. 

B. Rere are four zones. The lowest zone represents 
the moment when the Prince left the canopied conch 
where Princess Y oSodhara still sleeps (Rub. XVlA). 
The second zone has the Departure from the Palace with 
the Prince leaving on his horse whose feet are supported 
by flying celestials to muffle any noise. The third zone 
represents the Departure on the white horse Ka!).\haka 
and has also a dhyana figure which may be intended to 
represent the scene of Mara's Attack though no evidence 
can be adduced to support this. The fourth zone has 
a seated Buddha surrounded by some worshipping 
figures which scene may be interpreted as the First 
Sermon in the Deer Park. 

PI. 102. Caves XLII to XLVI. 
Showing the westernmost of the Yiin-kang caves. 

On the right, the west half of Cave XLI, can be seen 
and in the middle are three caves, XLII to XLIV, whicb 
are slightly better preserved. Last of all comes Cave 
XL VIA, which was unfinished. In general, they are 
so weathered that nothing remains to merit description. 
The rock ridge is low, but the slanting cuts reveal 
clearly that the intention was to work it. The ridge 
further to the west is the natural hill-side and differE 
from this. 

CAVES AT HSIW AN AND WU-KUAN·T'UN 

PI. 103. Distant View of Rsi-wan and Wu-kuan-t'un. 
Showing the general view to the west from the west-

ern end of the Yiin-kang hill. The road ascending the 
opposite hill leads to Tso-yiin prefecture. On the right 
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of the road are a few caves called Lu.pan.yao :jlf ffi g 
or Hsi·wan iffl j!'l!. 

The long stone ridge continues far up the banks of 
the river and, here too, niches and caves are carved. 
These are situated near the village called Wu·kuan· 
t'un to the north. 

PI. 104A. Hsi.wan, North and South Caves, Outside 
Wall. 

B. Hsi·wan, North Cave, Entrance Gateway. 
A. The two caves are hewn into a stone ridge 

which was heightened by the addition of piled stones. 
In front of the caves is a court which may once have 
contained wooden bnildings since the wall shows many 
holes for the ends of beams. A niche is found between 
the caves. 

B. The entrance gateway is slightly arched. AI· 
though much damaged, the arch· front certainly can· 
tained kneeling celestial with hands clasped. 

PI. 105A. Hsi·wan, North Cave, Left·B~ck Corner. 
B. Hsi·wan, South Cave, Left Wall, Thou· 

sand Buddha Niches. 
A. The bottom part of the North Cave is badly 

damaged but the whole wall was once filled with Thou· 
sand Buddha niches. Several rowS of these are still 
well.preserved. Above them and close to the ceiling 

is a canopy decoration. The plan of the, cave seems 
to have been square with rounded cornerS. Nothiug 
of the ceiling now remains. (Height of canopy decora· 
tion, O.30m.) 

B. This cave is also covered with Thousand Buddha 
niches. However, the seated Buddhas are larger than 
those in the North Cave. It has only four rows, each 
containing about thirty.two Buddhas altogether. The 
Bnddhas have no niches and only incised nimbuses. 
The heads have almost all disappeared but the carving 
is simple and no folds are represented on the robes. 
The bodies are full, but somewhat awkward. The 
lowest row is provided with a row of lotus petals, and 
the uppermost with a canopy decoration. (Height of 
wall, 2.60m) 

PI. 106A. Hsi·wan, Niche with Two Buddhas Seated 
Side.by.Side. 

B. Wu.kuan.t'nn, Caves and Niches. 
A. The small niche between the North and South 

Caves houses two Buddhas seated side·by.side but is 
much damaged. It belongs to the later Yiin.kang style. 

B. On the river bank to the south of W u·kuan· 
t'un village are several caves and niches. In general 
they resemble the caves of the western end gronp and 
wonld appear to be of the same date. 



APPENDIX I 

REPORT OF THE YDN-KANG EXCAVATION II 

THE EXCAVATIONS IN 1938, of the fore-ground of Caves VIII to X, were followed in 1939 and 1940 by 

excavations carried out in front of the T'an-yao caves_ Since there had long been a question as to 

whether temples once stood on the hill, some trial excavations were carried out on the eastern and 

western hills. Finally, a small excavation near the Lung-shen Shrine carried out in 1938 and some 

discoveries made as a result of the construction of the Yiin.kang villa will here be described. 

EXCAVATION OF THE FORE-GROUND OF THE T'AN-YAO CAVES 

In September 1939, about 60 households dwelling inside and outside the caves were transfered 

to the south of the main street which runs through the village from east to west. The caves were 

enclosed with a low stone wall and the ground inside roughly levelled leaving a few undulations. 

When the huts built in Caves XIV, XV and XVIII were removed, some fragments (Vol. XIV, PIs. 50-

57) were discovered which had fallen in earlier times. 

During the summer and autumn of 1940, the floors in Caves XVI to XX were entirely cleared. 

First, the buried floor of Cave XVII was excavated completely revealing the feet of the main Bodhisattva. 

Excavations revealed some stone fragments including a Buddha head, but these do not necessarily belong 

to this cave. On July 24th, from the much ruined north wall of the village running about 30.00m. 

south of the T'an-yao caves, many fragments of small Thousand Buddha niches, which probably came 

from the outside walls, were dug up. Their surface was well preserved and retained its original 

beautiful red colour. A fragment of a clay figure, probably part of a crown of a Bodhisattva, was 

found among them. 

From September 25th, until November 24th under the leadership of Mr. K. Ono, now of the 

National Museum, Nara and Mr. T. Hibino, Lecturer in this Institute, excavations were carried on in 

the fore-grounds of Caves XVI to XX. The workmen generally numbered fifty to sixty, sometimes 

increasing to seventy to eighty and at the most over two hundred men were occupied. At first a main 

rainwater trench 4.00m. wide (Figs. 56,57) was excavated from east to west, at a distance 17.00m. south 

from the caves. Other trenches 4.00m. wide were dug in front of Caves XIX and XX to the south. 

From the main trench, another trench measuring only two metres wide was dug to the north in the 

fore-ground of Cave XIX and here a brick floor probably of the Liao dynasty was uncovered. Inside 

Cave XX, the crossed legs of the main seated Buddha, which had long been buried in the earth, were 
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finally cleared. Outside the cave, a black earth layer was found containing a large number of 

Northern Wei tiles. 

EXCAVATION OF CAVE XIX 

A trench 15.00m. long and 2.00m. wide, was dug in front of Cave XIX and to the north of the 

main trench. In the main trench the edge of the rock floor was found running from east to west. 

The original rock face rose from here to the upper edge of the cliff and this had been cut into to 

make the fa9ade of the caves (Vols. XIII-XIV, Plan I). Near the entrance a brick floor 0.20-0.30m. 

below the surface was revealed. The debris was not so shallow on both sides but contained many 

fragments of stone sculpture, among them a fairly large block with the upper part of a niche (Figs. 

60, 61). This originally formed part of the bottom of the western side of the south wall and the figures 

on it have full bodies. The brick floor is close and regular though now much worn and minutely 

crackled (Figs. 59, 62). The bricks are square with impressions made by parallel cords on their backs. 

These impressions are an essential feature of Liao period bricks. The brick itself is of good quality. 

These bricks were laid only in front of the main Buddha on both sides of which the natural rock was 

revealed. This seems not to have been used to provide a lotus pedestal for the main Buddha. 

Beneath the bricks is a layer of lime on a thin layer of sand which had probably been transport

ed from another place. Below these again is a layer of black earth containing earlier tiles and 

charcoal overlaying the natural rock (Fig. 50). The depth from under the bricks to the rock is only 

0.20m. This brick floor extends about 7-3.00m. from the entrance, and in places in the southern 

end it has been replaced with later bricks. The lowest layer contains only Northern Wei tiles, with 

which the original building attached to this cave must surely have been roofed (Fig. 53). 

EXCAVATION OF CAVE XX 

The main Buddha seated in Cave XX was formerly buried in the ground to tbe height of the 

top of the crossed legs, which destroyed the proportions of the figure. First, the debris around the 

legs were cleared away. 

blocks (Vol. XIV, PI. 4). 

The crossed legs are badly damaged but have been repaired with stone 

In front of the legs part of a lotus pedestal was revealed (Fig. 74). This 

may have been circular and quite small. Slightly south of the lotus pedestal a bronze coin of Wu-chu 

1i.~ (Fig. 49)was found almost at the level of the natural rock, which appears to have served origi

nally as the floor. The coin seems to belong to the Northern Wei dynasty, fairly thin and unraised 

on the edge (Figs. 51, 63, Vois. XIII-XIV, Fig. 14). 

The feet of the attendant Buddhas which had been buried in the debris were also cleared. The 

low lotus pedestals (Vol. XIV, PI. 17) are badly worn and each outer foot had been almost completely 

weathered away. The feet of the attendant Bodhisattvas were also found and around them were small 
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niches added later, one of which is shown in Fig. 73 and Pl.19 of Vol. XIV. In the debris many 

fragments of sculptures were found and among them blocks inlaid for drapery (Fig. 66). 

This clearance revealed brick floors on the east half of the fore-ground. Some ten pieces of 

square brick in rows were found in the front. These were clearly of the Liao dynasty but badly 

worn. Just above, but mainly to the east of them, was another floor made of oblong bricks which 

seem to be of later date. 

To the south of this floor are the faint remains of a base belonging to the south brick wall (Figs. 

64,65). This would have connected with the brick-work still remaining on the cliff edge. Instead 

of a brick base, the natural rock base is still found on the western half of the south wall. As this 

originally came at the bad layer, rectangular blocks were inlaid from the earliest period. However, at 

the very west corner there still remains part of the outside wall covered with a diaper of Thousand 

Buddha niches (Fig. 69). The most recent entrance made of brick was 3.80m. wide. However, the 

date of its construction is not certain. The reason for a few courses of bricks between the entrance 

reveals is not ascertained. 

The fore-gI'ound of the cave was buried under fallen blocks (Fig. 76, Vol. XIV, PIs. 3,4), among 

which was found a large crown of the attendant Bodhisattva (Fig. 71). This is very highly worked while 

the attendant Bodhisattvas are carved in comparatively low relief. Some blocks forming part of the 

drapery (Figs. 66, 70) and a block belonging to a niche added later (Fig. 72) were found, but all the rest 

were blocks of the Thousand Buddha niches which originally adorned the outside wall (Figs. 70,77). A 

fragment of a coffered ceiling (Fig. 78) may have been part of Cave XXI. In general, the surface of 

the carvings is relatively well preserved as if they had fallen at an early date and subsequently been pro

tected by the earth. Above the fallen blocks a floor had been levelled with brownish clay, on which 

the brick floor of the Liao dynasty seems to have been laid. However, this unfortunately is now almost 

completely worn away and its extension to the outside of the cave cannot be ascertained. A fragment 

of tile bearing three characters was found here (Fig. 48). These may almost certainly be deciphered as 

"O&f Iffi !if,-t'ung-ssu-nien" (the fourth year of the -tung D &f era). The first character may have been 

either chien:i/.t: or huang ill, since Chien-t'ung ljit;&f was an era of Emperor T'ien-tsu X ~(F W, the last em

peror of the Liao and Huang-t'ung 1ll::&f an era of Emperor Hsi-tsung ~ '* of the Chin dynasty. Of the 

two (A.D. 1104 or 1144), the former seems by far the more probable. This evidence establishes the 

fact that a wooden building must have stood here in mediaeval times even though only very few Liao 

tiles and very small part of Liao brick floor were discovered during the excavation. 

Finally, below the layer containing the fallen blocks is a blackish earth layer about l.OOm. deep 

from the brick floor (Fig. 51). This layer contains only the many Northern Wei tile fragments with 

pieces of charcoal, which prove that the former Northern Wei structure was early destroyed by fire 

(Figs. 67-69, 75). The round eaves tiles were adorned with a splendid lotus flower design (Vols. XIII-

IV, Fig. 16) and the flat eaves tiles were decorated with a meander at the edge. They are all relatively 

heavy, containing grains of sand in the clay and with fairly rough surfaces. 

The excavation, however, was stopped above this layer and not examined thoroughly. The higher 

level of the original floor in this cave is most striking. By what means was it approached? The 
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fore-ground is lower than this and on the same level as those of Caves XIX and XVIII. A stone wall 

was erected at the west end of the fore-ground to meet the sloping debris in front of the caves of the 

western-end_ 

EXCAVATION OF THE NORTHERN WEI TEMPLE ON THE WESTERN HILL 

The southern area of the western hill was early found to be a site at which grey pottery of Han 

style was discovered. 

of tiles(Figs. 79, 80). 

The excavation was made in 1940 in the area containing scattered fragments 

It was started on October 30th by Mr. K. Ono and Mr. T. Hibino and finished 

on November 14th, with a break of one week. The trenches were made approximately in an "H"

shape. Giving alphabetical numbers A, B, C, D etc. respectively to the areas abundant in tiles (Fig- 52). 

[AREAS A AND B] In Area Aat a depth of about 0.30-0.50m. tiles of the Northern Wei were found,among 

which were several complete flat and round tiles including one round eaves tile of the lotus flower 

design and several of the Chuan-tsu-wu-ch'iungf!J.ff{J''J!!!;rM design. To the east of these was a flat 

stone, and further to the south-east paving stones, about 0.70m. wide and 3.40m. long, enclosed by 

stone slabs about 0.30m. high placed upright. About 0.60m. west from the upright stones was a 

group of stone blocks (Fig. 83). 

In Area B was also found a rectangular enclosure enclosed by upright stone slabs. This was 

0.90m. wide (Figs. 84, 85) and without paving stones, but may originally have been connected with the 

stone work described above. Just close to the stone enclosure was a square flat stone, and a little 

to the west, a larger flat stone. The discovery of the green-glazed tile was remarkable. The glazes 

are dark green and dark brown covering both sides of a flat eave-end tile with meander design. Two 

round eaves tiles with the characters Chuan-tsu-wu-ch'iung and an iron knife were also discovered. 

[AREAS C AND D] In Area C was something of a construction made with unburnt bricks, which may 

be identified as part of a wall or heater, k'ang M:, set in a wall. In an area about 5.00m. across were 

scattered tiles, among which were green-glazed tiles and the round eaves tiles with the characters Chuan

tsu-wu-ch'iung as well as cord-impressed bricks, fragments of the grey ware and iron objects. These 

are all of the Northern Wei period. To the south of them, in Area D,a small stone abont 0.17m. square 

with a hole was found (Fig. 53). 

[AREA E] Area E about 1.50m. wide is in the middle of the east-west trench. Here were excavated 

an almost complete basin and a pot of the grey ware. 

[AREAS F AND G] In Area F also (Figs. 81,82) many tiles were found, a flat stone 1.00 m. square and a 

rectangular stone with a hole. The tiles included the round eaves tiles with the characters Chuan-tsu

wu-ch'iung and three lotus flower tiles which had been attached to rafter ends. On the east side the 

upright stone slabs had been laid. 

In Area G, a trench 5.00m. long yielded no artifacts on the north where there was a purplish 

brown clay layer containing lime. 

[SUMMARY] Unfortnnately, the excavations were not able to reveal a clear plan of the building. It 
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is certain, however, that during the Northern Wei period a temple stood there_ The round eaves 

tiles with lotus-flower design or with the characters Chuan-tsu-wu-ch'iung and the flat eaves tiles with 

green-glaze or unglazed and with a meander design on the edge are significant. The glazed tile is the 

oldest example ever found. 

EXCAVATION OF THE NORTHERN WEI TEMPLE ON THE EASTERN HILL 

On August 10th, 1940, the excavation on the eastern hill was started by Mr. T. Hibino. It was 

interrupted from 15th to 26th, and recommenced from 27th. On 28th Mr. K. Banno joined the ex

cavation which was finished on 29th (Fig. 89). 

To the north-west of the hut just above Cave III, an east·west trench was made, in which was 

discovered a stone foundation (Fig. 87) and a long block with a lion's head (Fig. 70). The lion's head 

with its open jaws and protruding tongue, had a very fierce expression.. To the west of the lion was a 

foundation paved with stone slabs (Figs. 88,89). To the west of this again ran a thin upright layer of 

lime with red colour which was clearly part of the wall. Many tiles were found (Figs. 91,92). The 

flat eaves tiles had the meander design on the edge and the round eaves tiles, the characters Chuan

tsu-wu-ch'iung (Fig. 91). In addition many "Y"-Shaped tiles (Fig. 90) were discovered, each of which, 

it is assumed, was inserted up-right in the oblong hole provided at the top of the round eaves tiles. 

A considerabli) number of similar tiles was found at the Northern Wei site of Hsi-tz'e-t'ien, JiEi:J1JHB 
south-east of Tatung. Although the building seems to have been small, it was doubtlessly of the 

Northern Wei period. 

EXCAVATION OF THE LIAO SHRINE BY THE LUNG-SH£N-MIAO 

At present, a small valley runs between the eastern and central groups of caves. By the side 

of the path ascending this valley is the Lung-shen-miao ftW\1Wi or Dragon Shrine (Figs. 96-98). An 

entrance seen on the left-hand side of the photograph (Fig. 96) and beyond the shrine belongs to 

Cave VI, which has a central pagoda (Vol. II, Fig. 22). By the side of this shrine, was found a layer 

containing Liao tiles and iron objects. The tiles were of two kinds; one being the round eaves tile 

with animal mask encircled with a raised meander design and a design of pearls (Fig. 98), and other, 

the flat eaves tile with complicated feather pattern which may have been derived from that of the P'o

hai i:#Jifll: flat eaves tile. ') Near it were found an iron bell which would have hung from the eaves, 

an iron key and fragments of iron scale armour. The tiles are of a very refined style and fine material. 

These may have belonged to the Lung-sben-miao or Dragon Shrine and are of far stronger design than 

those seen at present. 

1 Y. Harada and K. Komai, Tung.ching-ch'eng, Report on the Excavation of the Site of the Capital of P'o·hai (Archaeo. 

logia Orientalis, Series A, Vol. V), Tokyo 1939, PI. LXXV. 
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THE LIAO TEMPLE SITE IN THE AREA EAST OF CAVE V 

At present some stone bases for pillars exist i. e. by the side of the bell tower. They were dug 

out when the villa was constructed." One with a square base and round mound was doubtlessly a 

base for a pillar, and the two with square bases and round stands with lotus design may have been 

for the same purpose. They are of sandstone and probably date from the Liao period. They probably 

served some architectural function in Liao times. 

1 Liang Ssii.ch'eng, Lin Hui-yin, Lin Tun-cheng, Yun-kang-shih-k'u chung So-piao-hsien-ti Pei-wei-Chien-chu (Chung

kuo-Ying.tsao-hsiien-shil.Hui.kan. IV -3.4), Peking 1934, p. 214, Fig. 47. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY ON THE HILLS NEAR YDN-KANG 

[MING FORTRESS ON THE HILL] On the hill approximately behind Caves IX to XX stands a ruined fort

ress (Vol. II, Fig. 9), which is about 200 m. square, with two wing walls coming from the south corners. 

The walls, measuring about 10m. high, are well preserved. In the middle of the south wall is a gate 

surrounded by a circular wall, provided with yet another gate on its west side where some stone blocks 

still remain which suggest the existence of an arched gate. The west wing wall extends to above 

Cave XXX, and connects with the west wall of the village fortress. The east wing wall reaches to 

the cliff-top above Caves VIII and IX, and accords the wall running south in the present temple (Vol. 

I, Maps 1-3). 

The interior of the fortress is sectioned crosswise, but reveals no foundations. Ridge tiles with 

floral decorations and eaves tiles with animal masks were scattered about. These are identical with 

those of the buildings in the present temple. The clay lids of the k'ang heaters were also scattered 

inside here and there. 

The Tso-yiin-chih (compiled in A.D. 1803) chap. iii, says that the village fortress built in A.D. 

1558 being situated below the hill, was vulnerable to the attack of an invader, and that therefore in 1574 

a new fortress was built on the hill. This is the ruined fortress now seen. Its height is said to have 

been 3 chang 5 chih, approximately eleven metres, and the circumference, lli 5 fen, approximately 

560 metres. Only the battlements were covered with bricks, which are now all missing. In ad

dition the eight beacon towers, still visible from every direction, once belonged to this fortress. The 

villages near the outer line of the Great Wall were fortified at various times from 1539 to 1558, and 

finally, in 1574, the fortress seen here was built on the hill. These fortifications were all occasioned 

by fear of invasion by Altan-Khan, a Tartar chief (A.D. 1507-1582). 

[NORTHERN WEI TEMPLE ON THE HILL, HSI-LIANG] This is situated about 1 kilometre east of the eastern 

end of the Yiin-kang caves. At the south end of the hill facing the river is a small mound, to the 

north of which in a flat area about 40 to 50 metres square (Figs. 103, 104) are scattered fragments of 

tiles. Among these were a round eaves tile with the characters Chuan-tsu-wu-ch'iung a lotus flower 

tile used for the ends of rafters, and flat eaves tiles with meander rim modelled by the fingers. Here 

too are three round shaped stone bases for pillars (Figs. 54, 105-107), though these are damaged. In 

the centre of each base is a hole to serve as. a tenon. These are similar to ones found in the Northern 

Wei palace in Tatung. 

[NORTHERN WEI TILE-KILN, HSI-WAN] When the road to Tso-yiin was made, several kiln-sites were 
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discovered on the opposite bank (Fig. 108). The slope of the hill faces east and, being close to the 

river-bed, provides a very good site for a kiln. Two cross sections of two kilns were revealed. The 

lower level contained 11 dense accumulation of round and flat tiles, and the upper level a mixture of 

fragments of charcoal and blocks of burnt clay. Some of the flat tiles had the meander design on the 

edge, clearly betraying their Northern Wei origin. The tiles in general, are made of somewhat coarse 

material containing small grains of stone and even their surfaces are not smooth. They seem to be 

relatively heavy. The kilns with their walls of unburnt hricks must certainly have continued up on 

the slope and they were, without doubt, constructed here to supply the tiles used on the temples of 

the opposite bank (Figs. 109,110).· 

[LIAO OR CHIN SHRINE SITE, HSI-WAN] This site is slightly west of the Hsi-wan caves. Among the 

scattered tiles, round ones with the dragon and flat ones with the feather design were evident. The 

latter is very complicated and the flat edge is not at right angles but sloping. Thus, stylistically they 

may be somewhat later than those of the Liao site of Lung-shen-miao. There probably stood here a 

small shrine of the Liao or Chin periods. 

[HAN OR NORTHERN WEI SITE, HSI-WAN] On the same hill end is a site with many scattered grey pottery 

fragments. This grey pottery has the usual cord impressions and seems to be Han ware. 

[HAN SITE, WU-KUAN-T'UN] On the slightly sloping hill to the east of Wu-kuan-t'un were found many 

grey pottery sherds and tiles (Figs. 113-115). These have the usual cord impressions. One of the 

eaves tiles is typically Han with a spiral pattern called warabi-te-mon ;b £; r.f 'f-)( in Japanese. Another 

is somewhat unusual, being semi·circular and without pattern. They are all of Han type and no doubt 

indicate that this is a Han site. On the north side runs a ruined wall made of pounded clay. It 

seems very probable that this can be identified as the Wn-chou fortress lit 1'i-! ~ recorded in the Han 

Annals (Vol. I, p. 4). 

[PAINTED POTTERY SITE, PASUMUTI] This prehistoric site is situated on the bank facing the Yiin-kang 

caves and particularly opposite Caves I to VI. On the slightly sloping hill-side facing the river many 

pot-sherds and stone implements were found. The larger implements were found particnlarly on 

the northern and lower portions, while smaller objects such as rings etc. were frequently encountered 

on the summit to the south. The local inhabitants call the place Ho-nan or Pasumuti. 

Pottery: (1) Of painted pottery only two fragments were found. One was part of the stand of the 

tou !il. or high-stemmed dish and the other, a part of the lip of a pot. The yellowish red surface is paint

ed with dark brown lines. Similar pottery was discovered at Hnng-shan-hon, Ch'ih-feng and Ching-tsun, 

Wan-ch'iian. (2) The fine pottery shows variations of colour from brownish red to grey and black. 

Mostly they belonged to dishes and pots. Some large vertical handles were found. The surface of these 

was nsually polished and sometimes impressed with parallel and criss-crossed lincs. (3) The coarse 

pottery contains sand in the clay and is brownish-red. They generally have cord-impressions and are 

of urn-type with large mouths and small bases. (4) Few coarse and polished pottery fragments of red 

colour were found. Among them was discovered one large handle. (5) Three fragments of a li

tripod were collected. 

Pottery rings for armlets were very frequent, and a few stone rings, sometimes blue and some-
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times white, were found_ Pottery spindle-whirls were not infrequently discovered_ 

Stone implements: The stone axes were chiefly of two kinds; one with a double-sided blade 

and the other with a single-sided blade. Many irregular large chipped implements were discovered 

and pobably these had many purposes. Round heavy implements always showed traces of hammer

ing and were no doubt intended for hammering without a handle. A fragment of a stone ring was 

found. Here also was found a flat chipped implement resembling the stone hoes of Hung-shan-hou 

but this specimen had a hole. This may be an unfinished implement such as a stone knife. Fragments 

of stone knives were very frequent. Their use is assumed to have been for cropping ears. Among 

them a few were made of hard pottery. Some microlithic implements were found such as stone blades, 

scrapers, and arrow-heads, but stone querns and rollers were infrequent. 

Apart from such prehistoric remains, some pot-sherds of the Han and Northern Wei periods were 

discovered but these were very few. 
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